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News In Brief
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Amerko's Retirement Choke

35 CENTS

20, 1987

Poston tells
board of new
requirements
on insurance

Standing up tor human rights

Committees from five counties
to pick Burnette replacement
FULTON,Ky. 1AP — Democratic committees from five Kentucky
counties wW pick the replacement for State Rep. Ward "Butch"
Burnette of Fulton in a caucus
Burnette plans to resign his 1st District House seat around Dec. 1.
He was elected State Agriculture Commissioner Nov. 3 and will take
office in January.
He won the House seat in 1976. The district consists of Ballard
Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton counties, and six precincts in western
McCracken County.
- A spokesman for Gov Martha Layne Collins said once Burnette
resigns, a special election will precede the Jan. 5 opening of the
General Assembly.
Those vying for the position are Fulton County Judge-Executive
James Everett of Hickman: former Carlisle County Judge-Executive
Bill Fraser of Bardwell; Former Commonwealth's Attorney Charles
Geveden of Wickliffe, Larry Wilson of Burnette, who ran an unsuccessful race against Burnette in 1984; Dennis Wilson, chairman of the
Carlisle County Democratic Executive Committee; Bill Robertson of
Fulton, and Tim Langford of Fulton.
Terry Simmons, head of the Ballard County Democrats, will be
chairman of the caucus

By SCOTT WILSON
Staff writer
Stuart Poston, administrator of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, informed board
members Thursday night that all
physicians at the hospital must
have $1 million worth of insurance
coverage by Jan. 1, 1989.
Poston, talking at the monthly
meeting of the Board of Commissioners, said, "The company that
covers us, the Kentucky Hospital
Association Trust, stipulated that
all physicians in the hospitals it
covers must have $1 million worth
of insurance. This kind of thing is
pretty universal. We really had no
choice in the matter."
Poston also informed the board
of the latest accomplishments of
the hospital to meet recommendations suggested on the facility's
1986 strategic plan. He said that he

Tabatha Foster to get visit from
Wilkinson while he's in Pittsburgh
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP ) — Tabatha Foster, the Madisonville
3-year-old who is recovering from a rare five-organ transplant operation, will get a visit Monday from Gov.-elect Wallace Wilkinson, his
staff said Thursday.
Wilkinson will visit the child at Children's Hospital in Pittsburgh.
Later, Wilkinson is expected to attend a fund-raising dinner for Pennsylvania Gov. Robert P Casey. a news release said.
Tabatha's parents, Sandra and Roy Foster, will be Wilkinson's
guests at the dinner, the release said.
Earlier this week. Tabatha's doctors reported she was walking
around the intensive care unit and asking for pizza She was listed
Monday as being in critical but stable condition.
The child received a new liver, pancreas, small intestine and parts
of the stomach and colon in a 15-hour operation that ended Nov. 1.

Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis, left, gives the oath of office to three new members of the Murray Human Rights
Commission. The new members, sworn in Thursday, are, from left: Mary Ryan, Cynthia Lanier and Fr. AnStaff photo by Scott Willoo
dre Trevathan.

Wilkinson warns of hard times
that are ahead for state budget

Elsewhere...
By VW Aaseciased Press

W4SHING7Y),1" — Bargainers say White House and congressional
officials could nail down the last details of a two-year, $75 billion
deficit-cutting plan today, but President Reagan is poised to order a
legally required federal spending slash anyway.
WASHINGTON — The White House is backing off a plan to ask
Soviet General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev to become the first
communist leader to address a joint meeting of Congress, administration and congressional sources say.
TOOELE ARMY DEPOT, Utah — A Soviet negotiator says an international treaty to reduce and eventually ban chemical weapons
could be reached by late May if the United States would take a "more
optimistic approach."
WASHLVGTON — National Institutes of Health researchers say an
amino acid compound formulated in a laboratory is able to slam the
door on cancer cells that attempt to spread through the body.
WASHINGTON — Confirmation hearings for Supreme Court
nominee Anthony M. Kennedy will begin Dec. 14, the Senate
Judiciary Committee said today.
MEXICO CITY — The value of the Mexican peso slumped in uncertain trading on the free market. Some merchants reacted by marking
up prices, which gave another boost to the nation's soaring inflation
rate.
WASHINGTON — Lt. Col. Oliver L. North pushed the FBI to investigate opponents of the Nicaraguan Contras and tried to stall other
probes that threatened to reveal his secret Contra supply operation,
the congressional Iran-Contra committees say.
HEMPSTEAD. N.Y. — Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
says the first national conference on the Nixon presidency is proof
that historians will judge Richard Nixon more generously than his
contemporaries did.
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(Cont'd On page 2)

Wallace Wilkinson

GRAYSON, Ky.(AP) — During
his campaign for governor,
Wallace Wilkinson talked about
his philosophy of government.
He talked about how the work
ethic of most Kentuckians could
be used to move the state forward.
On Thursday, off the campaign
trail, Wilkinson spoke of an even
more basic philosophy — the
ideals and constants that have led
his life and the lives of ordinary
Kentuckians.
The occasion was the inauguration of Dr. Keith Keeran as the

new president at Kentucky Christian College.
Wilkinson has supported the college and been an active member
of the Broadway Christian Church
in Lexington.
You and I know it has not
always been fashionable to talk
about family values, to talk about
trustworthiness and reverence
and such other values," Wilkinson
said.
"But those values and others
like them are just as important today as they have ever been,

perhaps more so at any time in our
past, at any time in our history,"
he continued.
Wilkinson said those values
were at the root of his campaign
and will be at the center of his administration when it takes office
on Dec. 8.
"I see four years of great opportunity and great challenge ahead
of us," Wilkinson said. "Four
years of promise, four years of
achievement ahead of us."
((ont'd on page 2)

Firms being asked to underwrite ceremony
LEXINGTON, Ky.(API— Letters sent to the state's largest corporations asking them to underwrite Gov.-elect Wallace Wllicinson's Dec. 8 inauguration were an
attempt to spare Kentucky taxpayers the expense, a Wilkinson
spokesman said.
The state budget sets aside
$250,000 for the inauguration, but

No punitive
damages for
survivors of
Arrow victims
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — A
federal judge has ruled that the
survivors of victims of an Arrow
Air crash that claimed the lives of
249 Fort Campbell soldiers are not
entitled to punitive damages.
U.S. District Judge Edward
Johnstone issued the ruling
Wednesday in Louisville and based his decision on the Warsaw
Convention, which governs international flights.
The ruling means that there will
be no trial on the cause of the 1985
crash in Gander, Newfoundland,
the worst in U.S. military history.
A trial had been set for March
and the plaintiffs' lawyers hoped
to show that gross negligence by
Arrow caused the disaster, entitling the survivors to punitive
awards
John Martin, the attorney for
Arrow Air's insurer, Association
Aviation Underwriters, said er((ont'd on page 2)

spokesman Doug Alexander said
the Wilkinson inaugural committee will not use that money.
"We are seeking to make the inauguration a celebration for all of
Kentucky," Alexander said. "But
we would prefer that taxpayers
not have to pay for it."
The letters, sent by the inaugural committee to about 300

companies, suggest contributions
of $.5,000, $15,000, $25,000 or more.
Wilkison on Thursday denied
reports that the inaugural committee is seeking nearly $1
million.
"I do not anticipate or want a $1
million inauguration," he said. "I
would never allow it to cost that
much."

Wilkinson said he lectured his
inaugural committee this we.k
about being frugal.
Asked if the requested donations
were too high, Wilkinson said,
'Maybe for some people, but it
isn't too much to ask some corporations in order to keep the ex(Cont'd on page 2)

P rotett in g our future

Briggs & Stratton Murray plant manager Dick Fotsch, right, is presented a plaque honoring the factory's sup
port of the Army National Guard and Reserve. Presenting the plaque is Major Johnny Virgin, strength
management officer of the U.S. Army 100th Division headquarters In Louisville. Fotsch. nominated by Army
Reservist Richard Scott, assistant personnel manager at Briggs & Stratton, was one of seven to receive the
employer support award in Kentucky. A total of 17 employees at the local plant serve in the Guard and
Reserve.
Staff photo by Datid Tuck
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Big plans for western Kentucky
include 'superhighway' for region

Getting ready

Smith, who registered Aug. 26 as an eastern Louisville district.
HENDERSON, Ky. AP —
proposed billion-dollar western a Democrat in Hopkins County,
In 1973, Smith joined Louisville
Kentucky theme park and com- recently was a real-estate
Mayor Harvey Sloane's admercial complex requires a new developer in Florida.
ministration as special counsel
superhighway between Henderson
In 1970, he won a special election
after managing Sloane's camand Paducah, a developer on the to fill out the term of then-state
paign. He was later indicted on a
project said.
Sen. Romano Mazzoli after Mazcharge of obtaining money under
"It should be a superhighway zoli's election to Congress. A year
false pretenses, but was found
because there will be millions of later, Smith won a full term from
innocent.
people coming into the gateway of
Kentucky. which is Henderson,
and coming down into the (Kentucky Lakes) region," Lacey T.
Smith, a former state senator
from Louisville who lives in
Madisonville, said Thursday.
And this superhighway will have
PADL'CAH, Ky. ( AP — A tour that although Tennessee to carry these people and make it operator has suggested that the Tombigbee construc
tion is a thing
easy and safe for people to travel Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterwa
y of the past, the Army Corps of
to this area."
Development Council take the in
Engineers has not completed the
Smith wants to widen approxin trying to attract more planned system of marinas, camimately 100 miles of U.S. 60 to four
passenger vessels to inland pgrounds and picnic areas in
lanes.
waterways.
Alabama and Mississippi.
Smith is a business partner of,
Cruises and shorter one-day exIt would cost $20 million to $25
but no relation to, Jim R. Smith, cursions are an appealing way
to million to fulfill
plans. Waldon
the Livingston County contractor
do that, said Franz Katz, of
said.
and developer who plans to build
Calloway Count) Red Cross director Peggy Billington, third from left, talks with area homema
Albany,
N.Y.
kers who
William R. Armistead, adSmith Village — a residential and
helped assemble kits of personal care items for victims of one-family tires in the county. With Billingto
"The industry Is not organized
n
are,
minist
rative assistant of
from left: Norma Mohr and Dolly Lorenz, from the Pottertown Homemakers Club, Marla
business
complex
—
along
the
for national, regional or local proThomason, New
Alabama's Bureau of Tourism and
Providence Homemakers Club; and Kay Carlson and Mary Hopson, also from the Potterto
Ohio
River
northeas
t
of
Paducah
.
motion,
"
he
said
club.
wn
Thursday.
The theme park, as yet unnamed,
As an example, Katz cited the Travel, said his state has seen an
Staff pileit by David l'Istd
increase in tourists since the
would be located separately from
Statue of Liberty rededication on
waterway's opening in 1985.
new
the
town, probably in the Ken. July 4. 1986.
taxes or fees to bring in more cabinet.
While participants are here to
tucky
Lakes
region,
develope
rs
The nationally-televised event
money.
• He declined to identity any in- have
discuss benefits of the Tennesseesaid.
attracte
d about 30,000 vessels,
He revealed that a tax amnesty dividuals, but said three different
(Cont'd from page 1)
Lacey Smith. considering a run
many of them offering cruises or Tombigbee, they were told
program is under consideration to
people will fill the top spots of for U.S.
representative from the
Wilkinson also took the oppor- raise money.
excursions, in "the first showcase Wednesday that a tie-in with Lake
cabinet secretary, budget director 1st
Erie would be to their advantage.
Congres
sional
tunity to mention the -problems
District
,
is
U.S. waterway tourism."
of
"I'm studying that and that is and chief of staff in the governor's
presiden
t
of
Donan
facing the state, including its seriously under consideration
Engineering, a
No trade group attempted to
U.S. Rep. James Traficant, D.
by office.
Madisonville company bought by
precarious financial condition.
publicize the significance to the inme at the moment," Wilkinson
Ohio, urged funding of a 104-mile
Currently, Gov. Martha Layne him and Jim Smith,
which is coorHe said before his speech that said.
Justry., however, and operators waterway that would link Beaver
Collins has one individual, Larry
the financial problems can be
missed a golden opportunity for River, an Ohio River tributary
Under such a program, some in- Hayes, acting as cabinet secretary dinating the development. The
overcome.
priceless advertising, Katz said.
terest and penalties could be waiv- and budget director, and no clear former state senator spoke Thursnorthwest of Pittsburgh, to Lake
day to the Henderson Rotary Club.
"The budget may not be as bad ed for people and compani
Katz said one excursion boat, Erie.
es who individual as chief of staff.
Two St. Louis-based companies owned by a St. Paul, Minn., ficm,
as it's been projected to be, but it's pay outstanding tax bills.
He said the proposed $6 billion
Wilkinson did say that Dr. Floyd are
Such
in the midst of studies that will
bad," Wilkinson said. "There's programs generally are
has offered rides on the
waterway would complete a
followed Poore of Florence, a top fund- outline
the specifics of the new
not going to be any money there by a much stricter enforce
Tennessee-Tombigbee, providing transcontinental link of the Great
ment raiser for Wilkinson and Collins' town
and the theme park, Lacey
when I get there. We see that, very program.
an opportunity to see historic Lakes and the Gulf of Mexico.
first Transportation Cabinet Smith said.
obviously."
sites, vegetation and industrial
Wilkinson said he did not know
That would reduce shipping
secretary, will likely accept a job
"Dec. 31 is the deadline I've
Wilkinson stressed, though, that how much money might be
facilities at a view different from
costs for Tenn-Tom users and inraised
within the governor's office.
given the real estate analyst firm
he still opposes any increase in by such a program, but promise
the air or highways.
crease trade opportunities and
d
that
is doing the feasibility study
Donald Waldon, administrator reduce the federal trade deficit.
strict enforcement of tax laws in
for us," he said. "At the end of
of the waterway authority, said Traficant said
any event.
March ... another firm in St. Louis
Legislative committees have
that does urban design planning
estimated there could be a short- (Cont'd from page 1)
will tell us what should be there,
A small parcel of land at the end
fall of as much as $450 million in rors by the crew
may have figured what it should look like, how big it
of the hospital's property near the
the 1988-90 biennium if spending in the
accident, but that the should he, and when the various (Cont'd from page 1)
The Murray-Calloway County
MA Building will be purchased
programs continue as they are and airline's
conduct did not warrant aspects of it should be developed. I
Parks Board agreed this week to
The
nothing is done to bring in more punitive
board voted to buy the land so
and his staff have met most of the
damages.
would say that by April we will
discontinue charging a fee for
that
a
money.
fence could be extended two
feasible
recomme
ndation
s listed
"We are pleased that the judge have dust flying."
viewing the Christmas in the Park
The speech was Wilkinson's first issued
feet further along that side.
in
the
plan.
this order," Martin said.
Lacey Smith said he is opdisplays.
public appearance since he won
Poston said that a different
"I think we have accomplished
Plaintiffs lawyer Jerry Skinner timistic that Gov.-elect Wallace
The displays can be seen from
fence to separate the the MA
the Nov. 3 general election.
over
half
of
the
Items
listed."
said he was disappointed because
Wilkinson will support a new
Dec. TO through the Christmas
Building and parking lot from the
On another pressing matter,
Poston relayed. "We have made
holidays, parks director Gary --Wilkinson said he still does not in- without a trial, it will be easier for highway. estimated to cost bet- some
rest
of the hospital will cost apmoveme
nt
in the area of
Arrow Air to resume passenger ween $70 and $80 million.
Hohman said.
proximately $35,000. Construction
tend to appoint his cabinet service.
marketi
ng
and
we
have
done
a
"When there's that much activiSix new displays can be seen this
secretaries for some time yet.
has already started on the project
The Miami-based airline discon- ty going on in a part of the state, good job of recruiting physicians.
year, with many of the displays
In other business, the Christmas
Wilkinson said he has made tinued its
Our
new
"Vitalit
y"
magazine has
charter passenger ser- the governor is going to have to
from last year returning as well.
party for the board and medical
several decisions about who will vice after
allowed
us
to
inform
the
people
in
the crash.
take a hard look at that," Smith
The Christmas in the Park
staff will be Dec. 15 at the Brass
fill key roles on his staff in the
this area about the hospital and
The
said,
soldiers
adding that if western Kenand
displays are sponsored by a varieeight
crew
Lantern.
governor's office, but is not as far
the
program
s
here.
We
have also
members were killed when an Ar- tuckians work together and make
ty of local businesses and private
along on finding people for the
enhance
d
our
facilitie
s."
row Air DC-8 crashed seconds a case for the road based on both
citizens.
But Poston urged for the board
after taking off from Gander, economic and human needs, "I
member
s not tostop now. He feels
where it had stopped for refueling. think there's no question we will
that
steps
should be taken to conThe troops, members of the get that road. Wallace Wilkinson
II Let us help you with your "HOME" work
tinue the progression already (('ont'd from page 1)
101st Airborne Division, were will build that road for us."
pense from the taxpayers."
made.
returning to Fort Campbell after
Wilkinson has not included the
Wilkinson said the letters were
"We are at the point now of
serving with an international road in his campaign comREALTOR'
not
meant to intimidate Kentucky
'Where
do
we
go
from here'. We
peacekeeping force in the Sinai mitments and may or may not add
corporations into footing the instill
need
to
look
more
towards
Desert.
it later, said Danny Briscoe, state
auguration's bill.
outreach. We need to concentrate
The Canadian Aviation Safety Democratic Party chairman and a
"I don't think it's possible to inon
attracti
ng
patients
from outBoard conducted hearings on the Wilkinson spokesman.
timidate
corporate Kentucky." he
side of Calloway County," Poston
crash in April 1986, but has not
Lacey Smith is considering a
said.
issued its report on the disaster.
run against Democratic Rep. Car- said. "One way we might be able
Donna B. Moloney, executive
to do that is to recruit different
During the past four weeks, 20 roll Hubbard, who has not had a
director
of the inaugural commitspecialities. We have also decided
New listing that won't squeeze your wallet! Another new listing— fresh on the market.
plaintiffs struck settlements with major primary test since he won
tee.
could
not be reached for com3 BR home that has been completely 2 bedroom borne with basement
to
develop
a task force of board
on approx.
Arrow, leaving only three cases the seat from Frank Stubblefield
ment
remodeled Inside and out. PrIced In the 100 X 495 lot. Low 30's. For more informs
Thursda
y.
members
,
medical
staff
member
s
pending in the federal case.
of Murray in 1974
mid 205.
tion call today.
Alexander said any money the
and a consultant to take a look at
committee raises that is not spent
the things we need to do." Jack
will be given to the Special
Warner, a hospital consultant
Olympic
s.
from St. Louis, will be asked to atSome business leaders were not
tend the next board meeting and
enthusiastic about the idea.
give his ideas about the direction
"I didn't get a letter," said Lexhospital needs to head in.
INDEPENDENT thePrivileg
Kiss your search for • borne good-bye! A starter home with room to grow! 1Frarne
es were approved for ington developer Dudley Webb.
BANK
This 3 BR, VA bath brick borne has been home with carport and new septic tank.
five people Thursday night. Dr. "Maybe I got spared this time.
reduced to mid 30's. ('all today'
Great price at 419,000.
That's one list I want left off of."
Charles Tucker is now on the acFor their donations, those who
tive staff list. Drs. John
contrib
ute $25,000 will be
Crockarell, William Ray and
MIN
designat
ed
"inaugural sponsors"
Patrick O'Sullivan will continue
on as neurology consultants. and receive 10 tickets to a private
Karen Alexander, an allied health luncheon Dec. 7, the day before
professional, also had her the inauguration.
They will also receive 10 official
Who doesn't! And that's
Can you Afford not to look at this! You'll Expect to be envied when you become the
privileges okayed by the board.
have plenty of room in this 4 BR. 4 bath owner of this brick, 4 BR,2 bath home with
inaugura
l prints, 10 unidentified
the nice thing about doing
A bid of $14,655 from Hoffman's
home located in a lovely country setting. plenty of closet space located on approx
"official
state gifts," 10 seats at
Nursery
in
business with a homeMurray was accepted
Call today for more Information.
lmately 3 acres. Has large shop and an
the swearing-in ceremony and in(
to
landscap
oval shaped pool. Call for an appointment
e
the
area
around
owned, home-operated
the
to see.
new Medical Arts Building, pro- augural ball, and recognition in
bank. You talk to the folks
vided Hoffman's could meet cer- the inaugural book.
who can make on the spot
In addition to the 25 inaugural
tain requirements stipulated in the
decisions . .. dedicated
sponsors, the committee is seekcontract.
only to serving your interForever Green Lawn Service ing at least 10 inaugural fellows
est and those of the
won the bid for the installation of donating $15,000 or more and 25 inan irrigation system around the augural friends donating $5,000.
community.
Those contributions would raise
For that rustic way of living with•lovely Smile, you've found It—
MA Building. The Murray-based
a place with room
view of the lake this 3 BR. 2% bath log bonne to romp. 3 or 4 bedroom.
a minimum of $900,000, but no
2 bath borne. on
compan
y
bid
$5,700
on
the
job.
Is for you. Has plenty of space with•full 10 acres. Priced to sell. Call
today for more
specific goal has been set.
basement & 4 closets. Priced Is the IS.. Information.
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IseCiray Ledger & Times

Royko Says

Letter To The Editor

By Mike Royko

Homecoming was a big success

Nothing like a yen for the gyrating life

Dear Editor:
Homecoming '87 at Murray
State has become a pleasant
memory for our alumni and
friends We continue to receive
many comments and letters attesting to that. We would like to
take this opportunity to thank you
and the many other individuals
and businesses in the community
who helped to make this
Homecoming such a tremendous
success.
The extensive publicity provided by the Murray Ledger and
Times was truly outstanding; the
Homecoming section was particularly helpful and timely. The
support of your advertisers is
especially appreciated in making
this possible. Coverage provided
by Cablevision, WNBS, WSJP,and
Z-100 is also greatly appreciated.
The support of our Homecoming
Parade was outstanding. Use of
parking lots authorized by the
Bank of Murray, Briggs & Stratton, the City of Murray, and
Kenlake Foods greatly facilitated
the parade line-up process.
Special thanks to the Murray
Police and Fire Departments;
Kentucky Army National Guard,
614th MP Company. Murray, KY;
the schools; businesses; and
organizations who added to the
parade with bands, floats, and
other units. We extend a special
thanks to the Shriners; Briggs and
Stratton, for the Chinese mini-car
and little semi; to Parker Ford
and all others who provided convertibles; to Happy Holiday
Travel for use of three Flote Botes
for honored guests from the 1937
Football Team and the '87 Hall of
Fame members The support and

participation of hundreds of individuals and businesses made
this one of the best parades we've
genuine progress in reducing the
ever had
From the way he stared glumly
deficit."
The hospitality extended by the at his drink, I could tell that it had
So quickly? But you had just been
entire community to our been another long, hard day for my
Homecoming guests was friend the stock market investor.
encouraged by hints that there was
progress.
demonstrated in many ways.
Pretty rough? I asked.
"That was a long time ago, in
Many businesses used their mar"Well, the morning got off to a
early afternoon. This was midquees to welcome guests and to bad start because I was troubled by
afternoon."
boost our Racers. Several mer- post-crash uncertainty."
How long did you drift under your
Sounds worse than a hangover.
chants participated in a new effort
own weight?
"And naturally, I was alarmed
to involve MSU students in window
"Not long. I again rebounded."
painting; we learned a great deal by the continuing slide of the
What a guy. And what caused
in this new program to facilitate dollar."
you to rebound?
Naturally. All those sliding
improvements next year. Thanks
"I was again buoyed."
to the following individuals and dollars, you slip on one and break
Great. What buoyed you this
businesses who cooperated with your neck. Then what happened?
"By midmorning, I began dipp- time?
our Student Alumni Association in
providing Halloween treat bags ing sharply lower."
Did you have a good breakfast?
for the little ones in attendance at
the Homecoming football game: That can help.
"By late morning, I was spiralB-rite, Dairy Queen, Memories,
ing
out of control."
MSU Food Service, Pagliafs, PigThat must have felt awful. Were
gly Wiggly, Republic Savings
Bank, Storeys, University you nauseous?
"Fortunately, I rebounded sharpBookstore, Wallis Drug Store,
tI
Wal-Mart, k Beth White. Mums ly.
Hey, great. Did you take a
and roses provided by The Flower
pill?
vitamin
Homeconing
Queen
Basket for the
"No, my hopes were buoyed."
court, the queen's crown provided
Buoyed?
by the Showcase, and the banner
"Yes."
provided by Memories all added
What buoyed you?
greatly to Homecoming
"I
was buoyed by the president's
festivities.
Our '"rrick or Treat Homecom- statement that he didn't want the
ing" went smoothly and well dollar to deteriorate further."
Ah, I understand. You like your
because of the tremendous
crisp and fresh, instead of
dollars
cooperation between campus and
and grtuigy. Once
crumpled
all
community. your hopes were buoyed, what did
Donna R. Herndon
you do?
Director, Alumni Affairs
_
"I traded frantically and began
Murray State University
rebounding sharply higher."
Itsy Galloway
Great. How long did that frantic
SGA Homecoming Chair
last?
rebound
Murray State University
"Not long."
What happened?
"I became alarmed by the
resumption of computerized
trading."
-i---T79161.1.--.21:r7
Ten years ago
Thirty years ago
Just like that, you were alarmed
An interview with Dr. Farouk
Damage in Calloway County has
again?
Umar, head of Department of grown to nearly one million
"Yes. And this led to further
Political Science and Public Ad- dollars as a result of the over 13 inuncertainty which, coupled with
ministration at Murray State ches of rain which has fallen thus
earlier decline against the yen,
University, on visit of Egyptian far in November. Calloway, Chris- the
stirred even further doubts.
President Anwar Saciat's planned
tian, Trigg, Hart and Metcalfe
Oh, that darn yen.
trip to Israel is published. The Counties in Kentucky have been
"So I began gyrating wildly."
story is by Lowell Atchley, staff declared disaster areas by Small
When that happens, you should
reporter.
Business Administration.
lie down on the couch and tell the
Twenty years ago
Forty years ago
secretary to hold your calls.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods will go on
J.E. Edwards, agent at N.C. &
"Ah, but then I stopped gyrating
terminal leave as president of St.L. Railroad Station, Murray,
and rebounded sharply in early
Murray State University beginn- has been transferred to Jackson,
afternoon activity."
ing Jan. 8 and continuing until Tenn. He will be succeeded by
Did a drink at lunch do it?
June 30 when he will retire.
Charlie Sullivan of Paducah.
"No, I was encouraged by hints
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will
Mrs. Clay Smith, Mrs. Eddie
that progress had been reached in
be at Student Union Building, Mur- Billington, Mrs. Noble Fuqua,
reducing the deficit."
ray State University on Nov. 21. Mrs. Q.T. Guier and Mrs. Allie
Good for you.
The ROTC is sponsoring the drive. Pigg are officers of Woman's
"Not really. My optimism was
Births reported include a girl to Society of Christian Services of
Immediately dampened by rumors
Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Nesbitt.
Mt. Hebron Methodist Church.
that the president might let the
dollar slip further, despite what he
said earlier."
Mirrray Ledger & Times
Those rumormongers. What did
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
you do?
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
"I dipped sharply."
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
Not again. Your poor back must
BARB PAYTES, Classified Manager
ache. How long did you dip?
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
"Until I began drifting under my
The Morra)
r & Time. l'SPS 305.700,
own weight."
That must have been worse than 11111C1 •
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays
July 4. Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
the spiraling and gyrating. What If,' /OW 1
,
l• • •
ft ill 1,1),1
wspapers Inc , 1001 Whitnell Dr . Murray. Ky 42071 Second Class Postage
/
caused you to drift under your own ‘11
/11,11/I'll'
'aid at Murray, Ky 42071
(I Iin(t,
III)) it Ili I Mil
weight?
SUBSCRIPTION RATF.S In areas served by carriers $I 25 per month.
"New uncertainty that there was

"A report that the nation's international trade deficit shrank. I hailed this new data."
I don't blame you.
"Yes, I had nervously awaited
the new trade report."
Your nerves must have been
frayed. In response to this good
news, did you rally?
"I not only rallied, but I surged."
Way to go. So the day ended well?
"Not completely. My spirits were
quickly dampened by warnings by
analysts that it could be a mistake
to think the trade narrowing could
be sustained."

Oh, no. What spoilsports those
analysts are. Did you spiral again'
"No, but by the close of afternoon
trading, I became sluggish."
Try a little lemon juice in warm
water just before you go to bed. So
how does tomorrow look to you?
"I'm hoping that if I have any
subsequent rallies, they won't be
followed by retreats."
If it means anything, you have
my support. But have you ever
thought about getting into another
line of work?
"What? And miss out on all the

fun?"

aliTnlyme.

Looking Back
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Come To The

1985 CHEVROLET EL CAMINO—Locally-owned,
one-owner, trade in. 26,000 miles Has all the
extras In fine condition. Offers excellent Oppor tunity for a good buy.

Was $9,750

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

NOW $8,850
uLN

•5

•
•
••••••••••• ••

NOW

Weekend Special
Rent 3 Movies Get I FREE
Members Get 2 FREE

OPEN

Pick op Friday, bring bask Monday
Watch for our
Thanksgiving Special

.Our "Touchless Automatic" •
Car Wash

Rent a VCR
for the entire week
for only

$12.95

No Brushes — No Scratches

Rent a VCR for the
weekend and get a
FREE movie for only

*8.95

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCO L N

1983 CHEVROLET BLAZER SILVERADO -Blue
and whito Locally owned, one-owner trade in
Equipped with all the extras A good buy at a con
siderable saving for the sports minded driver

NOW $8,250
MANY MORE EXCELLENT
USED CARS AND TRUCKS
TO CHOOSE FROM
Was $8,850

Our only gimmick is a good deal
FORD

BOYD'S CAR WASH
514 South 12th (Next to D & W)

200 I. Mein Is

Murray

7331701

08•6 till 8 Fri. 5 6 Sat.

Parker I
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

FORD

MERCUR.

MERCL-lY•

LINCOLN

LINCO!

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky 42071
•

•
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MURRAY TODAY
Jo Burkeen, editor

Mairrray Ledger & Times

Tina Overby Darnell
is now working at

West Side
Beauty Salon
•Perms •Color
•Manicures •Fociols
•Cut & Styling

Call for an appointment
753-3344

107 5. 15th

Christmas Open House
Sunday, Nov. 22 1-5 p.m.
*Looking for an unusual gift?
Many different ideas
for the men on your list!
Refreshments Served - Register for our Door Prize

Alpha Gamma
rocks for funds
Members of the Murray State
Inter-Fraternity Council donated
$35 to the sisters of Alpha Gamma
Delta in recognition of their efforts
to raise money for the juvenile
diabetes foundation.
On Nov. 13 and 14, the Alpha
Gams rocked for 24 hours in a effort to raise money for their
philanthrophy.
IFC president Eddie Allen said,
"It's a big project that the Alpha
Gams have taken on and I'm very
happy that the men of the IFC
decided to reward their efforts."
The rock-a-thon is just one of
many activities that greek
organizations sponsor in order to
raise money for charitable
organizations.

CJ's Casuals

We invite you to join us
this Sunday, 1-5 p.m. for our
Christmas Open House. We
will have many specials
throughout the store.
See you there*Refreshments

iie

*Door Prizes

eooh rna 13

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, Nov.
17, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Elias baby girl, parents, Cathy
and Donald, 2110 Brookhaven,
Murray;
Robinson baby girl, parents,
Cyndee and David, 230 W. Broad,
Bruceton, Tenn.;
John baby boy, parents, Janet
and Roger, Rt. 1, Box 275A, Almo.

Dismissals
Miss Kellie Ann Williams, E-29
Mur-Cal Apts., Murray; Andrew
E. Cline, Rt. 2, B-7, Mobile Home
Village, Murray;
T.G. Shelton, 1709 Calloway,
Murray; Harold L. Dunn, 1702
Calloway, Murray; Bobby Allen
Hill, Rt. 4, Box 195, Murray;
Freddie Lee Mikeal, 4111 North
Elm, Lubbock, Texas; Miss
Jackie J. Finley, Box 7572 White
Hall, Murray;
•
Mrs. Lisa Gail Smith, Rt. 1, Box
169, Farmington; Mrs. Verna Gay
Taylor and baby girl, HC Box 276,
New Concord:

DATEBOOK

106 N. 4th St. - Around the corner from Corn-Austin

Christmas
Open House

Newborns, dismissals are listed

Penny club will meet Monday
Penny Homemakers Club will meet Monday, Nov. 23, at 1
p.m. in the
home of Maudena Butterworth. Murrelle Madrey and Alice
Like were
hostesses for the October meeting held at Ellis Community Center.
Mrs
Butterworth, Ruth Parker and Kathryn Walker gave a
lesson on
"Recycling and Revitalizing Your Wardrobe." The devotion
was given
by Mrs. Walker and Mrs. Madrey, president. presided Violet
Johnson
also was present.

Scout Pack 57 plans meeting
Cub Scout Pack 57 of Murray will hold its pack meeting on Monday
,
Nov. 23, at 7 p.m. at Baptist Student Center, Chestnut Street
and
Waldrop Drive. Tom Northrop, cubmaster, urges all pack members
arid
families to attend.

Adult Great Books will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, Nov: 23, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Dr. David Roos will be the
discussion leader for the book, "Wind, Sand and Stars" by Saint Exupery. All persons who have read the book are invited to attend and take
part in the discussion.

Lacy M. Gardner, Rt. 2, Box 621, Elaine J. Etherton, Box 871,
Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Roxie J. Jones
Murray;
509 North Fourth St., Murray:
Miss Susan L. Sykes, 803 North
George W. Faughn, 1107 Poplar 18th St., Murray; Mrs Tammy
St., Murray; William H. Morgan, Ann Edwards, 1023 Weda Cicle
1511 Kirkwood, Murray; Arlet
Mayfield;
Baker. 519 Whitnell, Murray.
Jared L. Sammons, 304 South
15th St., Murray; Barry Ray
- - -Two newborn admissions and
Mason, Rt. 5, Box 313, Mayfield;
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Mrs Peggy J. McMullin, Rt. 9,
County Hospital for Wednesday. Box 274, Benton; Miss Mary Lou
Nov. 18, have been released as Bivens, Rt. 7, Lynn Grove Apts
follows:
No. 12. Murray:
Newborn admissions
Mrs. Ethel Mitchuson. 749 Riley
Bufkin baby boy, parents.
Melissa and Phillip, Rt. 6, Box 179, Ct., Murray; Mrs. Modest C. Jeffrey, 1607 West Main St. Murray:
Murray;
Hudson baby boy, mother, Samuel Beasley Jr. 113 E. FarTheresa Tharpe, 711 Cooper St., thing St., Mayfield;
Paris, Tenn.
Claude E. Vaughn lexpiredi 905
Dismissals
Pogue Ave., Murray; Olden
D.
Mrs. Kathy Gail Park and baby Foster I
expired Convalescent
boy. Rt. 3, Box 339, Benton, Mrs. Division,
MCCH

Corning events listed
Friday, Nov. 20
World Community Day with Dr.
Garth Petrie as speaker will be at
7 p.m. at Coldwater United
Methodist Church. This is sponsored by Church Women United
for the public.

Independence event Saturday

Youth Choir event at Coldwater

Aft (
NTENTAUI% YOU

BARGAI
&0
N.
IN
MATI
T &NE
SUN

T1-11 sit_ RA•1 I'

All Seats $2.50

4.1

2ND BIG WEEK
"The Running
Man" is a
deadly game
no one has
ever survived.

The Youth Choir of First Baptist Church will present a concert on Sunday, Nov. 22, at 2 p.m. at Coldwater Baptist Church. The choir is
directed by Nell Earwood. The public is invited to hear this youth group
at Coldwater, according to the Rev. George Culp, church pastor.

Music Chorus plans rehearsals
The Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club has
scheduled rehearsals for the program to be presented on Sunday, Dec. 6,
at 2 p.m. at the annual open meeting of the Murray club. Rehearsals will
be Monday. Nov. 23 and Monday, Nov. 30, both at 6:30 p.m., and Saturday. Dec. 5, at 1 p.m.

tional NIRA Rodeo will continue
at 7:30 p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
---Gospel singing will be from 7 to
10 p.m. at Green Plain Church of
Christ.

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
for members only.
Square and round dancing with
- - -music by Sharecropper will be
Murray Single Connection will from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at Lynn Grove
meet at 6 p.m. at North Branch of Roller Rink.
Peoples Bank to carpool to Patti's
---at Grand Rivers. For information
Saturday, Nov. 21
call Pam at 759-1105, Brenda at
Chapter M-of P.E.O. Sisterhood
753-2513, or Glen at 435-4143
will meet for a 'toffee and silent
--- auction at 10 a.m. at home of Mrs
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8 A.0 La Follette
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center. South
--- 10th Street Extended, Mayfield
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have its
"Kiss Me Kate" will be Thanksgiving supper at 5 p m.
presented at 8 p.m. in Robert E. followed by special singing at 6 - NI
Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts p.m
Center, Murray State University.
(Coard on page 3
----

Your Individual
Horoscope

An Autumn Supper and Auction will be Saturday, Nov. 21, at 6 p.m. at
Independence United Methodist Church, located east of Almo off
Highway 464. Proceeds from the event will go to United Methodist Men
and Women of the church.
!ET

Friday, Nov. to
Murray State University Na-

Fames Drake
FOR SATURDAY, NOVEM BEIt 21.1 $1h7
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21)
The focus now is on educatiofl.
A new job opportunity today
cultural pursuits and travel. Some should do much to alleviate
a cash
consider a job in a new locality. You'll shortage Still. concent
rate on saving
get good advice about a business or and budgets Extravagance should
be
investment matter today
avinded now
TAURUS
SAGITTARRN
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov 22 to Pet. 21)
Either you'll finally get the finanIt may be a new. romance that
cial backing you've been looking for makes you feel better
about life an
or another money matter will be general More fun
in any case should
resolved in your favor Partners plan be entering your
life now Children
accordingly.
bring pm happiness.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
At* (Dec 22 toJan
It's an important day for partnerThough not much may be happen
ship matters. Some may decide to get ing in the outside
world tea. N4PU
married. A friend is lucky for you. today, inwardl you
y
will.:come to
Participate in group activities now.
terms with some problems and will
CANCER
nse above them.
(June 21 to July Z2)
5146 AQUARIUS
In the coming week you'll be (Jan. 20 to Feb. IS)
paying more attention to career
You have a knack for bringing out
concerns. Think in terms of the long the hest in others
and today you will
run. Some sign up for a physical give a needed boost of confiden
ce. to
fitness program.
a friend_ Some take membership in a
LEO
new dub. ,
(July 23 to Aug. 22
PISCES
*Or
There's a renewed interest in going (Feb 19 to Mar 20)
out for good times and recreational
Finally, you're beginning to get the
pursuits now and in the near future. recognition you deserve
New money
You'll make an important decision making plans are in the offing Advice
regarding children
you receive now should prove helpVIRGO
ful.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
IF BORN TODAY you have a keen
Domestic interests are a priority
concern today. The buying and selling wit hut must try to be Wm suspicious
of real estate is favored. Some find a of others' motives. Friends will he
solution to a long-standing problem helpful to you once you learn to trust
them. You need to cultivate a sense of
at home.
humor to keep you from taking.
LIBRA
yourself too seriously. You have an
(Sept. 23 to(ct. 22)
It may be ih your own neighbor- adventurous attitude. towards life and
hood that you meet someone who may experiment before settling on a
appeals to you romantically. Commu- career. Writing, art, publishing, and
nicative skills are prominent. Make education are some of the fields in
which you'll find happiness.
important phone calls.

Go€

A

A

Sunday, Noy..-22nd 1-5 p.m.
*Refreshments Served *Door Prizes
*Potted Mums $10.50 «:.ish ti Coro

TRI-STAR PICTURES

(1:30, 3:35) 7:00, 9:05
STARTS TONITE FOR
2 BIG WEEKS
(1:30, 3:30) 7:00, 9:00

• Fresh and Silk Arrangements • Unique Gifts

(e)lrohlrpS CLASSIC

indereth

3RD FUN WEEK!
DUDLEY MOORE
KIRK CAMERON

TIMELESS
(1:30, 3:10) 7:00 ONLY

Like Father
Like Son
• TRI STAR RELE•SE

(1:30, 3:30) 7:10, 9:10

1a'1111116S

ENDS SOON • SEE IT
Michael
Douglas
Glenn
Close

FATAL
ATTRACTION Di

FROM

SUNDAY BUFFET
11:30 A.M. - 2 P.M.
$5.50 ADULTS - $2.50 CHILDREN
Country Fried Steak w/white gravy
Chicken Breast Filets
Buttered Cauliflower
Whole Kernel Corn
NitoMMEARMIIMMA
Scalloped Potatoes
Saur Kraut w/franks
Green Peas
ij artg
Lima Bean Casserole
Garden Salad
Fruit Bowl
Creamy Cole Slaw
Bartlett Pear Halves
Cottage Cheese
Pickled Beets
Congealed Salad
Homemade Rolls
Homemade Coconut Pudding/
Choice of Beverage

ztle

liastonFried

411
YESTERYEAR
cu

AT 8:45 ONLY

HI HERE AT LAST !!!

Juanita's Flowers
Ye Old Antiques
Invites you to Christmas
Open House, Sunday, Nov. 22
from 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

PATRICK SWAYZE JENNIFER GREY

"A SLEEPER. The dancing
in this filth is as thrilling
as any in a decade.
Dowl delorot WILING STOW

*Register for door prizes
917 Coldwater Rd.
759-9920

(1:30, 3:30) 7:15, 9:15

1411
1
.11,
fur L___J
Hwy. 114I S.. Murray
753-0910

•

•
4

Diners Club/Cart Blanche

•
THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Community... (t'd train page 4)
Saturday, Nov. 21
Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club will have
Its 22nd annual bazaar in Annex of
Calloway Public Library from 9
a.m. to 12 noon.
--- Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church will sponsor its
annual Christmas bazaar from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m in meeting room of
Calloway Public Library
---Murray Single Connection will
meet at 1 p.m. at North Branch of
Peoples Bank to go for hike and
wiener roast at Honker's Trail
For information call Pam at
759-1106, Brenda at 753-2513 or
Glen at 435-4143.
---Western Kentucky Gospel Music
Association will have a miniconvention at 7 p.m. at Evangel
Assembly of God, 28th and Tennessee Streets, Paducah.
- --Household shower for Ricky and
Kim Conner and three children,
Andrea, 8, Gregory, 5, and Nicki,
3, whose home and contents were
destroyed by fire, will be from 2 to
4 p.m. at Dexter Community
Center.
Hickory Grove Church of Christ
will have its third annual ladies'
day from 9:30 to 11:45 a.m. at
church. Lunch will be provided
and a nursery will be open.
---Knights of Columbus Family
Night will be at 6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
- --Senior High Group of First
United Methodist Church will
leave at 8 a.m. for trip to
Nashville, Term.
- --Children's Choirs of Memorial
Baptist Church will have a Tin Can
Party from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
--Woodmen of World Youth Camp
will leave at 9 a.m. at camp for
trip to Kentucky Oaks Mall.
Paducah.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
1 p.m. to midnight.
- - -Dance featuring Two Out of
Three will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
This is for members only
---Couples Bridge with Bethel and
Sina Richardson as hosts will be at
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
---"Kiss Me Kate" will be
presented at 8 p.m. in Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
---Murray State University National NIRA Rodeo will begin at
7:30 p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
---Area high school seniors and
parents may tour Murray State
tniversity campus and learn
about admissions requirements,
financial aid, scholarships and
academic programs. For information call 762-2896.
- --News media representatives
from the area will be on campus
for 18th annual News Media Appreciation Day at Murray State
University. Events will begin at 10
a.m. in Room 228, Stewart
Stadium.
- - -Murray State University Racer
football team will play Austin
Peay at 1:30 p.m. at Stewart
Stadium, Murray.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Candy Making
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
Magic of the Night at 12 noon,
Skywalk at 2 p.m. and West Kentucky Amateur Astronomers at 7
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
Sunday, Nov. 22
Pounding and reception for
Steve and Mari Gwyn Littlefield,
new minister of music of First
Baptist Church, will follow the 7
p.m. worship service at church.
---AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
759-4069, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
-- -High school students from Illinois, Indiana, Tennessee and
Kentucky will compete in a high
school rodeo at 2 p.m. in West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center.

MI

I.

Sunday, Nov.22
Events ni Land Between the
Lakes will include Candy Making
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm Iron Industry at
10 • 30 am. and 130pm. and But-

Sunday, Nov. 22
Murray Moose Lodge will have
its Thanksgiving dinner with lodge
to open at 12 noon and dinner at 2
p.m. This is for members only.
School lunch menus s

nsored by Youns-at-Heart.

atheort. Inc.
Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the city and county
schools for the week of Nov. 23 to
25 have been released by Judy
Hina, food service coordinator for
Murray City Schools, and Joanna
Adams, food service director for
Calloway County Schools.
The menus are subject to occasional change because of the
availability of food or other
special occasions. Schools will not
be in session on Thursday and Friday, Nov. 26 and 27, because of the
Thanksgiving holiday.
Menus are as follows:
---MURRAY CITY
---Murray High
Monday - turkey salad on Crossiant or Sloppy Joe on bun; Tues.
day - chicken fried stead
w/gravy or grilld cheese; Wednesday - submarine or corn dog.
Murray Middle
Monday - beef stew or burritoes w/chili; Tuesday - taco or
hamburger; Wednesday - Gyros
(pocket bread with ground beef
or chicken patty. Pizza, French
fries, choice of fruits and
vegetables; milk and fruit drink
are available daily.
Carter Center
Monday - chicken frie-a steak
or hamburger; Tuesday - pizza
or grilled cheese: Wednesday bologna and cheese sandwich or
peanut butter sandwich.
77.3-111N13
ilk“.blip 1pluirra‘. K

Robertson Center
Monday - hamburger or
chuckwagon on bun; Tuesday pizza or Sloppy Joe; Wednesday ham and cheese sandwich or
peanut butter sandwich. Choice of
fruits and vegetables and milk are
available daily.
---CALLOWAY COUNTY
Breakfast
Monday - pancakes; Tuesday
- hot oatmeal/raisins; Wednesday - sunshine pumpkin bread.
Calloway High
Monday - fish fillet or tacos;
Tuesday - turkey and dressing or
chili; Wednesday - baked ham or
vegetable soup with grilled
cheese.
Calloway Middle
Monday - barbecue sandwich
or chili and crackers; Tuesday hamburger or turkey and dressing; Wednesday - corn dog. Pizza, salad bar, fruits, vegetables,
desserts, fries, milk and fruit
drink are available daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday - barbecue ribbette or
cheeseburger; Tuesday - turkey
and dressing or corn dog; Wednesday - pizza or grilled cheese.
Fruits, vegetables, salads,
desserts and milk are available

Ion

Sunday, Nov. 22
termaking at 2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Recipes for
Birds at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Magic of the Night
at 1.2 noon and Skywalk at 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center.
---Murray High School Academic
Team will appear on Kentucky
Educational Television at 12 noon
---Monday, Nov. 23
Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
rehearse at 6:30 p.m. at club
house.
---Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.

5
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Z:he --)appiness Place
n Sunday, Nov. 22, The Happiness Place
will be overflowing with unique gifts for our Annual Christmas Open House. We invite you to
come by and browse thru our hand-selected oinaments, wreaths, and decorations presented in
our quaint Christmas setting.
ouli find something you're looking for
pand
possibly-something you never imagined!

Penny Homemakers Club will
meet at 1 p.m. at home of
Maudena Butterworth.
---Cub Scout Pack 57 of Murray
will have its pack meeting at 7
p.m. at Baptist Student Center.

Christmas
Open House
Sunday, Nov. 22nd
1:00 pm.. 5 p.m.

Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 9:30 a.m. at club house.
---Beef Production meeting will be
at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Area Vocational School.
---Murray High School Football
Banquet will be at 7 p.m. in
cafeteria of school.
---Fresh Start Smoking Cessation
Class will be at 5:30 p.m. in board
room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
---Bible Study (nondenominational) is scheduled at 7 p.m. at
New Life Christian Center, 115
South Fourth St.

1104 Story Avenue
(Behind Jerry's Restaurant)

\•
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You are invited to our annual
Z.

Christmas
Open House

41•1111m,

12th *Mr-i-ct
Infant thrir II
•

Sunday, November 22nd
from 1-5 p.m.

Want To Lose Weight?
Stop Smoking? Relieve Tension?

•p

mAs

I CAN HELP!!!

Tim Sanders,
Hypnotherapist

MM.

*Door Prizes
*Refreshments Served
*Live Remote with WSJP-AM
*Live Entertainment
*RIM

Call 247-0807

Shirley Florist
500 N. 4th

1st Floor, Hall Hotel - Mayfield

753-3251
Ili!.

',or,

II I

1
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1
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Wal-Mart Sells kr Less• Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less• Wal-Mart Sells for Less• Wal-Mart Sells for Less• Wal-Marl Sells for Less• Wal-Mart Sells for
LE
S.
re

WAL•MART

111-

IS HAVING A CRAFT DEMONSTRATION

er
.

Saturday, November 21st — 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. -

Representatives from Acceatp Craft will be in our

Murray

Wal-Mart demonstrating the Fun and

Easy Way to create stained glass treasures.

•
so
ff

Holiday Series of Stain-A-Frame
Stain-A-Frame 11" Diameter

Stain-A-Frame 10" x 15"

N.

laPP

UI

si

•

$5.83

•
MUM'

$3.76

s,f6,
Pialgen\vti&

a
Murray Wal-Mart Store

THIS DEMONSTRATION IS AT THE U.S. Hwy. 641 North
Murra , KY 42071
Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for
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YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT

Meet

Amos
McCarty

.dmh

of the

Home Team
See Amos for all your
Real Estate needs

We'd like to have the opportunity to show you
what we mean with quality
State Auto
protection and service Call aril insurance
Companies
US today

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT

4&
111

Home 753-2249

Office 753-1222

Good Luck
Racers!

WAI:MART
Hwy 641 N.
Mon-Sat 9-9: Sun 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon-Sat 9-6

WEST KY
TRAILER SALES
Parts

Repair

Welding

RV Repair

Used Trailers

Trailer Hitches
Installed

121 N.
Murray, KY
(502) 753-7246

1987 Schedule
Sept. 5

Tennessee-Martin
(Scout Night)
Sept. 12 Southeast Missouri
(Business & Industry Night)
Sept. 19
At Western Kentucky
Sept. 26
At Louisville
Oct. 10
At Eastern Kentucky'
Oct. 17
Liberty University
(Parents Day)
Oct. 24
At Tennessee Tech'
Oct. 31
Morehead (Homecoming)•
Nov. 7
At Youngstown States
Nov. 14
At Middle Tennessee'
Nov.'21-. ?Austin Peay'
*Ohio Valley Conference Games
All Times Are Central

7:34
7:30
7:30
6:00
12:30
7:30
1:30
2:00
3:30
1:30
1:30

Video Mart
Over 2,000 Movies
No Membership Fees
Convenient Parking
Night Deposit Available
Special Weekend Rates
VCR
5 Movies
For

$295

$600

Per Day

Bel-Air Center
Murray, Ky.
502-753-1399

$7
50
SAL

E BONANZA

Buy any new or used 7988 Renault
Medallion before Dec. 37, 7987
and receive $750 cash back.
CAINS AMC JEEP
RENAULT, INC.
Hwy. 641 N.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER to, is87

RENAULT

ri Jeep

753-6448

Good Luck
Racers!

600 Main

753-O48

•

GO! RACERS!
We've
Supported You
For More Than
50 Years!

Auto Laundry - 16th & Chestnut
Murray Gulf - 12th & Glendale
Eastside Gulf - 2nd & Main
University Gulf - 16th & Chestnut
Duncan's Market - Hwy 94 E. & 732

belcher oil co. inc.
403 South L.P. Miller
Murray
753-021 2

407 Maple
Southshie of the CI Square
7 3-4451

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker
fr
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street

Murray, KY 42071

401 011

RACER FORMRIkkg:
THUS FAR: Murray State is 5-5 ( W 34-6 Tennessee-Martin, W 30-12
Southeast Missouri, L 21-17 at Western Kentucky, L 34-10 at Louisville,
L 29-21 at Eastern Kentucky, W 34-12 Liberty, W 24-21 at Tennessee
Tech, W 53-15 Morehead State, L 20-13 OT at Youngstown State. L
27-9 at Middle Tennessee). The Racers are 2-3 in the Ohio Valley Conference, tied with Tennessee Tech for fourth place.
Austin Peay is 2-8(W 26-22 at Kansas State, L 30-10 at Tennessee Martin, L 10-3 Southern Illinois, L 14-9 Tennesse Tech. L 38-16 at Middle Tennessee, W 20-13 OT Morehead State, L 20-18 at Youngstown
State, L 27-0 Western Kentucky, L 50-7 at Eastern Kentucky, L 42-10
at Cincinnati). The Governors are 1-4 in the Ohio Valley Conference.
tied for sixth place with Morehead State.
THE COACHES: Mike Mahoney is 5-5 in his first season as head
coach at Murray State. A 1974 graduate of Southern Connecticut State
College, he spent a total of six seasons as an assistant coach at Murray State. He also has experience as an assistant at Arizona. William
and Mary. and Kansas.
Emory Hale is 33-41 in his seventh season as head coach at Austin
Peay, his first collegiate head coaching position. A 1962 graduate of
East Tennessee State, he is 1-5 against Murray State.
THE SERIES: Begun with a 34-13 Murray State win on Nov. 14,
1953. MSU holds a 17-11 advantage in the series. MSU is 10-3 at home
against APSU, with overall scoring going to APSU, 582-567, and an
average game showing a 21-20 APSU win. MSU is 6-2 in games decided
by a touchdown or less, with a 4-0 home mark. The first overtime
game ever played by the Racers was against APSU on Nov. 3, 1984,
a 20-13 MSU win in two overtime periods.
THIS DATE IN RACER HISTORY: Murray State is 2-5 in football
games played on this date, including a 1-3 record at home. ll games
played by the Racers on this date have been against Western Kentucky. The first win came in 1964. a 14-7 victory, while the second
came in 1981, when MSU downed the HWtoppers by a 38-6 score. There
have been no 100-yard games by Racer backs on this date.
TODAY'S OFFICIALS: Referee: L.V. McGinty; Umpire: Jack
Fall; Linesman: Ken Pack; Line Judge: Curt Duff; Flea Jodie:
Danny Doyle; Back Judge: Bob Byrd.
WHEN THE RACERS SCORE FIRST: In the last six years, Murray State has won 40 of the 60 games in which it has scored first, a
.667 winning percentage.
OVC ELSEWHERE: Eastern Kentucky at Morehead State 11.30
CST), Middle Tennessee at Tennessee Tech (1:30 CST), Tennessee
State at Alabama A&M (1:30 CST). Youngstown State played Akron
last night in Akron.
RACERS,GOVERNORS, AND 100-YARD GAMES: Murray State
running backs have tallied a total of eight 100-yard games against
Austin Peay. The most productive afternoon came on Nov. 9. 1968.
when Russ Hake enjoyed his career-best performance with 188 yards
In 24 carries, then a school record. Rick Fisher has 165 yards in 22
carries against the Goys on Nov. 8, 1969, while Bill Bird's 136 yards
in 20 carries last season is the third-best rushing game against APSU by a Racer back. Danny Lee Johnson needed 29 carries to cover
125 yards on Nov. 4, 1978, and Don Clayton garnered 123 yards in 22
carries on Nov. 9, 1974. Phil Foster averaged an even 10 yards per
carry (110 yards on 11 attempts) on Nov. 10,1956. A pair of 102-yard
efforts round out the list: Jim Brown in 8 carries on Nov. 8, 1969. and
Bobby Joe Mason in 16 carries on Nov. 14, 1953.
STINGY DEFENSE: Since Murray State adopted the wide tackle
six defense in 1979, the Racers have shut out opponents three times,
held them to a touchdown or less 31 times, and held them to two
touchdowns or less 55 times. That's in a total of 111 games.
RACERS IN NOVEMBER: Murray State has a record of 108-77-15
when playing in the month of November, good for a .578 winnng
percentage.
RACER RECORD RAMPAGE: A number of Murray State recorcis
either already have been or are about to be broken in this season
Here's a rundown of what's new and what's going to be replaced.
New Records:
Most Field Goals, Game: 3 (tied) vs. Morehead State
Most Field Goals, Season: 15
Most Yards Total Offense, Individual: 2338, Michael Proctor
Most Yards Passing, Individual; 2171, Michael Proctor
Most Career Points Scored: 247, Paul Hickert
Most Career Touchdowns Scored: 27, Willie Cannon
Most Career Extra Points Kicked: 112, Paul Hickert
Most Field Goals, Game, Individual: 3, Paul Hickert vs. Morehead
Most Field Goals, Season, Individual: 15, Paul Hickert
Most Field Goals, Career, Individual: 45, Paul Hickert
Most Consecutive Extra Points Kicked: 70, Paul Hickert
Threatened Records:
Team Most Total Yards Gained, Season: 3,948 (currently 3,758)
Team Most Yards Passing, Season: 2,433 (currently 2,2441
Individual Season Passing Yards: 2,327 (Mickael Proctor at
2,1711
CURTAIN CALL: A total of 24 seniors will be taking the field for
the final time today for Murray State University. They are: 1-Kerry
Stepter, 2-David Dercher,6-Paul Hickert,8-Brooke Redding, 16-Greg
Sanders. 20-Billy Guyton, 21-Kirk Brunson, 24-Willie Prather,
26-Stanley Howard, 29-Joey Spresser, 32-Willie Cannon, 33-David
Williams, 37-Bill Bird, 39-Terry Key, 52 Jay Lutz. 57-John Tharpe,
61-Kent Lapa, 63-Freddie Harris, 74-Greg Hurd, 77-Brian Collins,
88-Derrick Fencher,90-Rickey Brewer,93-Nate Downey,97-Steve Hill.
NOTE: This is the largest senior class in MSU football history.

*men

UPDATED RACER CAREER TOP TENS
Touchdowns
1. Willie Cannon (198345, present)
2. Bill Bird (1984•present). Billy Hess (1967-70). and
Lindsey Hudspeth (1978-80)
5. Russ Hake 196/-69) and Carl- Walker I/963-551
7 Don Clayton ( 1972-74 ) and Rick Fisher 11969-71)
9. Rodney Payne (1985-present), Tommy Glover 11962-64),
and Danny Lee Johnson 11977-79. 1981
12. Stanley Howard (19M-present)
Scoring
I. Paul Hickert (1984-present)..
2. Willie Cannon (1983-85, present)
3. Jeff Lancaster 1 1980-83)
4. Stan Watts i 1968-71)
5. Bill Bird (1984-present), Billy Hess (1967-70). and
Lindsey Hudspeth 1478-801 •
8. Charlie Forrest 1963-651 and Carl Walker (1963-55)
10 Russ Hake 1967-69
.....
Receptions
1. Lee McCormick 1983-85)
2. Jack Wolf U967-70(
3. Billy Hess (1967-70)
4. Harvey Tanner (1965-87) and Gerald Young (1967-68)
6. David Thomas (1976-78)
7. Greg King ( 1978-81 )
8. Stanley Howard (1985-present)
9. Gary Brumm 11974-77)
10. Bill Farrell 1970-731
Rushing
1. Don Clayton (1972-74)
2. Danny Lee Johnson (1977-79. 1981
3. Rick Fisher ( 1969-71 I
4. Willie Cannon (1983-85, present)
5. Rodney Payne (1985-present)
6. Nick Nance i1978-SD
7. George Greenfield U969-721
8. Tommy Glover (1962-841
9. Carl Walker (1953-55
10. Russ Hake 1967-69)
11. Bill Bird (1984-present)
Passing
1. Larry Tillman (1965.681
2. Kevin Sisk ( 1983-85 )
3. Michael Proctor (1986-present)
4.Tony Floral:anti 1960-831.5. Matt Haug (1967-701
6. Tom Pandolfi (1972-741
7. Mike Dickens (1976-781
8. Gino Gibbs (1980-81 )
9. Charlie Forrest (1963-65 )
10. Toby Thomason (1964-681
Field Goals
1. Paul Hickert (1984-present)
2. Jeff Lancaster 11980-831
3. Stan Watts 1968-711
4. Hank Lagorce (1976-77) and David Tuck (1979-821
6. Steve Martin (1973-74 I and Don Wright (1973).
8. Emocif Amagwula (1975-76)
9. Brian Crall ( 1979-80) and Charlie Forrest (1963-65)

No. 6

P.S., P.B., air,
AM/FM stereo, tilt cruise, V-8, electric window,
door locks & power seats 50,XXX miles.

'82 Buick Park Avenue,

NOADEDI!

Connie Morgan Used Cars
Hwy. 94 E.

21
19
17
15
247
148
153
.141
124
121
120
122
101
96
91
81
80
70
68
67
2.804
2,522
2.297
2.284
2.188
1,926
1,766
1,669
1.611
1.274
5.037
4.917
3.679
3.449
3,407
2,970
2,677
2,553
2,329
1,391
45
35
21
15
10
8
6

1. 2. S.
3. B
4. J
5. B
6. G
7. D
8.
9.
10.
into
1. B
2.'
3. J
4. 0
6. G
7.
S.
10.
12.
• 1 5I
2. G
3.
4. E.
5.
I. J
7. B
S. J9. •
10. •

1.
2.
3.
4. I
5. K
6. K
7. I
S. K
9. i
10. 11
1.
2.
3. SI
4. B
5. S
6.
7. B
8. J.
9. J10. (
Soo
1. B
2. D
3. '
5. 6.
RI
8. P
9. B
10.

PK, 6-3. 195, Senior-U.
Clearwater. Ronda (Clearwater?

Restaurant

For a great meal before
the game!
Open at 4:00 Mon.-Sat.
H . 641 N.
753-4141

27

PAUL HICKERT

.ett.s

For All Your Insurance
Needs, Stop In Or Call

oss Insurance

Good Luck Racers
from all your Gulf Dealers!

753-6966

Tickets are ivaila
for Murray i ate
games at R rOm
Stewart Sta sum
Monday thro gh F

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

10

d You
Than
us!
•

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

COLN

"All The Way Racers"

airy
42071

401 Olive

753-5312

THE
HOKE
COMPANY

27
21
20
19
17
15
247
108
153
141
' 1114
121
- 120
.172
. .101
96
91

81
80
70
68
67
2.804
2,522
2,297
2,284
2,180
1.928
.1,771
1.766
1,669
1.611
1,274
5,037
4,917
3,479
3,449
3,407
2,970
2,677
2.553
2,329
1,391
45
35
21
15
10

8
6
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Good Luck
-

Racers

411..

Announcing

Murray
Lumber Co.

Key Auto Parts
New
Damage Free Car Carrier
(Demonstrated by Motor Boat Spanm
Ws Also Hays A 24 Hr. Towing Ssritics
Hwy. 121 S.
753-5500

104 Maple (near Downtown)
753-3161

WSJP

GAMES NOTES
Murray State Racers (5-5, 2-3 OVC)
vs
Austin Peay State Governors (2-8, 1-4 OVC)
November 21, 1987, 1:30 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium (16,800)
Murray, Kentucky
Reception Yardage
1,837
1. Lee McCormick (1983-85)
1,629
2. Stanley Howard (1085-present)
1,560
3. Billy Hess (1967-70)
1,393
4. Jack Wolf (1967-70)
5. Bill Farrell 11970-734,
1,147
6. Greg King (1978-81)
1,097
7 David Thomas (1967-78)
1,074
8. Gerald Young (1967-68)
1,019
9. Harvey Tanner (1965-67)
..996
10. Willie DeLoach (1973-75)
interceptions
16
1. Bruce Walker (1974-76)
15
2. Ralph Robinson (1981-84)
14
3. James Yarbrough (1982-85)
4. Dennis Jackson (1962-64) and Eddie McFarland (197447)....12
11
6. Gregg Evans (1978-81)
10
7. Ronald Hopkins (1979-82)
9
8. George Greenfield (1969-72) and Bud Qualk (1968-70)
8
10. Kirk Brunson (1986-present) and Bill Green (1965411)
It. Tim Broody (1985-present) and Greg Sanders (1086-present) 6
Career Tackles
480
1. Donald White (1978-821
374
2. Glenn Jones (1978-80, 1982)
361
3. Tony Woodie (1983-86)
332
4. Eddie McFarland (1974-77)
306
5. Luke Curry (1983-86)
303
I. John Tharpe (1184-present)
301
7. Bruce Martin (1915-78)
293
8. Jeff Gardner 11977-80)
289
9. Ralph Robinson (1981-84)
281
10. Frank Head (1969-70)
UPDATED RACER SINGLE SEASON TOP TENS
Passing
2,327
1. Matt Haug (1969)
2,300
2. Larry Tillman (1967)
2,206
3. Larry Tillman (1968)
2,171
4. Michael Proctor (1987)
1,752
5. Kevin Sisk (1983)
1,641
6. Kevin Sisk (1985)
1.621
7. Tom Pandolfi (1973)
1,524
8. Kevin Sisk (1984).
108
9. Michael Proctor (1986)
1,329
10. Gerald Hobble (1975)..
Reception Yardage
996
1. Harvey Tanner (1967).......
769
2. Lee McCormick (1985)
732
3. Stanley Howard (1986)
726
4. Billy Hess (1988)
830
5. Stanley Howard (1087)
619
6. Lee McCormick (1984)
612
7. Bill Farrell (1973)
593
8. John Watson (1965)
589
9. Jack Wolf (1969)
583
10. Gerald Young (1968)
Scoring
78
1. Billy Hess (1968)
72
2. Danny Lee Johnson (1978)
71
1. Paul Rickert (1987)
71
Paul Rickert (1984)
68
5. Rodney Payne (1985)
66
6. Willie Cannon (1083)
66
Rick Fisher (1969)
61
8. Paul Hickert (1986)
60
9. Bill Bird (1986)
59
10. Jeff Lancaster (INS
59
Charlie Forrest 6964)
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1130 AM
ku ,RRAY. KY.
two Magid NIL
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-2400
SAM PARKER
Presudent
•
Air time:
Murray State vs. Austin Peay
at 1:00

Don't Forget to Listen to the MIke Mahoney
Coaches Post-Game Show

Come to
the game
Saturday
and
cheer the
Racers on
to victory

\it tericiis Favorite Sire

mit
•=a1
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 12-6

Place Ain't Fancy.
But Sho Is Good Food

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St

Murray

753-0045

Go Racers
The Ale& Sitappz
"Makes Eating Lite Tasty"
.k

309 N. 16th

753-5482

Starks Concrete Works

SET FOR

'Ready-Mix
*Blocks
*Mortar
*Sand
'Stepping Stones

MURRAY STATE
V.S.
AUSTIN PEAY
Sat. 1:30

'Driveway Tile
'Driveway Culverts
'Septic Tanks
'Pre-mix in bags
*Splash Blocks

We are prepared to do complete jobs:

p.m.

Tickets: 762-4895
Rm. 211 Roy Stewart Stadium

Two locations to serve you better
78 N. Main, Benton Rt. 1, Almo
(502) 527-8794
(502) 753-2243
111

GOOD LUCK RACERS!

are Available
rray itate
at Rclom 211
Sta *um
y thro4gh Friday 9-4

Alden's Book
Service & Supply

from

5

THORNTON TILE
& MARBLE
teltured
"We..1 K
certified
hirer
tu.ithle tu,imil.or
citiori of
N.Itionoll
A%serhv the
Foundation.
Re-,eorch
HOIllf•

come by and see us at:
612 S. 9th

753-5719

'BO Pontiac Firabird Esprit (Yallow Bird), T
tops, V-8, 56,XXX certified miles, Tennessee

car. Like New!
Certified Mileage - Owner History

MeN utt Motor Sales, Inc.
Pre-Owned Oars

759-1839

7lN) Main

*Bibles
'Sunday School Supplies
'Children's Books
'Religious Reference Books
'Bible on Cassette
*Brass & Gift Items

905 Sycamore 759-1022
9 a.m.-5p.m. PA thru F
•
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Athletic department suspends players for fall semester

MSU cagers, coach relieved by one-year probation decision
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Murray State University basketball players Don Mann, Linzie
Foster and Lorenzo Doyle have
been placed on one year's probation for an incident in an MSU
residents hall two weeks ago.
The University Judicial Board
placed the trio on probation and
ordered full restitution of any
damages, recommending counsel.

mg, at a lengthy hearing Thursday
night.
The players and their coach
seemed a great deal relieved and
satisfied by the Board's decision.
"I was happy with the outcome
of all of it," Mann, a 5-9 point
guard, said. "I really didn't know
what to expect, but I was happy."
"I was surprised," said Doyle, a
junior college transfer. "I was
very surprised and happy."

Foster would not comment after
the hearing, awaiting a statement
from the university. Foster was
unavailable this morning.
"I'm just relieved for the fellas
that they'll be given a second
chance," head coach Steve
Newton said. "They can redeem
themselves and turn this situation
around and use this opportunity to
turn it into something positive."
Murray State announced this

morning that, in addition the probation, athletic director Mike
Strickland and Newton have
suspended the three players from
game competition for the remainder of the Fall 1987 semester.
As a result, they will miss seven
games before rejoining their
teammates at the Bayou Classic
Dec. 18-19.
In a press release from the
school's sports information

department, Newton emphasized they can live within the rules of
the athletic department action in- our society, our university and our
cludes a strict probation within the athletic department."
framework of the team's rules and
"The easy thing to do would be
policies.
to dismiss them from the team."
"We believe this disciplinary ac- the release quoted Strickland as
tion, in concert with the decision of saying. "but that would be counter
the Judicial Board, is harsh to our commitment of helping our
enough to make those involved athletes achieve their goal of earnunderstand the gravity of their ac- ing a degree. We believe the options." he said "It also provides portunity to obtain an education
them a second chance to prove (Cont'd on page 9)

MSU prepares for season finale

Racers' upperclassmen look to leave
with win over Austin Peay Governors

MSI 's all-time touchdown leader Willie Cannon will be one of 24 seniors looking to give the Racers their fifth
straight winning season. Austin Peay State visits Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday.
File photo by Du id Tut k

From MSU Sports Inforrnatton
When the Murray State Racers
take the football field this Saturday afternoon to face Austin Peay
State University, 24 MSU players
will have an added incentive to
win the Ohio Valley Conference
encounter, their last in Blue and
Gold.
A victory over the Governors
would provide Murray State its
fifth consecutive winning season,
and the seniors could hang up their
helmets knowing they have never
experienced a losing season at the
college level, a fitting tribute to
the largest Racer football senior
class in memory.
Murray State, 5-5 and 2-3 in the
OVC, must rebound against an opponent which has experienced the
highs and lows college football has
become famous for. The Govs, 2-8
overall and 1-4 in the OVC,opened
their season with a stunning 26-22
victory over Division I-A opponent
Kansas State. The next week,
though, quarterback Dale Edwards was lost for the season.
Since then, the only victory the
Goys have mustered was a 20-13
overtime win against Morehead
State, However, APSU is a strong
team which has the advantage of
nearly a year's experience under

the belt of understudy quarterafternoon for a Racer receiver this
back Sammy Gholston, who has
season.
stepped into the starter's slot since
Proctor also gained 42 yards
Edwards' injury.
rushing to lead the Racer ground
Murray State head coach Mike
game. His 283 yards of total ofMahoney won't take the Goverfense improved his season total ofnors lightly.
fense mark to 2,338 yards, break"No matter what Austin Peay's
ing the MSU record of 2,326, set by
record is, they'll come in and play
Larry Tillman in 1967.
as well as they've played all year,
With 2,171 yards passing this
If not better," said the first-year
season. Proctor is within reach of
head coach.
the MSU single-season passing
To lock down the winning
record of 2.327 yards, set by Matt
season, the Racers must find conHaug in 1969. Just beyond that is
sistency on both sides of the ball
the OVC mark of 2,345, set by
"We're coming off our second
Charles Porter of Morehead State
disappointing loss in a row,"
in- 1950. Proctor needs only 156
Mahoney said in reference to last
yards for Haug's standard, while
Saturday's 27-9 loss at Middle Ten174 yards would push him past
nessee State. "We were mentally
Porter for the OVC mark.
flat. The concentration wasn't
Defensively, tackle Steve Hill
there on offense. Five of our first
enjoyed a solid game at MTSL'.
six passes were dropped, and we
recording a career-high 15 tackles,
had a total of eight dropped passes including 3 1-1 quarterback sacks
altogether."
and a total of five tackles for
Despite the rough sledding earlosses covering 24 yards
ly, sophomore quarterback
Also leading the defensive
Michael Proctor rebounded to charge for MSU was inside
complete 16 of 34 attempts for 241
linebacker Jon Tharpe whose 17
yards and a touchdown. His tackles was a team high, moving
favorite target was freshman wide
his career total to 303. He becomes
receiver Richard Miller who more only the seventh Racer to record
than doubled his season totals with
more than 300 stops in his career
10 catches for 178 yards and the Ranked sixth on the all-time
touchdown, the most productive ((ont'd on page 9)

College preview

Louisville Cardinals would love to see history repeat itself in 1987-88 season
By TED M. NATI JR.
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVIl J , Ky. — Coach
Denny Crum wasn't happy when
Louisville won fewer than 20
games last year, but he won't
mind so much if the Cardinals rebound the way they did the last
time that happened.

That was in 1985 when the
injury-plagued Cardinals struggled to a 19-18 record. The next year,
behind the play of freshman
center Pervis Ellison in the Final
Four, they surprised everyone by
winning the national
championship.
Expectations were high again

last year, but Ellison was inconsistent and Louisville's young guards
played poorly. The Cardinals
finished at 18-14 and turned down a
bid to the NIT Tournament, marking the first time since 1965 they
did not participate in post-season
play.
Crum, who enters his 17th

season at Louisville needing a
dozen victories to give him his
400th win as a head coach, said the
disappointment of last season
should help this year's squad,
ranked 13th in the preseason
Associated Press poll
"The players worked a lot
harder in the off-season to make
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Now Taking Reservations
For Christmas Parties
We Accept Reservations
For Private Parties Or Group Meetings

The Hilliard Lyons Difference ...

There's more
than meets the eye
with Single Premium

7c- •

71*
Mindy Restaurant

Life investments.

You can buy insurance investments anywhere.
But at Hilliard Lyons, we only recommend
them when we think they're right...for you.
If it is the right choice, the advantages are
exciting.

7.75°A) tax-free
(current
yield)•

• Tax-free cash for life
• Safety of principal guaranteed by
United Pacific Life Insurance Co.
• No load
• Liquidity'•
A Single Premium Life Investment may be
just the ticket for you.
Just be sure and make the right choice for
your investment program. Talk with a
knowledgeable investment broker. Talk with
Hilliard Lyons.
For more information on Single Premium
Life, call your local Hilliard Lyons office.
Or call toll free: 1-800-292-1886 (in KY).
1-800-626-2023(USA).
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sure that doesn't happen again,"
he said.
Ellison agreed
"I think we are aware of what it
takes to be on top and how easy it
is to go straight to the bottom if
you don't work hard," Ellison
said. "I think the season we had
last year ... put everything back
into perspective and matured a lot
of our players."
Ellison includes himself in that
group.
"I think this is probably my
most important year since I've
been here. I'm going to do
everything I can to make sure that
this team is definitely in the NCAA
Tournament," he said.
Louisville returns six of its top
seven scorers from last year, including the 6-foot-9 Ellison and 6-7
senior forward Herbert Crook.
Crook, the Metro Conference
Player of the Year last season, led
a balanced scoring attack with
15.5 points per game. He was also
second in rebounding, assists and
steals.
Ellison, who played on the 1987

NOVEMBER SUPER SPECIALS
EVERY THURSDAY
OUR STEAKS ARE HUGE
Includes Our Famous SaladiDessertfrult Bar

EVERY FRIDAY
& SATURDAY
includes Our Fresh Cut Daily
Salad/ Dessert/Fruit Bar

USA Pan American team, led the
team in rebounding, steals and
blocked shots. He was second in
scoring with an average of 15 2
points per game
"Herb and Pervis will have to be
the ones that assume the leader
ship responsibilities because
they're the most experienced and
probably the best players we've
got," Crum said.
With forward Tony Kimbro,
6-7 junior, ineligible for the first
three games because of academic
problems. Crum will look for
front-line help from 7-1 sophomore
Felton Spencer and 6-8 junior Ken.
ny Payne.
"Felton will be a better center
than he was a year ago. He's improved more than anyone out
there," Crum said. "And it look
like Kenny's on the verge of play.
ing like we hoped he would."
The Cardinal backcourt, which
drew the most criticism last year,
should be improved with three
returnees and the arrival of 6.3
freshman sensation LaBradford
Smith from Bay City, Texas.
Based on Smith's performance
in preseason drills, Crum plans to
(C,ont'd on page 9)

T-BONE 14 OZ. OR $52,5
RIB-EYE 10 OZ. OR
NEW YORK STRIP 100Z.
PRIME RIB io OZ.
SEAFOOD BUFFET $5.

FOR A QUITE, RELAXING DINING - COME TO MAJESTIC
Ask About Our Other Specials
Throughout The Month Of November
Where Excellent Food, Courteous Service, And A Pleasant
Environment To Dine Is A Tradition.

SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger
French Fries
& Medium Drink

•As of 11/20/11 Guanulteed for 1 full year;E. $6,000 rnIrdroum
••Fee for surrender

$2 9
Special

The Hilliard Lyons difference...
creating capital or you.

II LLIARD YONS
i1999919119,491 WI,1

4. 9.49,49,1 .099 NIW9

4.,.,., sntl

T.41Fs

414 Maim Street
Murray, lieutecir• 42071
302-753-2380

,T

%/downs S.
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Good Nov. 16-21

Bar-B-Q & Burgers
PLEA St CALL 247-2541, HWY. 121 (700 S. 6TH ST.), MAYFIELD

Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045
4
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Judge questions NCAA's drug testing policy
SAN JOSE, Calif.(AP) — Most
involuntary drug testing by the
NCAA is unconstitutional, according to a judge who barred it in all
but football and basketball at
Stanford University.
Superior Court Judge Conrard
Rushing said be would allow
limited tests to continue in basketball and football because of
evidence of some steroid and cocaine use in those sports may constitute a "compelling need" for
testing

ing permanent.
Although the decision applies
only to Stanford, Rustling's finding
that the testing program violates
the U.S. Constitution, as well as
the state Consitution, could influence athletes and schools
throughout the country to
challenge the prouam.
"Until we receive a copy of the
ruling we will have no comment,"
Marchiony, a spokesman for
the NCAA, said at its headquarters in Mission, Kan. He
would not say whether the NCAA
plans to appeal.
Van Nest, attorney for Stanford
football player Barry McKeever

Attorney Robert Van Nest,
representing students who
challenged the drug testing, called
Thursday's decision a "sweeping
repudiation" of the program's
value
Rushing ordered the NCAA to
cease testing in 26 sports and to
return to court Dec. 4 with a plan
for testing in the two excepted
sports. Rushing issued the order in
a preliminary injunction and said
he would decide at the December
hearing whether to make the rul-

11ISU cagers, coach...
((ont'd from page 8)
should be of greater weight than a
single -failure of judgement by
these young men."
Mann, of Dyersburg, Tenn., tied
the record for MSU assists in a
game last year with 11 against
Eastern Kentucky University and
his 129-assist season was the thirdbest in school history. He was
named tournament MVP at the
Bayou Classic last year, scoring 53
points and gathering 12 rebounds
in two games.
Foster, a 6-6 forward, played
two years at Jefferson College in
Hillsboro, Mo., where he was named to the Midwest Community College Athletic CAnference All-Star
team. Foster recorded two
20-point, 20-rebound nights while
at Jefferson.
Doyle, a 6-3 guard, played at
Mineral Area Junior College

'lacer seniors...
((Ont'd from page 81
career chart, he could move past
former position mate Luke Cu_gy
and end his tenure at MSU in TIM
place.
The Racer defense must deal
with scatback Mike Lewis of the
Governors, who has rolled up 444
yards in 147 carries this season to
lead APSU. His 22 receptions for
207 yards place him second on the
team in receiving.
The Goys also sport a recordsetting placekicker in Tom
McMillan, whose 14 field goals this
season are a school record. He
also is perfect on nine PAT tries.
The Racers counter with allAmerica candidate Paul Hickert,
who has.established MSU records
in nearly every kicking and scoring category. The leading scorer
in MSU history with 247 points, he
could break the OVC scoring
record with 14 points in his final
performance in Roy Stewart
Stadium.
The Racer seniors playing their
final game for Murray State are:
Bill Bird, Rickey Brewer, Kirk
Brunson, Willie Cannon, Brian
Collins, David Dercher, Derrick
FenCher. Billy Guyton, Freddie
Harris, Paul Hickert, Steve Hill,
Stanley Howard. Greg Hurd,
l'erry Key, Kent Lapa, Jay Lutz,
Willie Prather, Brooke Redding,
Greg Sanders, Joey Spresser,
Kerry'Stepter, Jon name and
David Wi'hams.

Racer Notes
hael Pea tor now, stands third to carver
parolog tarries. at Murray State with 3 679
•Arita
The !lacers need only 190 yards to break
It,.- ningle season total offense record for the
Irani
Kith 21W vards Saturday
Stanley
Howard cnuld break the MM career reception
varilake rrrOffi Pall! flickert has matched his
pernonvil Pent for iwason storing with 71 points,
Ding hia freziElitian year total He within seven
point", id the Milt. ningle•aeason record of 7/3 set
by 14111y Hess in 19011. Utah 131) yards receiving.
Stanley !toward would peas lee McCormick for
second in ningle W.W.II pass yards
With 240
area.r °triplet Kinn Michael Proctor la 152 corn
pletion. from Larry Tillman s school career
record
The Barer, are only 13$ yards from
',reeking the team Firljthr Aral04,1 paastng record
• of z 4:13 Va run

Louisville...
(('ont'd from page 8)
start him at point guard.
-1 think he'll make an outstan•
ding ball-handling guard because
he's such a good penetrater and he
shoots the ball so well, the coach
said. "He's probably our best
guard out there most of the time."
The off guard position, however,
remains a question mark. Redshirt -sophomore Keith Williams
appears to be the front-runner for
the starter's spot but is being
hard-pressed by sophomore Craig
Hawley and senior Mike Abram.
"I don't know what we're going
to do there yet." Crum said
"We're just going to have to try
different ones in the games and
see who plays the best because
none of them have stood out in
practice."
Crum said he hopes the situation
is settled soon because if the
guards come through, he feels his
team can compete with almost
any team in the country. The Cardinals open their season Dec, 5
against Notre Dame in the Big
Four Classic in Indianapolis.
:"I hope that by year end we're
good enough to be up there
somewhere in the Top 20," he said.
"That would be nice."
Nice, yes, but not as pleasant as
another national championship.

before joining the Racers. He
averaged 15 points, seven rebounds and three assists while
helping his team to a 22-10 season
last year.
The trio missed one game as
they served a suspension until the
university's investigation was
complete. The Racers beat West
Berlin Select 67-63 Wednesday
night in an exhibition contest.
"This entire incident has been a
distraction for our team," Newton
said. "The important thing for us
now is to move forward, come
together as a team and focus on
reaching our poential during the
coming season."

Good service.
good coverage,
good price-

EASTERN 00NPLAILNC't
Mimetic Division
W
L. Pct, GB
Boston
7
1
875 —
PhiladelphUi
2
3
.400
3%
New Jersey
2
4
.283
4
Washington
2 5
284
sit
New York
1
7
126 6
DIvisise
Chicago
6
1
667 —
Milwaukee
6
2
750
Atlanta
5
2
714
1
Indiana
5
3
426
1%
Detroit
3
3
500
2%
Cleveland
2
5
284
4
WELITEILN CONFICRENCIE
Midweot Divisiso
W
L Pct. GB
Houston
6
2
750 —
Dallai
1
3
571
1%
Denver
4
8
571
1%
Utah
4
4
WO
2
San Antonio
3 4
.429
2%
Sacramento
2 5 .286
3%
Pacific Division
L.A. Leiters
7 0 1.000 —
Phoenix
3
4
.429
4
go
3 4
429
4

Good
Thurs.-Sat.
Nov. 19th-21st

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Boneless Fish or Catfish Steaks

475
'Every Thurs, Fri. & Sat

1906 Coldwater Rd.

11•11 ills

I

ate Farm
Stare Farm Insurance Compantes
morns Otttces fittoomrngton 'Honors

Homeplace Family Restaurant

$475

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there

That's
St
insurance."

Stanford President Donald Kennedy said the decision "vindicates
Stanford's belief that student
athletes should be treated like
other students."
Evidence presented by students'
attorneys showed of 3,511 students
tested, only 34 were declared ineligible. Of those, 31 were football
players. Of the 34, 26 were positive
for steriods and seven for cocaine

'Includes choice of potato, tossed
salad & french bread
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SCOREBOARD

and soccer player Jennifer Hill,
who fought the NCAA testing, said
the decision "declares (the program) vastly overbroad both in
testing for too many drugs and too
many athletes."

8 Oz. Ribeye
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L.A. Clippers
2
5
Portland
2
5
Golden State
1
7
Thursday's Gomm
New Jersey 108, New York 107
Houston 105. Cleveland 97
Milwaukee 117, Sacramento 113
Friday's
Golden State at Detroit
Boston at Philadelphia
Atlanta at Chicago
San Antonio at Denver
Indiana at Utah
lzis Angeles Clippers at Phoenix
D.U.4 at Ins Angeles Laker"
Washington at Portland
Milwaukee at Seattle
datarday's Gamma
Boston at New Jersey
Houston at Atlanta
Philadelphia at Cleveland
Golden State at New York
Detroit at Chicago
Utah at San Antonio
Denver at Los Angeles Clippers
Dallas at Sacramento
Washington at Seattle

2/16
286
125

5
5

OT

Larry Krouse Insurance

759-1864

759-9888

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

LONG RUN AUDIO

AFTER THE MOVE SALE
HUNDREDS OF
UNLISTED BARGAINS
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•High Speed Picture Search
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CASSETTE
PLAYER/RECORDER Si
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DCD-600
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Cassette Receiver

indash stereo

$48

8 watt per channel, AM/FM, auto

stop, tone and balance control, 24
month warranty.
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759-4529

UNION CITY
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Majestic Speakers
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•Versatile infrared remote control
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(FL) display
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•15" 3-Way Speakers
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•35- Console Stereo Monitor/Television With Built-In Stereo Broadcast Tuner
•2-Way Stereo Speaker System
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•35" Direct View Tube Not
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Stereo Receiver With 120 Watts Per Chonnel (RMS). 5 Band
Graph.c Equalizer ond AM/FM Stereo Synthesizer Tuner w/12 Memory
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Speed Dubbing Continuous Playbock
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•Ouicli Stort Recording (0SR)
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KFC-410G 4-X10Loudspeakers
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The Audio/Video Specialist
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Two-way
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FREE LAYAWAY
FOR CHRISTMAS
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AVAILABLE

90 DAYS
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Fishing line
By Jerry Mau*
ISM
big Zara Spook. However it is a
slow bait and requires a lot of patience and a strong wrist to work it
properly.
Everyone has a favorite lure
and they catch bass with it. I think
confidence is the key don't you?
Crappie Anglers are beginning
to find a few larger schools as the
water temperature continues to
fall slowly so get the long poles
ready! Minnows, tube jigs or lead
head jigs should put some slabs in
the cooler if you work the ledges
which have good brush piles. If
you plan on Crappie fishing all
winter now would be a good time
to sink some new brush.

Michael Lax killed this 10-point buck on opening day of hunting
season.
Lax got his animal in New Concord.

We still have some good fishing
days left before it becomes very
cold and plenty of hungry fish.
Bass fishing offers a chance to
hang a wall mount since the big
mama's are putting the shad away
for the winter.
Crank baits along the good
rocky shorelines usually produce
some decent bass all day long.
Tree tops, stumps and brush piles
will hold bass until the cold water
forces the Baitfish deep. Spinner.
baits, plastic worms, pig and jigs
will also work even after they
move to deeper water but the most
popular fall lure is the buzzbait.
I talked with a long time friend
"Boots" Blum, for a few minutes
Wednesday night and I asked him
You will be glad you did later on.
what his favorite lure was now. He
Catfish are biting good on shad
said a buzzbait! "Boots" and
minnows or the regular shiner
Willie Morris have thrown the old
minnow. You people who fish for
Dalton twist at least a million
the cats know where to look during
miles but it became too slow after the cold weather months so go get
the buzzbait was invented! them.
Another good topwater lure is the
Happy Fishing

Jerry Don Butler shows the 110-pound. eight point deer he killed earlier
this month.

Mark Williams shows the 10-point, 154-pound deer he killed Nov. 17th in
the New Concord area.
lariaariariaVia
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The McCture's

Curtis Bucy, 13, got this three-point buck recently on a youth hunt
at
Land-Between-the-Lakes. The deer dressed out at 96 pounds.

Responsible hunters always
receive permission from
landowners before hunting

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
1/2 mi. on Hwy. 94E., Murra , Ky. 753-6116

"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters

_
D & W Auto Supply
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Pittman Wheel
10
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ent
10
Tires, Wheels & Accessories 10
/0
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires de
10

10

10

410 N. 4th
753-'8346-753-6779
•

Can You Afford A New A.T.V. In 1987?
You Better Believe It!
mo•mmininio,

Super Deals!

Hunting is clearly an important
recreational activity throughout
Kentucky, and it could be even
more important if both hunter and
landowner would work together to
build a mutual relationship.
to
Trespassing and damage to
Advanced Technology For Today's to
livestock often concerns farmers,
and rightfully so, during hunting
Advanced Automobiles
to seasons. Many owners simply
We use the Men Computer Engine Analyzer with printout. to "post" their lands prohibiting any
Tune-Up, Computer Ignition, Carburetor &
hunting on any of their lands, but
Fuel Inlections Service
others might be more receptive if
more hunters showed more responGERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
sibility and courtesy BEFORE takto
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
to ing to the fields.
314 S. 12th
Estb. 1956
753-1750
According to Allan Worms, Exto tension recreation specialist with
AsAavvvvialaa-t-vvie-vvvirt-vvvvvvvvvvvvvir the University of Kentucky
College
of Agriculture, responsible hunters
should always ask permission to
to hunt on private land before show4111.
ing up with gun and dogs. That
seems obvious, he said, but too
often the obvious is ignored.
I
"The opportunity to hunt on a
— We Install Automotive Glass —
10 person's land is a privilege given
only by the landowner after con10
sidering the purpose," Worms said.
"If we ask to hunt on a woodlot dur10
ing the 1987 squirrel season, we
512 S. 12th
753-4563
have not received permission to
hunt quail during the quail season.
"Neither do we have permission
•
to hunt on other fields or
brushlands not specifically approv10
ed," Worms added. "Such fields
may hold grazing cattle. Because
10 hunters all too frequently abuse
10
specific permission, many owners
choose to refuse permission to all
hunters."
Pata .641444.9.74.
Some owners are deterred from
granting
permission because of
*Authorized Evinrude
I VII7111101possible legal liability if the hunter
Sales & Service
S
should be injured while on the
PH. 901-642-9222
rivwvvi-viaa-v-vvvvvvia-via-i-vvvt-t-lavvvvv! owner's property. Even though the

10

Tommy Morgan killed this 92-pound deer at Land-Between-the-Lakes.
Morgan is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Connie Morgan.

landowner makes an effort to deter
chances of accidents or dangerous
conditions, he may still be held
liable in court actions, Worms said.
Therefore, owners should use signs
or fences to mark any dangerous
areas such as open wells and take
steps to fix the burden of liability
clearly on the hunter.
Worms said the National Conference on Outdoor Ethics produced a code of conduct supported by
various sportsmen's organizations
to promote ethical action by
hunters. The code includes the
following points:
*Respect the landowner's property by hunting, fishing, trapping
or otherwise using the land only
when and where the landowner
approves.
*Accept full liability for his actions while on the property.
*Respect nature by taking every
precaution against starting fires
and by not littering.
*Respect all game, fish and
firearms laws.
*Respect fellow recreationists,
observing safety precautions and
the
traditions
of
good
sportsmanship.
Worms added that landowners
should always take the following
steps when they allow recreational
hunting on their property.
*Discuss the type of hunting and
location of the hunting allowed.
*Clearly explain which areas are
"off limits" and why.
*Point out dangerous areas and
be sure all members of the hunting,
party understand the danger.
*Know who is hunting on your
property and when they are expected to leave.

Caln iS AMC-Jeep-Renault Inc.

I
to
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.641 North

to
to

753-6448 to

Yamaha
Kid Size

'399

Only

Town & Country Yamaha
Hwy. 94E Murray

South

90 Days Same AS DaSb To Qualified Buyers'

7634878

Your U-Haul H.odquort.rs 7539131 /0
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"In skating over thin ice, our safety
is in our speed "
— Emerson

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
II 20 A
3
•K8
* K 965 4
4 10 9 7 6 2
WEST
EAST
•J 8 4
•Q 10 9 6 5 2
•J 10 9 7 5
•6 4 3 2
* A 103,J8
•K 5
+3
SOUTH
•A K 7
•A Q
•Q 7 2
•A Q J 8 4
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer South
The biddingSouth
West
North
East
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead: Heart jack
BID WITH THE ACES

South was on thin ice in the play
of today's game. However, speedy
play of his best suit didn't save him:
it did him in instead.
Declarer put up dummy's heart
king at trick one to take a quick club
finesse. West took his king and led
another heart, and the game was
gone. South could win only eight
running tricks, and when West won
his diamond ace, he was ready with
three more hearts for one down.
It was silly to rush the club finesse. If the club king was with
East, it would be there later, as well
as at trick two. Ipstead, South
11.20-H
should have given himself an extra
South holds •Q 10 9 6 5 2
chance by first testing the
•6 4 32
diamonds.
•J8
+3
At trick one, South should win
with his ace of hearts to lead a low North South
1 NT
diamond toward dummy's king. ANSWER:
Two spades One would
What is West to do/ If he wins, South have
to be extremely lucky to find
scores four diamond tricks and five the right
cards to score a game. Bid
other top winners. So West must two spades
and settle for a partduck, and dummy's king wins. Now score
it's safe to try the club finesse, and Send bridge questtons to The Aces, PO BOI
whether it wins or loses, South is as- 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
sured of nine tricks.
Copyrts41 1517 Unitt.4 restury %ynellesa•
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Area churches release schedule of services for Sunday
presented by Church Choir
Various churches in Murray and
at 6:30

Calloway County have released information concerning their services for Sunday, Nov. 22, as
follows:
Martin's Chapel
and Good Shepherd
Sid Easley will be the Laity
speaker at services at 930 a.m. at
Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church and at 11 a.m. at Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church. The Choir at Martin's
Chapel will sing "Why Me Lord."
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Chester P. Culver,
pastor, will speak about
"Thanksgiving 1987" at 11 a.m.
service at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. Terry Byerly will direct
the music with Hazel Brandon and
Carol Kelly as accompanists. A
Thanksgiving cantata will be

11.

/

p.m.
South Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor.
will speak about "The Attitude of
Gratitude" with scripture from
Matthew 25:31-46 at 10:45 a.m. service at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church. The
Choir, directed by Truman Whitfield, will sing "Count Your Blessings" with Kathy Erwin and Tommy Gaines as accompanists.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services at Memorial Baptist
Church. His morning topic will be
"In Everything.. Consider Him."
Randolph Story wW be deacorr of
week. Milton Gresham will direct
the music with Margaret Wilkins
and Brenda Hart as accompanists.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. Temptation usually comes through a door that has been
deliberately left open.
2. One regular on the banquet circuit has this advice for after
dinner speakers: "If you don't strike oil after 10 minutes, stop
boring."
3. You cannot push anyone up the ladder unless he is willing to
do some climbing himself.
4. A person is not old until regrets take the place of dreams.
5. How many meetings have you attended that began a 7:30
sharp and ended at 10:00 dull?
6. Following the course of least resistance is what makes
rivers and men crooked.
7. Three of the most difficult things in life are to keep a secret,
forget an injury, and make good use of leisure time.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

It

I

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle

41 — word of
mouth (oral)
42 Affirmative
vote
44 Edible seed
45 Depressed
47 Equals 12
months
49 Devoured
51 Missy Of
Tracey
54 Bright star
58 Bitter vetch
58 Tibetan
gazelle
59 Glossy fabric
82 Broadcast
64 Forenoon
85 Poem
845 Soaks up
68 Vandals
70 Rocky hill
71 Woody plant
72 Harvest
goddess

1 Writing tablet
4 Frame of
mind
8 Merriment
11 Group of
three
12 At a distance
13 Sudsy brew
14 Maiden loved
by Zeus
15 Attempt
17 Lozenge
19 Come to a
dose
21 Vast age
23 Soppy
24 Ornamental
stamp
28 L A
footballer
28 'The William
— Overture'
31 Sweet potato
33 Fish eggs
35 Brown kiwi
36 Exist
38 Sponsors

HID SOLD OH I
ODA TOPES RUN
D OM 0OUE1 POTS
PANGS CO
HA LED SUNDAE
UGIO SHOOS I RDS
MUGU BIL E COOT
IMOIME ECIUD PRE
S 100101w s MIT a R
BU DIVES
BANS HONE ANT
OCIE BO N G S 01 A
atiu BEE3ST ELL
2 Three-toed
sloth
3 Speck
4 Koch or
Bradley
5 Indication
8 Grain
7 Delineate
8 Hesitate

DOWN
1 Lying fool,
down

MI

5

4

8

7

5

9

10
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11 iiillId11111111 NMI
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id
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TUCK

9 ,Rubber tree
10 Openwork
fabric
11 "Family —"
16 Concerning
18 Wager
20 Doris or
Dennis
22 Recite
25 Once around
track
27 Barnyard cry
29 Tennis stroke
30 Beat down
32 Chart
34 Abstract
being
36 Body of water
37 Hurricane
center
39 Hyson
40 Actors' org
43 Christian
festival
46 Lassie, e g
48 A "Golden
Girl"
50 Expunge
52 Bank
transactions
53 Obstructs
55 Bird's home
57 Yes, in Spain
59 Drunkard
60 Fuss
61 Neither
83 Greek letter
67 Athletic
course abbr
69 Above

Martin,
1 MT
1100 PE
S) "45
ATT
LE
IRNNG
S P
901/587-3000

7:30-5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7:30-3:00

Wide Tub/Shower
low as $1 2500
Selection
e
lh
Shingles

4X8 LATTICE
97s
•••
LEADED
GLASS
DOORS

NIMIWOMCWS..-

•••

#1 CELOTEX
19 97/su
•

Hardboard
Siding tr

kitchen
cabinets
DOOR
UNITS
faucets
sinks
VS nities
commodes

The Sanctuary Choir will sing at
morning hour and Memorial
Chorale at evening hour.
St. John's Episcopal
The feast of Christ the King will
be observed at St. John's
Episcopal Church with Holy
Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m. Fr.
Andre' Trevathan will be
celebrant and preacher. Assisting
will be Frank Blodgett, Dennis
Johnson and CafI51 Julian. A baptism service for Joseph David
Rose will be at 10:30.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Abiding in Christ —
the Foes" with scripture from
John 15:18 to 16:4 at 9 and 10:50
a.m. services. He also will speak
at 6 p.m. service. Solos will be
sung by Kathy Ligon, Tony Oliver
and Beverly Stephens. The Choir
will sing "We Are So Blest" at
10:50 service.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor, will speak about
"Blessings That Are and those
That Aren't" with scripture from
Ephesians 1:3 at 10:45 a.m. service at First Presbyterian Church.
The Choir, directed by Anne
Lough with Susan Chamberlain as
organist, will sing an anthem,
"Thanks Be To Thee."
West Murray Church
r Vee Sutton H will speak
about "The Baptism of Christ" at
10:50 a.m. service and about "The
Bible and Homosexuality" at 6
p.m. service at West Murray
Church of Christ. Assisting wit be
John McKee, Jim Thompson, Bob
Pevine, Bearl Darnell and Chris
Burton.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Susan Allsop, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service at
Gosetui United Methodist Church.
Scott Coleman and Ronnie Hutson'
will assist. The Choir, directed by
Randall Watts, will sing "I Will
Give Thanks" with Pat Brunn and
Suzanne Coleman as 4ccompanists. Community Thanksgiving
service will be at 7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at Eastwood Baptist Church.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services at West Fork Baptist
Church. "Thanksgiving
Everywhere" will be the morning
topic. Dale Arnold will be deacon
of week. Alvin Usrey will direct
the music with Janet Arnold and
Mark Winchester as
accompanists.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services at Elm Grove Baptist
Church. Don Smith will direct the
music with Glenda Rowlett and
Teresa Suiter as accompanists.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. George Culp, pastor,
will speak about "Praying In the
Spirit Continued" with scripture
from Romans 8:26-27 at Coldwater

Baptist Church. Bobby Manning
will direct the music with Marge
West and Jennifer Culp as accompanists. The Youth Choir of First
Baptist Church will sing at 2 p.m.
No evening service will be held.
First Methodist
The Rev. Nowell Bingham,
minister, will speak about
"Contentment" with scripture
from Philippians 4:4-13 at 8:30 and
10:50 a.m. services at First United
Methodist Church. Molly Ross will
sing a solo, "Gentle Shepherd" at
8:30. The Chancel Choir, directed
by Dr. Bruce Chamberlain with
Joan Bowker as organist, will sing
"We Gather Together" at 10:50.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. services at First Baptist Church.
Marvin Harris, deacon of the
week, G.T. Moody and R.P. Hodge
will assist. Steve Littlefield,
minister of music, will direct the
music with Joyce Herndon and
Alene Knight as accompanists.
University Church
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
speak about "Are You Ready?"
with scripture from Hebrews 9:27
at 10 a.m. service at University
Church of Christ. College Men will
present the service on "God's City
of Refuge" with scripture from
Psalm 16:1 at 6 p.m. service.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
pastor, will speak about "Keep
Watch" with scripture from Matthew 25:1-13 at 10:30 a.m. service
at Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Assisting will be Jenny Lossner,
organist, Jack Benton, John
Schultz, Jennifer Jones and Nicole
Lang.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
will speak about "Breaking the
Barriers to Faith" at 10 a.m.
preaching/teaching session at
Lake-Land Apostolic Church.
Seventh and Poplar
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "Praise and Thanks" with
scripture from Ephesians 5:19-20
at 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services and
about '‘'Understanding the Bible"
with scripture from II Timothy
2:15, 3:15-17 at 6 p.m. service at
.Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Stephen Cobb will be
guest speaker at 10:50 a.m. and
5:30 p.m. services at Grace Baptist Church. The Church Choir,
directed by Leland Peeler, will
sing "Somebody Touched Heaven
For Me" and "Look What's
Waiting for Me" at morning and
services respectively. Dwane
Jones, deacon of the week, Anita
Smith and Susan Jones will be
accompanists.
First Christian
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
speak about "Jesus, Our Role
Model" with scripture from John
13:1-17 at 10:45 a.m. service at
First Christian Church. The
Chancel Choir, directed by Larne
Clark, will sing the anthem, "We

Gather Together.' Rebecca
Dublin will be worship leader
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
8:30 p.m. services at Hazel Baptist
Church. Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with Oneida
White and Gwyn Key as
accompanists.
St. Leo's Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday and at 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday at
St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr. Stan
TWman, S.J. is pastor. Lectors
will be Victor Fromm, Tom Northrup and Carole Holcomb.

Ashbury Mission
The Rev. Layne Shanklin,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 7
p.m. services at Ashbury Congregational Methodist Mission in
American Legion Building.
University Baptist
The Rev. Don Farmer, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.

services at University Baptist
Church, 15th and Main Streets.
Palestine Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m.and 7 p.m.
services at Palestine United
Methodist Church. Stanley Duncan will direct the song service
with Faye Childress as pianist.
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services at Kirksey Baptist
Church. W.A. Erwin will direct the
song service with Gets Edwards
and Cindy Cossey as
accompanists.
St. John's Baptist
The Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and? p.m.
services at St. John's Missionary
Baptist Church.
Locust Grove Baptist
The Rev. Jeff Fuller, pastor,
will be speaker at 11 a.m. and 7
p.m. services at Locust Grove
Baptist Church.

Baptists elect new chief
The messengers of the 150th
meeting of the Kentucky Baptist
Convention elected Dr. J. Howard
Cobble as President-elect of the
IOC Nov. 10 at Walnut Street Baptist Church in Louisville. In a runoff election of 808 votes cast, Cobble won with 472 recorded votes.
Several ministers from Murray
and Calloway County attended the
convention.
Cobble is pastor of Severns
Valley Baptist Church in
Elizabethtown. He has served in
many other ministry positions.
Out-going President of the Kentucky Baptist Convention A. B.
Colvin delivered his presidential
address to the 150th session of
KBC the same evening.
Colvin stated that the
messengers and members of the
ICBC want to "commemorate our
past, to evaluate our present and
to contemplate our prospects as
the Kentucky Baptist
Convention."

Colvin encouraged messengers
to consider the factors involved in
their identity as Southern Baptists
in Kentucky.
"We are who they were then, we
are who we are today, and we are
who they will be tomorrow," said
Colvin.
"Physically, mentally, culturally, socially, spiritually and
theologically we are blessed by
our progenitors," said Colvin,"we
look back and we thank God."
Kentucky Baptists are
celebrating 150 years as a state
convention. Colvin reminded
messengers of the struggles and
difficulties encountered by their
predecessors.
(sift Wrap

Decorative Bags A,:
Lots of Ribbons
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to Homeplace

Family Restaurant
COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST

st,

*Every Sat. and Sun. til Noon*

to 1h order Country Ham, 2 Eggs,
to Home Fries, Toast or Biscuits
and Gravy!

65 0,1

Only

to 1906 Coldwater Rd.

Personal savings

.41

759-1864
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OMES TO YOU
Enroll for KET telecourses at
colleges and universities
statewide and earn
credit conveniently.

5.1
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37
First 6 months
Chicago Tribune Graphic.
Source US Deosnment of Commerce

Complete the form
below for a tree
booklet for the
1988 Spring
Semester.

Let

Cook
for Thanksgiving

Or call Mary Olson

1-800-432-0970

Don't spend your holiday over a hot stove
We have Bar-B--Q by the pound or by
the Boston Butt. There is less waste on
a Boston Butt and no shank bone or/-\
\
skin and at the same low price as /
pork shoulders

City

Get Your Orders In Now!

Phone

In Lexington or

outside KY call 606-233-3000
ex _

Name
Address
State

Zip

number

College or University Preference

TJ's

-

SEND TO: KET Telecourse.,600 Cooper Drive, Lexington, KY 40602

Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St., Murray
The Kentucky
Network

753-0045
I.
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Forgotten Negligee
Reveals Pain at

Dealt)

CLASSIFIED
egal

Woman's Departure
years, a fact well-known to his
mother, but in introducing Karen to
her friends, she said, "This is my
son, Jeffrey, and his friend, Karen."
Karen took offense, saying she
should have been introduced as
"Jeffrey's girlfriend."
Here's my situation: My boyfriend and I have been living
together for six months. Although
we are not formally engaged, we
plan to marry next year.
Last month, at his sister's wedding, I had a chance to meet his
whole family, who all live out of
state. His mother, who is aware of
our relationship and future plans,
introduced • me to all the aunts,
uncles, sisters, brothers and grandparents as her son's "little friend"!
BELITTLED IN EL PASO

DEAR BEWILDERED: You
pack up the lady's property and
send it to her, that's what you
DEAR BELITTLED: The letdo. If it's any consolation, ter from "Jeffrey's Mom"
Freud said, "There are no acci- sparked other memorable introdents." Could she have left it ductions. For example:
behind because, unconsciously,
she wanted to come back?
DEAR ABBY: Years ago when I
was just a poor college kid, I was
invited to spend the Christmas
holidays with the family of a girl I'd
been dating for about six months.
DEAR ABBY: The letter signed We liked each other a lot, but I was
"Jeffrey's Mother" hit home with in no position to make any kind of
me. It seems that Jeffrey had been commitment. Well, can you imagine
dating Karen exclusively for two how I felt when her mother intro* * *

Tan At The Tropics Tanning Salon
4 Tanning Sessions for $11

1

With this coupon

Offer expires Dec 30, 1 987

10 Sessions for

Give a Tan for Christmas
Gift Certificates Available

The Tropics 753-8477
YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE
ARTHROSCOPIC SURGERY,
SNOOPY..ThEY PUT A TINY
LENS INSIDE YOUR KNEE..

iT'LL MORT! I WON'T
BE ABLE TO STAND IT!
THEY WANT TO KILL ME!

*

Gary Glen
Peters

Box 69440, Loe Angeles,
Calif. 90069. All correspondence is
confidential.)

Small 1 BR Home

THE DOCTOR OPERATES

BY LOOKING AT A TV

SCREEN _YOU'LL ACTUALLY
BE ON VIDEO...

for rent near university
$150.00 pr mo.

Kopperud Riaalty.
Phono 753-1222

Specie(
GET that
Touch- gift today doll

NANCY

,

5NOVI
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753-1916
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5:30 to 6 p.m.
Mon-Fri
3:30 to 4 p.m.
Sat

41
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GARFIELD
1, THE CAMP AVENGER,SHALL
SEEK OUT INJUSTICE
WHEREVER IT MAY LURK...

Missed
Your
Paper

'e4-AT'S TAE. PIFFERENCE7

rrs

AND WiTH ONE 5WIPT MOTION OF NAUGHTY, NAUGHTY, NAUGHTY:
MY MIGHTY HAND,' WILL &O...

GLASS repair & re
placement for autos.
business, homes, boats,
mobile homes & heavy
equipment Auto glass,
plate glass, window
glass, temp, safety
glass, insulated glass,
piexigiass, store fronts,
potion door glass, storm
windows & door re
placement Mirrors &
glass table tops Dis
play cases & some types
of home improvement
work done. Also.,, cera
mics for sale. All at
M&G Complete Glass
Co., Dixieland Center,
753-0180.
Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, lakt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We

perience preferred.
Exciting opportunity
with progressive corn•
Unlimited ad•
pany
vancement potential.
Please send resume for
interview to Lance Reynolds, P 0 Box 9193,
Paducah, KY 42001 All
information
confidential

WE teach skin care
Results oriented pro

tested. Mary Kay has a
care system for
you. Call today
Sharilyn Wisehart, pro
fessional Mary Kay
Beauty Consultant, 753
9514 or 753.4734
skin

BEETLE BAILEY

•11910.1.811
_

ii
e"
) 9f

Thompson Jeweler.
TRANSFER your 8MM
home
tape
reel.
Free

movies to video
$350 per 50 ft.
tape included
pick up and deliv
ery Call Donna Dar
neli, Video Production
Specialties 435 4349.

Face
Brick
$ 1401. woo
Vowel! &
Son, Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301

PUBLIC NOTICE
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. a nonprofit Community Action Agency, will hold a
public meeting Monday, November 23, 1987,
at 8:00 p.m., at the David Willis Center(formerly the Douglas Center), 227 N.L.P. Miller Drive,
Murray, Kentucky.
The purpose of the meeting is to elect
Calloway County's low-income representative
to the agency's Board of Directors. Any
Calloway County resident with a poverty level
income is eligible to vote. Nominations for this
position are open. All interested persons are urged to attend. For more information, contact
Jackie White, 753-0908.

111:13C=111
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Pre-Fab Transit/Cheyenne
Express is now hiring in eve

Murray arse We haw •
local taillieleal which will
allow yew 10 pat bons*
reesieely.

Ofartassatits lacier)*
—Para Health insuran,,
—Pa.o t,te insurarice
— Paid DOSability Insurance
—Par° Retereiment Pian
— SOMA* Can Rio.

-Good Pay Scale
— Late modes E ouioelew
-Foe. & Performance
Bonus
-rats & vans
('you nave 2 yelps .e14.5bie
OTR eve..ence sae Fay.
ori Saturday Novembe, 2' 8
arm 20rr, dine

Holiday Inn
727 Joe Clifton Dr.
Paducah, Ky.

Christmas! We convert
your old Ilmm home
movies to video tape
Call Allison's Photog
raptly 753 8809 or Video
Mart 753 3214

CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE
Sun. Nov. 22
1-5 p.m.
Juanita's
Flowers &
Ye Olde Antiques
917 Coldwater Rd
759-9920 4°
5 Lost and Found
rOUND gray silver
adult male cat White
spot CALL BACK 753
6273

6

Help Wanted

'EARN extra money
working from home
N ational health
organization needs pg't
time telephone

operators

iirdiprelow Rosati
Fe ere *too looking tor goats
goad lesau to ro* row outfit
sl us n01 Sawn 'S10
&sail opportiallity otaptove,

Situation Wanted
GENERAL house and

9

office cleaning. re
ferences supplied
759
1578
HOUSEKEEPING for
working couple Mon
through Fri, or less
days each week if so
desired
Home efficen
tly managed Cleaning,
laundry some cooking.
Caring for after school
children
Good re
ferences on request
Call 759 1048.
WILL do any odd lob.
cut and haul shubberv
Also, cut and remove
hedges Call 753 3534 or
753 3455 anytime
WILL stay with the
elderly or Sick, have
experience and re
ferences Call 753 4590
for further information

11. Instruction

No soiicita

tion. Call 1 443-8603.

HIRING! Government
jobs- your area. 115,000
568,000. Call (602) 838
8885 Ext 684."
HOMEWORKERS
wanted! Top pay! C.I.
121 24th Ave., N W 222
Norman, OK 73069.
LPN full time 11-7
position available. Also,
PRN positions availa
ble
Salary commen
surate with experience
Apply in person: Mills
Manor Nursing Home,
500 Beck Lane,
Mayfield.
NEED a it:kb? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not, have
G E D or your Nigh
school diploma, pi-- you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council. JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753 9378 between 8:3012:00 5 days a week.
NEED a load of any
thing going to the Texas
Valley, up to 18,000
pounds. 753-3773.
NURSE with typing
skills wanted for physi
cian's office. Duties to

include EKG's,
venipunctures and
general nursing duties.
Job will include business office duties. Will
train qualified person.
Send resume to:
Richard E. Blalock,
M.D., 300 So. 8th St.,
Suite 302, Murray, KY.
42071.

RN position available
from 7A.M. 7P.M. shift
on Sat. and Sun. The
position is eligible for
bonus with full time

The Etch-a-Sketch division at work

PROFESSIONAL
SEMI-DRIVERS

A great gift idea for

THE

Start At
ducts. Dermatologist

11111.000111
.
10,
0
2.0111111.
1/1".011011.01
1111)
0.,./
1

TRAVEL AGENT•
Minimum 2 years ex

753-4199
•iree wail della serifies-

Shopping Mall

guarantee it " Jimmy

p

Murray, KY 42071

Doll's
Clothes

Year
Unknosn

Wanted

for new car
dealership
Salary plus
Commissions
Send resume to
P.O.Box 1040-C

CONFIDENTIAL TO 'A LOVING MOTHER': So far you have
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 23rd day of
given your son a car for his 18th
November 1987, at 10 o'clock, or thereabout, upon a credit of cash,
birthday. He totaled it after
the following described property, to-wit:
three days. You gave him anOne 40' flat bed tandem axle road trailer, Serial No. AF2309104.
other car, which he totaled in
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with aptwo months. You gave him a
proved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
chance for a college education.
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
He dropped out in his sophoprepared to comply promptly with these terms
more year. You paid for the
diamond ring that he gave his
Jean Miller
fiancee. He then broke the
Master Commissioner
engagement, she returned the
Circuit Court
ring, and he hocked it and kept
the money.
2
Notice
Notice
2
Notice
And now you ask me if you 2
should borrow on your home to
put this son in business.
PUBLIC NOTICE
SON OR DAUGHTER
My answer is an unqualified
The following in.46E111!
no! Give him one more gift: a
dividuals, convicted
Unless
still in
chance to prove that he is a
In the Calloway Cir'3! Preemie s anti
man. Let him find his own job,
School or College,
cuit Court, are eligistick to it, and learn how to
their family group
ble for PAROLE.
regular Cabbage
stand on his own two feet.
Anyone wanting or
hospital insurance
Patch dolls Choose
having Information En
may have expired
*
this regard, please
_..korn_our .SfOCJI of
due to age. Our
contact the Commost popular Maorder a special
monwealth's
AtI Do you hate to write letters because
Medical Policy
jor
torney,
Michael
D
outfit (Order by
you don't know what to say? Thankoffers comprehen•
Ward, P.O. Box 359.
you notes, sympathy letters, congratuDec 14th) Visit
lations, how to decline and accept
Benton, KY 42025. or
sive benefits at
invitations and how to write an
Call 577-9131.
uS & layaway
reasonable rates
interesting letter are included in
Dusle
of
For
free informa.
Abby's booklet. -How to Write Letters
"Th•
Ossified=
Name
for All Occasions?' Send a check or
tion call:
money order for $2.50 (13 in Canada)
Wayne
Special Touch"
1064
and a long, stamped (39 cents), selfJerry McConnell
Dectrnon
addressed envelope to: Dear Abby.
Wiggins
Insurance
Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, III. 61054.1

Help

Salesman
Needed

NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the October Term thereof 1987, in the above cause,
for the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred Seventy ($1,270 001
Dollars, with interest at the rate of 12rf< per cent per annum from
the 20th day of July 1987, until paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Tabers Body Shop Chestnut St., Murray,

clothes, cross stitch
crafts and potpourri
gifts, and many other
items. "The Special
Touch" Wiggins
Shopping Mall

WAIT A MINUTE-.
THAT'4:, NOT lO\4, 0
SLEET'
#
I
c
i
l
l
I
oAr....r.........s.....,1111r.

6

Defendant.

duced me all over the place as
"Jennifer's fiance"?
GIL(STILL SINGLE)

COMPANY coming for
the holidays? No time to
(Problems? Write to Abby. For • cook? Let me help with
personal, unpublished reply, send a all your cooking and
self-addressed, stamped envelope to baking needs. Call 753
3737.
Abby, P.O.

$2700

Lega

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court, Tabers
Body Shop, Inc., Plaintiff, Case No. 87-C-163 versus Doug Sarui

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A few months ago,
the woman I had loved for six years
moved to another city. We lived
together for the last three years.
Finally, sheitaid she needed to get
on with her life, and she left me.
In the process of moving, she
inadvertently left behind a gift I
had given her last Christmas. It
was a beautiful, expensive (not that
the price matters), sexy, very revealing nightgown. Our relationship is
over, but I can't bear the thought of
her wearing that nightgown for
another. I feel that I should mail it
to her, but, as I have said, I hate the
idea of her wearing it for someone
else.
What do I do, Abby?
BEWILDERED IN LA CROSSE

Legal

benefits. Apply in person at Heritage Manor,
4th & Indiana, Mayfield,
Ky. or call 247-0200.
S CRETARY/ re ceptionist needed for
established local business. Send recUme td
P.O. Box 1040 E,
Murray.
WANTED Sports re
porter for local
newspaper. Must be
interested in all types of
sports. 35mm camera
and dark room ex
perlence vital. Send
resume to P.O. Box 410,
Benton, KY 42025.

Start locally full time
part time Train on live
airflow computer* Fiume
*logy iinel resident train
ing Financial aid avail
able Job placement as
stance National Hdqtro
VI.
Lighthouse l't
A.C.T. ?KATIE. SCIPtOol.

1 800 327 7728
Acrredited member !'s H s •

LE ANN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILLR

Ls sfes
•
LP-

OP tiPIs.s.cl NO MOW Vs. boa
WWI *ad WOW@ bo owed .3 Oa.
of. pb ONO a 1.1.41ma wawa,
go
Accredited Member MATTE
finenclei Aid Avenel*"
ALL
••• • 10 rIka• I•,
•••••11. r
• 111•81010.

Cat Toil Free Anytime

1-800-334-1203
14

Want to

Buy

BROWNIE outfit, size 7
or 8, in good condition.
759 1683.
Aluminum
WANTED

cans, glass,
newspapers, gold

and

Silver Best prices paid.
502 436 2263 ask for
Mike
WANT to purchase
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
house with central air
and heat, west of 12th
St. Call after SP.M.
753'7903. .

16

Home Furnishings

3 PIECE

antique .bed
room suite 753 0235
BROWN and beige plaid
couch 753 3969
DRASTIC savings! New
shipment of furniture

arriving daily. We
make your Christmas
wishes come true.
Layaway •
If we
don't ha
hat you

want we
et it and
save
o
money.
Carraway Furniture,
105 N 3rd, 753 1502.
SOLID wood dining
table and 4 chairs,
excellent condition.
S300. 753-6648.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER lc HIV

CLASSIFIEDS
16

Home Fumes/tongs

24
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Miscellaneous

27 Mobile Homes for Safe
38 Pets -Supplies
34 Houses for Rent
41
Public Sales
49
Used Cars
50 Used Trucks
53 Services ()tiered
AUPP
MASSAGE Table, 5105; rXCEPT10NAL
I
kIDS, Kids. Kidst
412110.••■•••Ir Pro 111•010Aserame•
17x75 / BEDROOM un
1983
FORD
F-150,
4x4,
AM/FM phono, SO; 1973 townhouse, 2
furnished, gas heat, Dachshunds, $150; tiny moving sale 25% off all
bed
air,
tinted
windows,
garage doors, 9 5 ; room, 11/2 bath, cen
fenced in backyard, toy Poodles, $1211150; clothes and shoes 50%
55,xxx miles 753-6399
radials 7$ 11 like new, tral heat/ air,
walking distance MSU, Pomeranians, $250. off maternity. Nov. 12,
new
1485 FORD Ranger
40, 10 gauge shotgun, carpet and vinyl Best no pets inside house, Also, exotic birds 901- 13, 14, and 17-21st. 900
pickup. Call 492 8566.
450, buddria, 25, ETC. otter. 759-1869
married couple only. 642 7067 or 641 9437. Coldwater Rd., 759 4577,
Charcoal Grey. 59.XXX mi
1986 SILVER Toyota
Everything must go!
until
9A
M
will
hold
Deposit
4P
M
$275
month
a
IF
plus
you're looking for a
1/2 ton King Cab, 2.4
753-2594.
PS,PB,PW, Air
beautiful well built deposit. Call after Christmas.
engine, PS, PB, autoOFFICE equipment, home this is it
Tilt
weekdays,
Crude.
any
SP.M
InNew
1986
matic over drive. 753IRBY.alSe
44 Lots for Sale
new and used desks, custom built
41
Public Sales
••••Mat Ortestit,
14)(80 time weekends 492-8346.
tenor and New Tires
0814.
ECM IS Int elm
chairs, file cabinets, Bucineer, 3
ktf•ITUCK
Oro Sm.
Y Lake lot 1
bedrooms, 1 BEDROOM, large
'7/ CHEVROLET
glass show cases, 2 fM baths, all electric, rooms, beautiful kit
•••••
acre, 12x60 mobile
pickup, 6 cylinder,
typewriters. See Marty central heat and air, chen, central heat and
home, septic and well,
clim
t.
straight shift, good,-, W..* ••
Futrell at South 4th and 3/4" tongue and
$16,500. Home 442 1770
air, $400 a month, in
groove
or boat offs(
work truck, 1750 753Elm Streets or call plywood floors, heavily
or Office 442 3632. Ow
Aurora, KY 474 8015.
Call
436-2979
7291.
753 7666 days and 753 insulated,
ner financing.
Dupont
boloro 9 p.m.
2394 ni hts.
stainguard carpet with
LOOKING for a large,
ATTRACTIVE 2 bed•
52.Boats-Motors
OREGON saw chains double pad, G.E. rebeautiful wooded lot in a
room brick stove, re
3/8" pitch for 16" bar, frigerator with ice frigerator, 8
1983
CUTLASS, V 6, 28' HARRIS float boat,
prime spot in Cantermiles SE of
120 inboard 753 0718 or
88.99; 20 and 21", $9.99. maker, Sears heavy
bury? Yes, there is one burgundy, T tops, 753
Murray. Married
4478
Wallin Hardware, duty washer and dryer, couples
loaded, 74,000 miles
available.
Call
&
other
Koponly
R
e
items
Paris.
island, stove and much ferences, deposit. 492
perud Realty, 753'1222, $4700. 759-4754.
53 Services Offered
RUBBER bed mats for more. $18,000 Call after 8694 after 6P.M
1983 DODGE Aries, 2
for information.
208 Woodlown
ALL makes of pick up 5P.M. 437 4455
NICE lot for mobile door, 4 speed, 66,xxx A 1 ENTERPRISE
ClItse...e•••of
RENT, $200, or sale, S
trucks. Stokes Tractor MOVING must sell f room well
home or house in Scenic miles, half vinyl top, Wholesale dealer in gas
Saturday
insulated
753 1319.
1981
14x 72 mobile
Acres, close to East luggage rack. Sharp! and wood burning ap7 5 3- '2.S 7
house, near Murray
pliances, offering full
SEASONED firewood, home 2 bedrooms, Married couple, no pets,
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Elementary school, city $2695. 753-0444.
$18 a rick you haul large kitchen, living
water, $3850. Call 753- 1986 FORD Mustang, service installation. LICENSED electrician,
deposit, references 753
Puryear
Hazel area room with fireplace, 7551.
7668 days or 753-2394 $9800. Excellent condi- Also, fireplace repair. residential and corn
after 5P.M 901 247 3904
large bath 753 7913 or SUPER duplex,
tion. 753 5603 after 'Chimney cleaning mercial. Air conditionnights
2 be
*Masonry • Damper
SERVICE all brands of 753 4544
WOODED lot 210'x190' 8P.M.
drooms, $300. 3 bed
ing. Sales and service.
chain saws Also, 3 and NICE 1 2x6 5 2 be
for sale. Sherwood '77 CADILLAC, 4 door, 'Bird screen 'Hoods. Gas installation and
room 1 1/2 bath
436-5355.
4 wheelers Stokes droom/ 2 bath mobile townhouse, $325, 7 bed
one
owner, extra clean
Forest $5000. Call 753-repair for natural and
A I STUMP Removal. LP. Fred's
Tractor, Industrial home for sale or rent, 2 room townhouse, $250
Call 436-2427.
2286 after 5P.M.
Repair 753
Reasonable
rates,
Road
10"
miles
22
from campus. Coleman RE 753 9898
Musical
7203.
Need An Extra Car below surface. Call
1523
Oxford
Dr.
us MOBILE HOME
SHARP copiers, new 759 9921.
kIMBALL Crest piano,
45. Farms for Sale
before you decide. Free
For A Few Days?
36. For Rent or Lease
and used, for sales,
7 tN 5 Fri.
Specialist, Repair,
Excellent condition
estimates. 753-0906.
service,
supplies
or
ACRES
10
with
4
bedleveling, underpinning,
R1.111
tom
G.
tt•
A
Phone 753 0326
7
tN
12
Sat.
*Four
APPLIAN
Star
*
demonstration call
CE
room house and shop.
roofs, floors, plumbing,
SOUND and lighf 1 800 248 4319, Benton,
Furniture, washer &
Dwain Taylor
SERVICE. Kenmore, wiring, washing
Key MiniLocated at Coldwater.
,
equipment, used for KY.
Mobile Home
Westin
ghouse, hurricane straps. 759dryer, small appliances,
Call 489-2761 after 6P.M.
Chevrolet, Inc.
mobile DJ, extra effect
Wareho
uses
Whirlpool
. 27 years 41350.
SMITH Corona XE 5006
Shown by appointment
winter clothes & coats,
Ropalr
included Call 753 9131
502 753 2617
experience. Parts and
Hwy. 121 South
portable electric
only.
NEED work on your
glassware,
bedspread
&
or after SP M 753 4729
F or sii
service. Bobby Hopper,
S,
,es from 5X10 ro 10X30
typewriter. PICA and
trees? We can beautify
W
home needs W
curtains,
'77
lots
CUTLASS
of
misc
Supreme
Bob's
Appliance Ser753-9918 IN no enamor:
ELITE daisy print
24 Miscellaneous
46. Homes for Sale
Brougham, 2 door, vice, 202 S. 5th St. your yard by topping,
753-41071, 753-0996
wheels. Automatic let
shaping, dead-wooding
sharp,
excellent
condi'75 DODGt van Also, ter, work and/or whole
Business 753-487, 436- or
2 BEDROOM house,
removing dead or
28 Motif* Homes for Rent
55 gallon aquarium
line correction Used 10
mid 20's. Call between tion, $1550. '81 Dodge 5848 (home).
Mirada, 2 door, all APPLIANCE REPAIR: diseased trees. For
37. Livestock -Supplies
759 1765 after 4PM
times 5250 050. Great / BEDROOM furnished
9A.M.-5P.M. 492-8419.
satisifaction call the
options, 64,000 miles, Factory authorized for
APACHE fold down Christmas gift idea! mobile home, 2 baths on
APP colt filly, 6 months
proven professionals
1 BEDROOM brick,
11950. 753-8618.
Tappan,
Hwy 641, Hazel, KY
camper, all fiberglass 753 0653 after 6P.M.
Kelvinator
and
Old
Best offer Call
Bover's Tree Service
aluminum siding, new
'77
FORD
Brown.
Service
LTD
and aluminum, $1500 SPLIT firewood, 125 a $150 a month, $200 753 6123
II
on
gas
carpet, new dis ,
753-0338. The competistation
and
19' fiberglass boat and rick or five for $115. deposit You pay all
electric
wagon,
good
ranges
;
tion knows us you
CHAROLAIS bulls for
1513 Kirkwood Dr. hwasher, nice condition. Call 753 0572.
microwaves, dis- should too.
tandem trailer, $800
McKnight and Sons Your bills Call answer
neighborhood. 753-7458.
sale Service age. best
washer
h
irig service 492 6806
Approximately 40 2x8's, 435 4530 or 753 2435
s,
re77
LE
Baron
Saturda
Chrysler.
y
of blood lines. 8 to
PIZZA free delivery
BEAUTIFUL home
10' long new lumber, USED 55 gallon drums
frigerators, etc. Earl number
OR 3 BR, furnished or
choose from. 901 247
nearing completion in 753 1141.
753 0900.
Novemb
er
21
Lovett,
354-6956
1135 Antique pocket very good condition. unfurnished, some new
or
7535405, Buchanan, TN
Canterbury Estates. '81 CUTLASS Supreme
Darcy's Pizza Villa.
5341.
watches for sale 436
furniture,
natural gas
Stokes Tractor 753 1319.
8 am. • 2:30 p.m. 2600 sq. ft. of quality Brougham, diesel, 4
SIMMO4TAL and
PLUMBING- paintrng•
2506
Clothes, toys, dolls
USED color TV's with electric, aj.r con
and charm include door, loaded with COLLEY Tree Service. roofing' tree trimming
Simbrah bulls Per
Keep
your
EARS for 10 Homehte, AM/FM radio from ditioned Shady Oaks formance
trees
in
three bedrooms, 2 equipment, local car.
some furniture
and removal. 436-5895 or
& semen
shape by topping, prunPouian, McCulloch or $120 each; table lamps, 753 5209
baths, formal dining Call 753-1275.
tested Excellent qual
753-4370 ask for Keith or
LOTS
ing,
OP
Stihi chain saws 829 99 $7 each, Mattress
deadwood
ing, Tommy.
room, living room, and '83 NISSAN Sentra, 4
and CLEAN 1 bedroom, ity $650 & up Cadiz,
Wallin Hardware, box springs, $30
BARGAINS!
den with fireplace. door wagon, air, sun spraying, fertilizing, or QUALITY construction
Ky. 522 8794
set, attractive court, $80
removal
Paris
of
unwanted
Phone Kopperud roof, lots of extras, very
bedspreads, $7, drapes, single Phone 753 8216
trees. Stump removal. repairs and alterations.
DOUBLE hung win
38 Pets Supplies
Realty, 753-1222.
$5
Quality Inn, after 5P M
nice. 753-6487.
Complete tree care. 14 Free estimates. Call G
dows with grids and Paducah 1 443 8751
NORTHWIND Mobile
ZOUP4TRY
living
with
84 FIERO SE, loaded, years experience, Free & A.436-2617.
2 FEMALE poodles, d
storm windows, excel
city
USED refrigerators and Home Park on North
convenienc
es
are red, 15500. 753-3749.
QUALITY
months old Call 753
estimates. 753-0366.
lent condition 2 27 stoves, apartment
available in this desize 16th Street now has 0180 or 753 2798
SA FORD Tempo, PS, CONCRETE drive- workmanship Frame
7 / 8 X 3 7 3/ 4 ; 4
35 and full size See Marty trailer lots and trailers
lightful
like-new
home. PB, air, new tires,
and trim carpenter.
FULL registered
7 ex 3 7 3 / 4 , 3 31 Futrell at South 4th
Nestled on 2 acres, the shocks and battery, ways, patios, carpentry Remodeling, patio and
and for rent 753 9866
Keeshond, $150 or best
and block work. CALL
7 / 8 X 37 3/ 4
6
35 Elm Streets or call
house
features
3 be- nice, $3600. Solid wood
fencing. D.L. Poole,
offer Call 759 1821 after
502-492-8160.
7-11X69 3/4 7534725
drooms, 2 baths, table and
753 7668 days or 753 2394
Sat. Nov. 21st
435-4306.
5P M
chairs, carved MITCHELL Paving
FIREWOOD for sale nights.
country
kitchen and legs, 1150. 489-2266.
ROCKY COLSON Home
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
WANT to get away for
Driveway
s,
parking
437 4667
charming
sunroom.
Wr buy used air con
the weekend? Why not
86 CAPRICE lots, seal coating and Repair. Roofing, siding,
412 N. 6th St.
FIREWOOD for sale. ditioners. 759-1577.
Upper 40's. Call Koppainting, plumbing,
call Hidden Valley
Mobile Home
Also. tree removing. 30 WOODSTOVE; 14
perud Realty, 753-1222, Brougham, 31,000 ac- striping. Also, concrete.
Free esCross
tual miles, loaded, limestone, gravel, topKennels 489 2377 to care
stitch,
for details.
rears 'effPerTetite - 436 - studded radial- snow
timates. Call 474-2307 or
Repair
for your dogs and cats
garage
kept.
Sharp
car.
soil
grading.
and
Phone
ceramics,
wreaths,
2158 or 436 2562
LOTS of extras- 1
tires; riding lawn
753-6973.
753-1537.
bedroom home with Below retail. 247-7695.
FIREWOOD for sale
woodcrafts & much
Anchoring &
mower; and small 1
SEWING Machine Re41
Public
Sales
86
HONDA
FENCE
ACCORD,
sales
at
2
Sears
approximately 5 acres,
Oak and Hickory, 123 50 wheel trailer 753-8744.
pair. All makes and
more
Complete Repair
6 stall barn, 3 bay door, LXI, 17,000 miles, now. Call Sears 753 2310
delivered and stacked
WOOD for sale. 175 a
models. Home & In753 7614
garage, and more. $31, 5 speed, loaded. 753-5279 for free estimate for
rick, delivered and
dustrial. Bag closing
your needs.
* (502)492-8488 *
000. Call Wilson Realty after 5P.M.
FIREWOOD for sale
stacked 436 2205
LOCAL car, 16900. See FOR most any type machines. Also scissor
753-3263.
seasoned or grain, 820 3 WOOD for sate 753 MO
at 311 N. ,7th or call driveway white rock sharpening. 40 yrs.
rick 753 2887
ON
old
VanCleav
e
after 5P M
32 Apts for Rent
experience. All work
Road, 3 bedroom house. 7 5 3 - 4 7 42 T Serious also, any type gravel, guarantee
FIREWOOD for sale,
d. Kenneth
dirt and sand call Roger
1 bedroom apartment.
7 5 3 2 3 1 6 , Joseph inquiries only.
$20 for 4x16 rick 759
218 Woodlawn
Hudson, 753-4545 or Barnhill, 753 2674,
Lease and deposit. No
Shekel!.
4773
Stella, Ky.
26
TV Radio
753-6763.
pets 753 9208 after
In Oaks Estates OUT growning your
FRIGIDAIRE 10 elec
Sat. 8:00
SUREWAY Tree Ser
4P.M.
GUTTERIN
by
G
Sears.
LEASE
present
TO
home?
OWN
Inc cook stove, white
Then
25
Subdivision
Sears continuous gut- vice. Topping, pruning,
(Formerly or Murray 5 Fulton)
Prices Reduced!
take a look at this 5
works good $35 Also, console TV with remote, 1 BEDROOM apart
ters
installed for your tree removal. Aerial
ment
near
downtown
$53
a
bedroom
month
3-1/2 bath
Murray
3 1/2 year old stud
New items added set of
Saturda
y
specifica
tions. Call bucket truck. Fully
Murray
4109
753
or
Rental
home,
&
Sales
753 8201.
quarter horse Sorrel
plus many other
tables lamps dishes
Sears
753-2310
for free insured for your prot
762
(Formerly
6650.
of
Benton)
features.
Located near
with white blaze face
LEASE TO OWN 19
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
glassware, new fabrics
ection. Stump removal
estimate.
the university. For decolor TV, 128 a month 1 BEDROOM furnished
Green broke Good dis
Office
desk.
furniture,
toys. storm windows 6
NAMfLTON Cultured with no lawn damage.
apartment, no pets. $100
tails call MTG Better
Murray Rental 8. Sales
position and beautiful
chairs,
table, shelves
doors, chairs & misc.
No
marble and tile. 643 Old Free estimates
Homes & Gardens and
a month 121 next to
753 8201.
$250 436 5677
king-size waterbed misc
obligations. 753-5484.
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
fairgrounds 753-3139.
ask for Jean 753-4000.
FROST proof hydrant, LEASE TO OWN Wir
items
INSULATION blown in WET BASEMENT. We
OWNER financing
1 bury depth, 12499, 2', eless remote VCR, 132 a 1 BEDROOM basemenf
by Sears. TVA ap- make wet basements
available on completely
$29 99
Wallin month Murray Rental apartment newly de
New & Used
proved. Save on those dry. Work completely
remodeled house in city
corated, all furnished,
& Sales 753'8201
Hardware, Paris
GM Executive &
high heating and cool- guaranteed. Call or
Program Vehicles
priced in mid 20'S.
GO carts,' go carts. 15H1LC0 VCR's from utilities paid, available
ing bills. Call Sears write Morgan Con
Central gas heat, cen001-042-3000
5 SHP $75 down will 1309 to 1389; Philco 13" now. References re
753-2310 for free struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
tral air, tiule-t street.
No pets
hold tit 'Christmas. color TV, $219; 19" color quired
409A, Paducah, Ky.
estimate.
Must see inside and out.
Stokes Tractors, TV, 1289. 90 days same 753-8294.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
LAWN
Call
Just
James
mower
and
today
at
BEDROOM
Moved
I
LOUVER
furnished
for
S
as
cash no payment 'til
Industrial Road
81
chain
Century
saw
repair.
21,
Loretta
6
apartment,
Camaro
low
utilities.
February
or comparable
with ap
KEROSENE heaters,
57 .Wanted
Fri., Sat. & Sun. Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
Sat., Nov. 21
model also, headlight years experience. Reproved credit Jones No pets. 753 3949.
12,300 BTU, $7999
asonabl
rates.
e
WHAT
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
a
deal!
Repo
louvers
BEDROOM apart
and front
Wallin Hardware, Goodyear, 721 S 12th,
8 a.m. - ?
Hwy. 121 S. at
house that owner wants lighted Z-28 plate, $120 Puryear, 901-247-5859.
WANTED any size or
ment in Northwood.
753-0595
Peri!.
4 mi on 94 E turn right
off their books. 4 room for all (bought in April). LEE'S CARPET condition. Call toll free
LARGE, large, large USED VCR's from $106 $235 per month
the state line.
with full basement. Call 437-4902 or 437-4979.
CLEANING. For all 1'o 522-7134.
at water tower on
759 4406.
selection of storage to $150. Call 753 7670
your carpet & upholst- WANT to buy raw furs.
Wilson Realty 753-3263.
McDougal Rd
2nd
7 BEDROOM duplex in
MUST
sellBer
'82
buildings in stock for
Clothes, baby items.
ery cleaning. For a free Stanley Owen Mc
house On left
Northwood $285 per
Camaro,
linetta
loaded,
immediate delivery.
4 7 . Motorcycles
couch, 1970 Nova.
month. 759 4-406.
must see to appreciate. estimate call 753-5827. Clellan, Pulaski, IL.
Acree Portable 27 Mobile Homes for Sale
Watch for signs.
Satisfied references.
618-342-6316.
QUAD
'86
Racer,
256
$4350.
436-2740.
Buildings, Mayfield, I 4x56, 4 months old,
LARGE bedrooms,
more.
Suzuki,
runs
perfect,
upstairs
Ky. 502 247 7831
apartmen
informat
NEW
t,
ion take cver payments
extra tires, full riding Jeeps, cars, 4x4s seized
unfurnished, real nice,
LAWN sweepers, lawn with 11000 down Cen
apparel. 474-2773 or in drug raids, buy from
married coupless or
sweepers, lawn tral heat and air 436
354-6373.
singles. No children or
$100. Call for facts
sweeper
Stokes 5430
Sat. Only 8 a.m. - ?
pets. References. Price
Equipment, Industrial BANK REPO
today. (602) 842 1051
un
48. Auto Services
reasonable.
759'4607.
Rd., 753 1319.
ext. 1323.
1606 College
Custom Kitchen
believable! Like new
IMPORT
rFF IC IENCY apartauto salvage.
MAN'S .4.3 carat die
1985 Scott I4x52
Cabinets
Farm
Rd.
50.
Used
Trucks
Motors- transmissionsments for eligible per
mood solitaire, set in bedroom, for only 1500
Sat., Nov. 21st
rear ends- starters- 1976 FORD 8 passenger
sons, age 62 or older, or
Everything Must Go!
heavy Y.0. mounting, down, 1145 per month
All Types Of
4th St.
alternators- etc. 474- Club Wagon. V 8, *
disabled as defined by
slightly imperfect but with low financing. Can
Grill for S-10 pick-up
4,
Custom
Woodworking
2325.
(Old 641 N.)
social security re
plenty fire, 14500 firm
Magnavox VCR & color
*
automatic, AC, PS, *
be seen at Volunteer
*
INEXPENSIVE cars excellent condition. 80,
*
Write Box 1040-H, care Mobile Homes, Paris, gulations. Rent based
camera antiques old quilts
2 miles
&
on income. Applications
*
and good used trucks. 000 actual miles, 1 *
of this paper
To,, phone 901-64 9400
guilt tops 2 antique pole
*
4,
Guaranteed. Rick's owner. 436-5400.
may be obtained at
out of Murray
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
lamps camel back trunk
*
«
Housing Authority of
Vinyl Roofs. 753-9872.
'Drop by & see our showroom
1976 WINDOW van, *
Furnture dishwasher,
wicker, lots of home
*
Murray, KY. located at
The Purchase District Health Depart409 SUNBURY - MURRAY
111ottind Bunny &sad 1
cheap!
Reduced!
Call
decorating
baby
clothes
kitchen
items
&
.6
toys
4 9 . Used Cars
716 Nash Drive.
ment Diabetes Program has an opening
753-0035 after 5P.M.
comforter &dust ruffle stereo
duck decoys and much
**********************
FURNISHED apart1974 MUSTANG 11, V-6, 753-5690.
for a Nutritionist III or IV. The successful
queen-size mattress 6 box
more
ments 1 or 2 bedrooms,
nice interior, good con- 1976 XLT, PS, PB, air,
applicant will function as a professional
springs water ski charcoal
also sleeping rooms. No
dition, 1600. 753-7526
automatic, new tire,
goir some baby items, and
consultant and patient educator on a
children. No pets.
1975 OLDS Delta 88, battery, 61,000 miles,
43 Real Estate
ladies
(small
clothes
Zimmerm
sizes)
an
Apart
nurse/nutritionist team in a multi-county
convertible, restored
one owner. Sharp! 753CENTURY 21 Loretta 753-0718
ments, South 16th
or 753-4478
area in Western Kentukcy. Primary work
6648.
Jobs Realtors sold $416,
Street. 753 6609.
base is Mayfield, Kentucky; there will be
Ditching - Sewer Repair - Septic Tank Repair
000 in four days. Please 1976 TOYOTA Corolla 1977 CHEVROLET
MUR Cal apts. Nor
daily area travel and some overnight
call 753-1492 to market wagon, 59,000 actual pickup, long bed, 350,
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
miles.
Subaru
'79
wa
automatic
, PS, PB,
Gonto Sto•Itoy 753-6156
your pr
rty.
travel. Four or more weeks of training in
Now renting. Equal
gon, 5 speed, 90,xxx good condition. 753 8124.
KOPP RUD Realty miles. '77
Housing Opportunity
modern methods of diabetes control, in
Datsun wagon 1979 CHEVY van, con•
offers a complete range F-10, 90,xxx
759 4984.
miles. '77 version, cruise, tilt and
Lexington, Kentucky, is required soon
of Real Estate services Datsun Coupe,
NICE
Fri.
2 bedroom, lsf
&
Sat.
100,xxx. power. 1977 Chevy
after employment.
with
wide
selection
a
of miles. 474-2325.
floor no stairs, .641
Chevette 436 7684
Nov.
&
20
21
quality
homes,
Minimum qualifications for the position
all
South. 492-8634.
Receive a Free Vacation to GatlInburg. TN
prices. 753-1222, toll free 1177 LTD II, power 1982 DODGE Ram, 3/4
include graduation from an accredited colNow renting Embassy
Hwy. 94 East
1 800 251 HOME Ext. steering, power brakes, ton, one owner, LW8,
with
the purchase of a new mob's home Nov. 21st ce 22nd.
Apartments. 2 bedroom
lege or university with a bachelors degree
711L for courteous, air, AM/FM radio, PB, air, V8, automatic,
(Approx. 1 mil* from
apartments. Call 753
good
condition,
We
$1000.
in dietetics or nutrition. Program reFinance Our
Free Delivery
charcoal
grey,
heavy
competent Real Estate
Murray)Location of Old
3530
quirements also include a masters degree
service. We make buy- 1973 VW Super Beetle, duty tires, running
Own Homes
& Set Up
Stop
Lake
Grocery
N OW taking ap
ing & selling Real good work car, $300. boards. Nice truck.
in nutrition or related area or American
8 a.m. -4 p.m.
Call
plications for 1 and 2
after
6P.M.
fridaY
Paris
Landing
901-232Estate easy for you.
Dietetic Association registration or internbedroom, section 8, low
759 1889.
8618 after 6P.M.
No Early Sala.
LAKE Barkley pro1S78 Ft. Campbell Blvd., Clarksville, TN 37041
income family at
ship as a dietician. Classification and
109 FORD Fairmont, 1983 FOR Q Ranger
Rain or Shin.
Lakefront
perties.
lots
552-6948
Southside Manor Apar
excellent
condition.
759salary are based on education and expickup
Call
12850
492Imelda (Platt Ivor)
in an area where you
tments. Celt 753'8221.
4509.
"Your wholesale Mobile NOM* °Wier
8566
perience. Starting salary range is /8.62/hr
have
dock
can
a
boat
rrash
n' rreasure for
E qual Housing
1988 14 X 70 3 or 2
8.s
19818 4 Wide 2 bedLakefront 1980- 4 DOOR car, blue, '78 FORD Bronco, ex
112,500
(646.50 biweekly) to $9.05/hr (678.75
everyone Antique dresser,
Opportunity.
bedrooms. Only $625
rooms. Only $472 down
homes
from
$67,500. 180 AM/FM cassette cellent condition, 79,000
van seats, wicker bathroom
biweekly), effective December 14, 1987.
'tAklNG applications
stereo,
air,
power
down & $162/mo.
acres level wooded land
miles, new tires, red
shelf assortment of light fixfor Section 8. Rent
Excellent fringe benefits. Applications
$300 per acre. Most brakes, 4 speed, good
and white Also, 750
1988 14 X 80 2 bed1988 24 X 44 Double
drapes
tures,
sizes
all
Subsidized
cur1,
apt.
2
or
3
tires,
no rust, no
may be secured from the Purchase
properties within 5
Honda, 15,000 miles,
rooms.
Includes stove/
wide, shingle roof & wood
tain rods, material and patBR. Apply Hilldale
wrecks, over 40 MPG. 1550 . 7 5 9 4 6 6 4 or
drive
minute
to
the
District
Health
Department
ref./microwave/tv/stereAdsiding Delivered & set-up
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
terns, small round kitchen
Call 753 8374 after 5P.M. 753-8590.
fantastic
Barkley
Lake
ministrative Office, 916 Kentucky Avenue.
o/ceiling fan, Only $725
on concrete foohngs OnE qual Housing
table and 2 chairs, antique
Lodge with its many for more details.
'79 SCOUT 4x4, auto
Opportunity.
Paducah, or 320 North Seventh Street,
down & $183/mo
sewing machine, big wheel,
ly $950 down & $238/mo
amenities 18 hole e golf 1980 DIESEL Rabbit, matic, 5 new tires,
lots or clothes and shoes.
Mayfield, KY or other Purchase Area
course, marina, and runs great 753-0331.
6 Double Wide* on display
56,000 miles, 12400 436
34 Houses for Rent
end tables twin iron bed 35
airport. Lake Barkley 1 9 B 0 MERCURY, 1 2973
Health Department. Applications must be
30 Single Wide, on display
BEDROOM house,
mm movie camera and proRealty Jean Spann door, automatic, air and '81 LUV 4x4, 77,600 miles,
S Used Horne. on display
,
postmarked no later than midnight
furnished or partially
tector. rnen's I0-speed bicyWilson, Broker, 104 power Sharp! 753-4413, brand new, 13900 90,000
The Largest Selection of
November 30, 1987.
furnished. Carpeted and
cle, LOTS AND LOTS of
Canton Blue Springs 402 S 16th St.
BTU gas heater, $50 Call
Mobile Homes In Mid TN"
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
attractive, close to ca
odds n' ends
Road, Cadiz, Kentucky 1982 OLDS Toronado
753 0578, after op m 759
WE SELL FOR LESS!
mpus. 753 3920
42211. 924 5361, 522-8628.
753 6308
1123.
MAHOGANY dining
room suite Dropleaf
table with 2 leafs, 6
chairs and tiuHet Like
new $595 Also, lazy
bay chair, $45. Kenton
Miller, 1107 Fairlane,
Phone 753 7874.
MOVING must seTTI
Antique chifferobe,
couch and chair, easy
chair, desk set, chess
table, dining table and
chairs 753 0324 after
4P.M
MOVING sale Beige
love seat. lighted roll
top desk and chair, like
new, also lots of
household items Call
753 1949
MOVING must sell
household furnishings.
some antiques 753 1.416
Two rose colored
chairs, one is a swivel
rocker, excellent con
dition, $90 each or both
for $165 Nice wood
hexagon end tables, $90
pr Ken Holland prints,
series IV $35 each
247 4170

1980 Z-28
Camaro

Yard Sale

NEN
*tola
gesu°
,-a

$4000

Baseball
Card Sale

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO

3 Party
Moving Sale

Inside
Garage Sale

COUNTRY
CHRISTMAS
BAZAAR

,i, Four Star

I.._

Moving
Sale

Garage
Sale

Dan Taylor,

Freddie Poe

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. of
Paris, TN

Large
Garage Sale

Moving Sale

Yard
Sale

6 Family
Yard Sale

Back hoe Service
& Septic Tank Installation

Flea
Market

MOBILE HOME SALE!!!

Universal Housing, Inc.
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New directory features community interest pages
A new information-filled community interest section is featured
in this year's South Central Bell
Purchase Area directory, which
will soon be delivered to Purchase
area homes and businesses,
The Community Interest Page
will profile communities, as well
as provide history and facts about
the area. The new section also contains a calendar of events for the
year, points of interest and a list cit
area zip codes.
We feel the Purchase Area is a
growing region with still more
potential," said South Central Bell
manager Dwane Tucker. The

OBITUARIES
Olden D. Foster
Services for Olden D. Foster will
be Saturday at 11 a.m. at Wayman
Chapel A.M.E. Church, Murray.
The Rev. Jasper Pratt will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery with arrangements by
Mason's Memorial Chapel,
Mayfield.
Friends may call at the church
after 10 a.m. Saturday.
Mr. Foster, 90, of 202 L.P.
Miller, Murray, died Wednesday
at 8:10 p.m. at Long Term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by several
cousins including Mrs. Lorene
Foster, Mrs. Ann Perry, Mrs.
Pearl Kinel and L.D. Foster, all of
Murray, and Ross Foster, Detroit,
Mich. .

purpose of the Community Interest Pages is to promote the
growing industry of tourism and to
show visitors and area newcomers
what we can offer them."
The directory cover features a
colorful tribute to Kentucky's
changing economy. "We are certain Kentucky has the people,.
resources and commitment to
forge its way into a new economic
era," Tucker said. "And thanks to
human ingenuity and technology.
South Central Bell is ready to
meet Kentuckians' changing and

Federal Maar Starlet •ews Service !..'ember
So, IOC kostaseky Purchase km& Hog
Markel
Revert tortoise 4 &wag Stasiooskeestp16
'.et.
1110 Ilsirraws & Cilia steady to .16 Hither
sous usher US Ilto about steady wailer
UN lb*
3.40.2.0 lower
ILSIttUtailbe
/4•01111-44.54
S I 2 111141,7311 lb*
13111100-44.4111
(S 2.3 134-1611 tbe
0241.30-44.1121
8 3-4 US-4TO UN
11311-311 ULU
Sows
S 1 1 230 380 lb.
434.00-31.410
few 32.00
IL S 1 3 31111-434 lb.
ULM 31.40
S 1 3 4011-300 lb.
13121.40-31.00
l'S 1 3 WNW lbs.
131.00-33.410
S 33 3110.300 tbs.
Boars $21.34-311.31

micips-36.84

Why they change

Claude E. Vaughn
The funeral for Claude E.
Vaughn is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
Dr. Greg Earwood, G.T. Moody
and John Dale are officiating.
Music is by Mrs. Oneida White,
organist, and Mrs. Nell Earwood
and Dr. Bobby Malone, singers.
Active pallbearers are Jeff
Humphreys, Johnny Smotherman,
Tommy Carroll, Glenn Joiner,
Ray Rumfelt and Edwin Cain.
Honorary pallbearers are Jill
Humphreys, Gidgett Vaughn,
Michelle Sauer, Mozell Phillips,
Hugh Wallace, Rudy McDougal,
Ruel Garland, R.P. Hodge, Randall Thornton, Jamie Vance, Danny Hatcher and Jerry Arteberry.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Vaughn, 69, Murray, died
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Annie Cole Vaughn; one daughter,
Mrs. Jerry (Jo Ann) Humphreys;
one son, Jackie Vaughn and wife,
Suzette; three grandchildren, Jeff
Humphreys, Jill Humphreys and
Gidgett Vaughn. all of Murray.

4

Service errors
21%
Location convenience
13 1

Better interest rates
12

9

Members of the Kentucky FFA State Nursery -Landscape team placed ninth national
ly in the 80th annual Na
tional FFA Nursery-Landscape Contest held recently In Kansas City, Missouri.
The state team is from
Calloway County High School. The contest was sponsored by the American Associat
ion of Nurserymen, inc..
Washington, D.C., Wholesale Nursery Growers of America, Washington, D.C.,
Kubota Tractor Corporation,
Compton, Cal., and Cotter and Company of Chicago. Pictured above are, from left:
Nike Broeker, assistant
division manager-sales, Kubota Tractor Corporation, Dallas; Maureen Nichols,
American Association Nurserymen. Inc.; Lyle Cordle, Member Services Departm education coordinator,
ent,
and team members: Ginger Evans, Gina Williams, Marla Arnett, Rodney Jones and Cotter and Company;
Larry Gilbert, advisor.

CENTRAL CITY, Ky.(AP)- A
17-year-old girl. after giving birth
alone, abandoned her newborn son
in a large purse outside a doctor's
office because she was afraid to
tell her parents or school officials
she was pregnant, police said
The teen-ager came forward
Thursday after telling her parents

"She ( the mother t gave birth at
home," he said. "She took the
baby to the doctor's office with the
intention of bringing it in."
But when the mother realized
she could not do that without being
seen, she left the baby in the parking lot, Fields said.
"Her main concern was getting

"She felt like her parents had Sc
much faith in her and believed in
her so much that the pregnancy,
the birth, would destroy her
parents.
"She was determined not to hurt
them."

Fields of the Central City Police
Department.

medical attention and to keep her
parents from being hurt." he said

Share our
confidence
tin thf
American Dream
of home ownership.

_
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Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 641 N

PAT GOSSUM

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.
GM QUALITY
GM
SERVICE PARTS 41.1.•a/ VC.011.6

641 South
Murray
753-2617
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,
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Good
Sittighbor
Chevy
Stars

************
1985 Ford, red. F350. 1 ton flat

bed, p.s., p.b., 4 speed, air, new
tires
$10,000.00

444-1L41-4-4-41-41-4-41L 21-

<

Congratulations!

'Premium'Hand-dipped Ice Cream
75e 1,aluable ("0114)11
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There's nothing like having an 'IL
Ice Cream Sundae on Sunday
S
Or try one of our Tasty Submarines,
Slender Salads. Homemade Soups

asestrtut
1111‘•4/..i.

a

Cannot be used with other i oupons or
discount offers Valid stint. I,xation only

Va al&

Tubby's - 753.5085
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11/30/8'7
Della Miller, member of Million Dollar Club for 1987, thanks Cliff
and Pat Roberson of Seguin, Texas. Their purchase of real estate
through Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors put Della over the
$1.000,000 in sales in only 71
/
2 months. Congratulations'

OntuF

Loretta Mtn Realtors
303 North 12th
(502) 753-1492

753-5095

%

Purchase any one of Tubby's 25 %
Api,
Varieties of Submarine Sandwiches
gir
1
and one Large Soft Drink and
receive 754 off the purchase price'
i
it

& Much More Bring in this
coupon and we'll give you 504 Off
on the purchase of an Ice Cream
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41114,,
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Tubby's -

Hwy. 641 S.
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Try Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmacy—
We core about
your health.

Redl
Estdie

BETTY BOSTON

"Ask Walter about
shipping UPS
at Uncle Jeff's."

753-7688

-53-4000
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Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
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1
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Texaco
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/
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Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacce
Wal-Mart
Weady's
C.E.F. Yield

4 1 4 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366
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HILLIARD LYONS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar e'en. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodricb

1

090 7

Mother who left infant in purse comes forward

Reasons other than moving
that consumers change banks
In percent of those surveyed

J.R. Edwards

•

Hog Market
report listed

Fees too high

Graveside services for J.R. Edwards will be Saturday at 10 a.m.
at Old Salejn Cemetery. The Rev.
Jim Simmons will officiate.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.
There will be no visitation.
Mr. Edwards, 69, died Thursday
at 2:30 a.m. at his home in
Evansville, Ind. He was an Army
veteran of World War II.
Born Oct. 11, 1919, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Tildon Edwards and Minnie Bell
Edwards.
Survivors are one son, Glen
Dale Edwards, Warren, Mich.;
one sister, Mrs. Everett (Rudean)
Nanney, 411 South Eighth St.,
Murray; seveal nieces and
nephews.

NATIONAL FFA CONVENTION
Kansas City, Missouri

growing telecommunications
needs. Our modern telecommunications network is a valuable
resourse in helping to attract
business to the state and to keep
those already here in Kentucky."
Home customers who don't
receive a directory by Dec. 4
should call South Central Bell at
1-557-6500, business customers
call 1-557-6300. There's no charge
for the call.
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Murray gets ready for another holiday
Annual Christmas parade
is set for Saturday, Dec. 5
MURRAY/CALLOWAY
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Dear Murray Residents:
It is again a very important time of year for our economy, the
Christmas buying season. I know this comes to no surprise to any of you,
and as most of you know, many of our businesses, in fact, most do over
50% of their total sales in the next few weeks..

Area school groups. church
groups and bands are gearing up
for the annual Rotary Club
Christmas Parade, set for Saturday, Dec. 5. This year, the theme
of the parade is "Have a Magical,
Murray Christmas,"
This year, the Murray Rotary
Club will be awarding cash prizes
in the categories of floats, church
groups, schools groups, civic
organizations and commercial entries.Prizes will be given.
Parade officials have said that
no politicians, or those running for
office, will be allowed in this
year's parade.

It is also no surprise to you that we lose a lot of sales to the surrounding markets in Paducah, Nashville, Jackson, and so forth. We have information, that we believe to very reliable, that those markets are
targeting our market for more dollars than ever before and this will
relate to fewer dollars spent here if we sit back and do nothing. One
large mall is planning to advertise in our local paper, which is their right
legally to do.
In an effort to combat this leakage from our market area, we are
proposing to work together to make this a good year for all business and
thus a good year for our Community. We are planning a whole series of
promotions and marketing ideas including "Murray Christmas." We
would like all merchants, businesses, and even the general public to get
behind this idea—this goal of making Murray the center of Christmas
spirit and buying. We ask that you give careful consideration to helping
others and yourself in making this the most successful Christmas yet.
We believe in what we are doing, and we believe in Murray and
Calloway County. Success comes to those who present an unified effort—
a community spirit that has to spill over to thi6 consumer and The general
citizenryof this County.
Very truly yours,

Steve Zea
Executive Vice-President
BOX 190 — N HWY. 641
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
502/753-5171

tions will be helpful for live broadcasts of the parade. The deadline
for entering the parade, according
to Rotary president Jim Carlin, is
Dec. 3.
The parade will begin at 10 a.m.,
immediately after the club's annual ham breakfast. Entrants are
asked to line up for the parade at
the corner of 10th and Main
Streets. The parade line will begin
at Memorial Baptist Church and
head back towards Chestnut
Street. The parade will proceed
downtown, around the courths-iuse
and end up in the parking lot of
Briggs and Stratton

Rotary Club to host breakfast;
tickets on sale for ham feast
Tickets are now available for
the Murray Rotary Club's annual
Ham Breakfast on Saturday, Dec.
5, preceeding the club's annual
Christmas Parade.
The tickets are priced at 83.50
each for the breakfast of country
ham, eggs, milk gravy, biscuits
and coffee or milk. Tickets may be
obtained from any member of the
club in advance.
Proceeds from the breakfast.
which is the club's primary fundraising project of the year, go
toward its participation in the
United Way, local college scholarships for area high school
students, the Murray Baseball
Association, Needline, city
beautification and other community projects.
Wayne pennett is the chairman
of the bakfast, which will be
served from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. at
Pagliai's Restaurant in downtown
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Steve Zea and Jim Tate, Jr. are
co-chairmen of the parade. Zea is
the executive vice president of the
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce and Tate is the owner
of Murray Auto Auction.
Groups or organizations may
register to enter the parade by
calling Zea at 753-5171 or Tate at
753-8300. Entries may be mailed to
the Rotary Club at Box 411, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Parade officials ask that entrants include a name and phone
number where they may be contacted, along with a description of
the group and the entry. Descrip-

Murray.
Tate at 753-8300 or Zea at 753-5171,_
The club's annual Christmas Mailed entries may be sent to the
Parade, held immediately after Rotary Club at Box 411, Murray,
the ham breakfast, will begin at 10 Ky. 42071.
a.m. Participants are urged to be
School groups. church groups,
lined up for the parade at 9 a.m. at bands and music groups are inthe corner of 10th and Main vited to participate. This year. the
Streets. The parade line will begin Rotarians will award prizes In the
at Memorial Baptist Church and categones of floats, school groups,
head back towards Chestnut civic organizations, church groups
Street.
and commercial participants OfThe parade. which has a theme ficials say that entries are open to
of "Have a Magical. Murray everyone by politicians, or those
Christmas", will proceed running for Office.
downtown, around the courthouse
Parade officials ask that enand will end up at Briggs and trants include a name and phone
Stratton.
number where they may be conCo-chairmen of this year's tacted, along with a description of
parade are Jim Tate and Steve the group and the entry. The
Zea. Tate is the owner of Murray descriptions will be used during
Auto Auction and Zea is the ex- live broadcasts of the parades.
ecutive vice president of the
"We are looking for a good start
Murray•Calloway County to the holiday season," comChamber of Commerce. Groups mented Jim Carlin, president of
may enter the parade by calling the Murray Rotary Club.

Christmas parade is Dec. 5
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1 mi. from Murray on 94 East

It Dress-Up Time
1

The Murray Shrine Club had a good representation at the 1986 parade.

• ik

Murray Rotary Club member Paul Dailey captured highlights of
last
year's parade on video tape.
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We're excited Christmas is just around
the corner.
Boys and girls of all ages love wearing
clothes from Young-At-Heart.
Shop now while the selection is good.
Come see our line of children's
holiday fashions

Shop Your
Hometown First!
Your dollars do more than just buy
merchandise. They support our schools
and churches, and help pay for our fire
and police protection, the library and
recreational facilities.
The list is endless because your dollars
support our way of life. Be loyal to the
community and buy at home. Then
everyone benefits.

Infants, Toddlers, Preemies
Boys and Girls to size 14

SHOP MURRAY
pEOPLES/B

theal

410

•Toys *Small Appliances
•Tools •Lawn & Garden
LAY-A-WA Y

74117/alue
HOME CENTER

K

Children's
Fashions
6-41 North (12th St.)

Only Santa Claus
has more
gifts &
toys
than
Murray
Home
& Auto
Shop now for %Christmas
while selection is best

MURRAY

753 0005

KY.

5th & Main• N. 12th & Chestnut•S. 12th & Story
753-3231• Member F.D.1.C.

Murray Home & Auto
Your hometown discount store
Chestnut St.
753-4110 or 753-2571
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Definitely dapper

Light up clacrs holiday with a portable generator

rit•

Whether dad's an outdoorsman or
handyman. nothing looks better under the
tow than a sleek, new portable generator.
A generator allows dad to plug into
ekctric power anywhere, anytime. making it ideal for use around the home or

$.1 Video games are expected to be among
this holiday season's hest-selling items
But. while sides) games are played On
both dedicated game machines and personal computers. many parents may be
unaware of the important differences
between them .
Fortunately. comparison shopping for
game machines and personal computers
is easy Both are sold in toy. consumer
electronics. department and general merchandise stores
Here are some tips that parents should
keep in mind to present confusion
• Game machines play only games
Home computers run not only games but
also educational software, as well as
word processing. database and spreadsheet programs
• Game machines play 100 different
game, on aserage The most popular
home computer. The Commodore 64.
plays nearly 700
• Game machines use cartridges
Computers use disks Virtually all educational programs are available only on
disks
• Game machines are closed systems
Computers can east)) he expanded by
adding printers, monitors, modems and
other peripherals which greatly expand
their capabilities

away

Campers find that with a portable generator. they can bring along some of the
comforts of home, such as a few lights,
electric coffee pot. even a small iciest
%ion'
A portable generator is also welconic
in the handyman's shop or around th,
boat dock for running power tools.
But don't forget the most practical
uses, such as recharging depleted car batteries and maintaining needed electricity
during home power outages or other
emergencies.
To help holiday shoppers, the experts
at Honda Power Equipment offer a few
tips about generators:
• Most generators are classified by
wattage output — for example. a 650-watt
generator could power six 100-watt light
bulbs at once
•Look for extra-large mufflers for quiet
operation and check decibel levels before
buying For example. Honda's super -quiet
EX650 generator practically whispers.
operating at just 54 decibels.
•If the generator will be used for camping. make sure it has a USDA-qualified
spark arrestor, required for use in national parks.
• Remember, any generator should be
operated outdoors in a well-ventilated
area, away from combustible materials.

FROZEN DESSERT
TREATS MAKE
ENTERTAINING EASY

WONDERING WHAT TO GET for the outdoor...man sr handyman in thir taritil!:!
How about a super-quiet portable generator from Honda, t power generator allow,
dad to bring along sons.' of the comfort. of heinw on camping trip.. a. well a. run
power tools in the shop and light. and home appliance., during power outage..

(9. us the season for entertaining'
But, if your busy lifestyle doesn't at
lord the time to spend hours in the kitchen
land whose does) how do you make sure
there is ;away s something special'on hand
to delight expected -and unexpected —
guests'
This year. Shanutoff has taken care of
this problem for you. with the introduction of their line of Elixirs de Liqueur
Liqueur Truffles and Liqueur Dessert
Bars—the creme de la creme of frozen
desserts
A heasenls union of creamy fruited ice
cream and real liqueur dipped in rich
white, dark or milk chocolate. Elixirs de
Liqueur fit all of your holiday party needs
Whether you setae the truffles on a
siker platter at an elegant sit-down dinner or keep them for a very prisate moment for Iwo. Liqueur Truffles 04 tray of
II) to ahost raise the art of entertaining
t.. a whole new testa
Soother option
Tor more s.a.ual gatherings, or for a
bit of self-indulgence (and who doesn't
deserse some this time of year). there are
Liqueur Dessert Bars ttour to 3 box).
which are larger, and which come on a
sock for increased ponabilas
What makes Elixirs de Liqueur so
unique is that they are made with your
!astir lie liqueurs. such as ArnarC110.
Creme lk Menthe and Myers Rum
And bet.all•C they are housed in an degant and distinctise box. the Liqueur
Truffles are also a perfect gift item
the holiday season may still he hectic
hut. with Shanutoff's Liqueur Truffles
and Liqueur Dessert Bars on hand, entertaining will he a piece of cake'

FREE
CHRISTMAS
GIFTS
Someone once aptly described Christas a time when smiles get bigger and
bank accounts get smaller This article
will Case the burden on your wallet by
listing toy. fragrance and other stocking
stutter gifts you can get free
Thanks to companies which want you
to try these products, you can receive
them for only shipping and handling
charges
• Animal Si Spill Drinking Cup. Children will lose these colorful plastic cups
in adorable animal shapes. They make
any drink more fun. white eliminating
messy spills and broken glasses.
• Windoss Ornament With Perfume:
Colorful, child's window ornament is
packed with fluid ounce perfume
• Robot Transformers: Change robot
into a race ear and hack in minutes.
• IV Soaps: Statue of Liberty. Big Ben
And Leaning Tower of Pisa are the featured programs on these castille TV
soaps. Company sends two soaps of its
choice.
• Stuffed ('lip-On Animal: Charming
cuddly ornament clips to clothing, purse.
books. picture frames or mirrors.
• Wind-up Motorcycle: Place rider on
bike and off it zooms.
• Animal on Skateboard: Adjust his
body and he rolls across the floor. A special button turns him into a puppet.
• Cheerfirl Puppy: Wind him up and he
bounces around, wagging his tail, with a
ball in his mouth.
• Fun Food Replica Soaps: A great gag
gift and a clean fun joke. they look exactly like Popsicles. Fudgsicles. Twinkies
or Hostess Cupcakes, but they are really
finc soaps.
• A truly special offer for those interested in personal computers is the Friendly
PC. This compact. 46-page booklet takes
the mystery out of using and shopping for
computers.
For each item you wish to order send
S2.50 shipping charge to: FREE. P.O. Box
749. Glenwood Landing, NY 11547. Allow
four to six weeks for delivery. Offers good
while supplies last

.311$1 "Avon-*Open House
1320 Sycamore St.
'Free Gift
'Layaway
*Door Prize ,'Mastercard
*Gift Wrapping 'Visa

„Open TI! Dec. 24th

THE CIAYTHES AMERICA CELEBRATE`;IN! What better way to ring in the hobdal, and the New tear than with black tie and bubbly?! The men at dtis soiree are
wearing very luendwime example.% of femur of the beat that After Six Formals has to
offer. left to right: Rill Bla.. single-breasted notch lapel. Christian Dicw single-fa-erased peak lapel. and the shawl collared tuxedo from the After Six Couture collection. tll arc mode in tmerica fr
tlw finest wool. satin and silk. Happy

Celebrity-style celebrations
With the whirlwind of the holidaya.
around you, it's a rare luxury to put your
feet up, and table that monstrous shopping list that has been agitating your
sleep since Thanksgis IN!
Like many of us, you have probably
"sased" the most important people for
last, counting on inspiration il) strike like
a thunderbolt
Certainly the most treasured gift is
sine that springs from the creativity of the
giver or responds to the passions or
achievements of the recipient.
If such gifts do not readily come to
mind, try imagining the holiday lists of
your favorite celebrities, and let them inspire your own gift ideas
Here are sonic to get you started:
Some friends mark this season by honoring their shared interests, activities and
lifestyles For example. since they are
the indisputed masters in a common
genre. Steven Spielberg and George Lucas might honor each other with cameo
roles in their upcoming films.
1)14%4 lag on his elegant credits ity. French
master couturier, Hubert de Givenchy
might host a sumptuous candlelit Christmas dinner for his dearest friends. lavishing each with a personally-created
evening design accompanied by his sensational new and very successful fragrance. Ysatis. an exotic and sensuous
floral seduction that highlights the individualits of the woman who wears it. and
Xersus for men, hold and elegant, with
the dynamism and hypnotic fascination

of a great cat
Family gifts can mark aspirations,
' devotions. memories and pride. To express
her love. Mommy Bette Midler could
make a private recording of lullabies especially composed for her precious one.
In the same vein. Prince Charles. alreads a published author, could write,
illustrate and privately print a short story
for each of his children.
Actor and devoted father Martin Sheen
might express his pride in his children's
remarkable accomplishments by presenting each with a handmade personal collage assembled from articles, scripts.
movie outtakes and other memorabilia.
To honor his parents and family, Eddie
Murphy could make a gentle video of
private reminiscences.
For real estate magnate Donald Trump.
his wife hand might choose his favorite
building and have it interpreted in a
meticulous miniature.
Fortunately, you don't have to be as
rich as Croesus ...or even Donald
Trump...to give memorable gifts this
year.
The gifts of the heart —personally
composed lullabies and songs, stories,
poems and reminiscences—would be as
welcome on an audiotape. a home-made
video or in a handsome blank book as
they would be in a professionally finished
version_
And remember that even a small
budget can express that special holiday
generosity that extends beyond your
front door

Making study time more productive: Electronic
gifts for the student who has great expectations
°Whether you've got a budding executive. scientist, or film director in your
household, there's an electronic holiday
gift that will make study time more productive through academic years.
Personal computers are excellent and
practical gifts, especially for the student
who needs to process and store tremendous amounts of information. From
small, lap top word processors to largememory personal computers, there is a
model for every need.
lithe student on your list already has a
home computer. a new laser printer or
color monitor could be the answer to
your gift needs.
A cassette recorder is another gift sure
to be appreciated by the law student who
has to remember classroom lectures, or
for journalism students who have to conduct interviews.
"Almost every student, in every discipline, can benefit from one of the electronic study aids available," says Thomas
P. Friel, group vice president of the Electronic Industries Association (EIA).
"Holidays are a perfect time to give
the student in your life—whether it's a
grade schooler or a grandmother returning for a Master's Degree—an electronic
gift to ease the workload of the coming
semester."
Other gift suggestions that will make
the grade:
• A new calculator. From the credit
card-sized calculators that fit neatly into
the pocket to full desk-top models with
sophisticated functions, there is a calculator for every business need.
There are even models that can store
important telephone numbers and addresses. There are also solar models
available.
• A stocking stuffed with useful items,
such as blank audio and video tapes.
computer discs, or cassette recorder telephone jacks.
• A digital clock for the desk.
• A watch with an alarm to help busy
students keep track of their time.
• Electronic translators and spellers.
small calculator-sized units that contain

vocabularies for different languages.
•"Smart" typewriters capable of word
processing functions.
If your student is living away from
home in a dorm, there are gifts from the
world of consumer electronics that can
make that lonely room seem more like
home—a telephone in the shape (*.the
student's dream car or favorite cartoon
character, for example.
There are phones in every style, and
there's sure to be one guaranteed to bring
a smile. • "
Another suggestion for the dorm: A
microwave oven, to help your student

prepare nutritious meals quickly and easily-.
A television set, either a portable or a
personal model, or a set of personal
stereo headphones is also a great gift that
will help your student unwind from the
tensions of studying.
-Consumer electronics has hanged
the nature of the classroom. T
's student can really be helped with items that
take some of the drudgery out of atudying." notes Friel.
"This holiday season is a good time to
help your young student with a gift that
will make hard work feel like play."
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invites you to our

Christmas Open House
Sunday, Nov. 22nd
1-4:30 p.m.
*Free Refreshments
*Free Gift Wrapping

fistulas are
Separate Sweaters

20%

off

Selected Sportswear Group

20% 30%

off

Hours: 9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Nl“n.-Sat.

*Layaway Available
Corner of
12th & Olive

FOR THAT HARD-TO-SHOP FOR PERSON ON YOUR IIST. get the latest in ekekizartIr
let
Liglitolier Easy Set Di ier. le. the newest 141” to turn on the
light.. It lia• all electronic pre-w-t metttttry to rememlwr your favorite light level and
it gently fade, the light. up and down to get the holiday mood. Installation? It'. easier and quicker than "throwing open the sash.- And. hest of all it has little red and
green LEH light. 10 build die Christina. spirit. Moving green shows you the light
level and the red LED .erve. A.. a locator for Santa'. late night visit. A super mocking staler, it retail,for under 825. So. thi. Christmas. give the unexpected...give
all Fa.y 5.-i
r fr
I ightolier.

vP

Open House
The
Treasure House
of Gifts

"Pim
a.
MOM

"5" v
has.'

Hoffinant
4th annual
Christmas Open House,
Sunday
November 22
1-5 p.m.
a

Holiday Celebration

Sunday, Nov. 22
1-4 p.m.
4.
\
Southside
izit\
Shopping Center
753-6798
,' •
N_'11\ ' '

Hwy. 94 E. Murray
1

416

753-7657
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Murray MAIM:Das Itectias

Make it awry-on luggage
for Christmas excitement
"For Christmas morning excitement.
there's nothing like a big red box protect lug a near lifetime of trasel sersices in
the new Ventura Black Star carry -on
luggage.- says Walter Bubo. chairman offs-

!•AN'It 'FRE ‘1*- cot It Is ‘S

11.1‘14: Ilobdas baking 114/4.•ql.i base to take hours
am noire. ‘Iicrilisiase men. ittalw• it quick all4I i.a.et to prrparr family fasorites and
..%414.1 (Mat. film- trivial-. 'Fins Frigidaire
lilts a louill-iii hrtweiwr for cookies,
pi•• crusts and raki•s.

leive.e74et:

11
SAVE TINE. Join the carry-on cross d
no.. user .30 percent of all air traYelers.

Children sport the holiday look

The Family Tree
invites

%'()U

it)

(liar

Christmas Open Hc:nise
Ncivernher 22nd fmni 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

20% off Storewide

tlFree Refreshments tiOravt-ing for 112S Gift certificate
•Free Gift Wrapping
'Santa will he here from •2 p.m to4 p.m.
After Thanksgiving our hour'. will he:
NIc.n.j/4:sr. 9 a
p rri_:_Stinctie I -S p.m

Olympic Plaza

Ventura. one ol America's largest independent makers of quality luggage. and
former president of the Luggage and
Leather Goods Manufacturers of Ameria
Luggage. a longtime Christmas !astirite is a perfect gift for the adult at holiday
tune. on birthday occasions. for graduation gifts and especially for the bride It's
the perfect combination of gilt thrills and
longtime product sers ice
The excitement this year from Ventura
centers on carry-on luggage made with a
new miracle fabric, a lightweight laboratory breakthrough. It makes garment
hags and undersea! compartmentalized
21 -inch bags literally indestructible
The new state-of-the-an wosen fabric.
Ballistech" pros ides resistance to rain or
snow, to dirt, to abusise handling, and to
scrapes and humps from any source
The Ventura luggage featuring this dramatic fabric in black is called Black Star
The 46-inch plus fold user Hangassay garment bag not only pros ides unimpeded access to hanging garments. it also
permits use of standard closet hangers to
speed packing and unpacking. The 14section bag design accommodates raincoats and ballroom gowns. Regular 24.
27 and 30-inch wheeled luggage of Hallistech is also offered.
See Ventura Black Star at .your local
luggage center Call l-t300-292-9234 for
the dealer near you. Get a new booklet.
"Tips for Travelers- with packing hints
to protect garments; wnte Ventura Travelware. Inc.. Long Island City. NY 11101

753-9228

BOSH SOLE

THE SPOITTSWE.kft INFEl EMT nos.
extends to all occasions in children's
fashions for the holiday N. kno..n for
their separates in fleece, Heart Throbs
by Hot Shots turns to a fightaeight Yersion in soft. all-Crireilan* acrylic fiber.
for a tao-piecir party dress in delicate
pastels. The T-top can be used aith
other bottoms than its party skirt that's
tiered, ruffled and !sashed in ahite net.
Crystalline. lightly spangle*, %hitt- boas
scatter over the top. Holiday pants outfits by Heart Throb* combine the comfort and easy care of Creslan2 acrylic
with sport...ear detailing and fashion
colors. Alpe outfit is in pink and a hitt
with the glamour look of a aide-shoulder shirttail silhouette offset by gently
belled
The sophisticated touch
of black and Ishii,- spices another outfit
for more informal times. The top is a
basic but elongated saeatshirt in
Creslan'. aith padded shoulders, and
carries a hold cartoon. The aunts "Super- and -Stars- run user most of the
front. The black pants feature the nes.
sock cuff. with its pushed up. slouchy
look.

The gift for all to enjoy!
Chnsintas shopping is not always the more than the mint rost.ase
osen In beet
easiest task in the world After all is said lhe two appliantes arc 141.1111:
1:0111p4111*
and done, our hest gift•going intentions with todat buss libesty.IC'
always seern to reerit hack to the saute
the entire family is on the go
°kr things a tie . for dad. cologne for With no
set dinner time, it is not unusua
MOM and argyle socks for brother dear
to find !amity members eating meals sep
est. items that no doubt will stay in aratels at different hours
dresser drawers to make friends with last
"There is no doubt that. II you use
year's deadbeat gilts
nitirov.a•c inert bee atter !ott1 Jo not has
this Christmas. how ahow something time to c ook then you will need a dish
a hit different J present that will how
washer hes ause there will probably h
fit eseryire in the limply and be appreci
Little time to do the dishes.'" •taic
:Med daily tor scJts i1I come'
Bunds
Better yet, this present will mean 1411
"A rth dishwasher, plates don't nco
0
,
11 Christina's shopping nip
to q.t5 1. up in the sink Lich person La
the store
with delis cry by Santa 111 II dI1V. It the simpls place his or her utensils in th
chimney. hut tight intolhe kitchen
dishwasher alter eating Its neater am
What item, pray tell. souk, do so much ' tleaner. and J great was 10 get c•cry‘in
Why. shirr., new chshwaslier of course' 'rooked in J hit 01 hon•ekeepmg th
Once considered a iticurs Item, the \tiyhig honic ci.onomist Ailed
dishwasher now has become a
With these tat hits in mind it is ca.
sits
I.. see why the dishwasher s an he a
11141fe and inure t•bornes In Ias i .
Julie Bundy manager of /14 0(1%1111)0 edu
ideal Christmas giti for the entire trimly
cation JI
Iasi there Jr,- many models an,
emphasizes one of the
most important feature• of the popular icannes ii.thoost: troth including it
k lichen :irritancy
ruhhtng tsde. and energy -sr mg. air
'In todac
y leatures
busy household-L. tunIc
probably is the niiist precious sommod
Best of all the nasty game of "whit'
its. %II
:to wash the dishes': 1. an he a thin
applianse like the dishwasher g..irt!
can he a real Ireediiiii machme for the of the past
tth J dishwasher. plate.
entire family
pole Anises and !oat 4_1n be yuial
plated in the dishwasher after ever
While thete is MI doubt aid! .1 dish
Jshel S.1% C• Hine
few people realize IIIC.11 I.Oleth4:1 11 be breakfast in the Ira
that the dishwasher an henet it the en1irc- thlional midnight snat k
1.111111, not lust the !ciliate head fit houw
!h.:pending on Limits sue the dish
hold
washer tan he started at day s end an.
•
I-or example. the Association 01 Horne unlimited in the morning It's a good wa
Applianse Matittfacturers Ali•V‘fi
lo get the entire !rind!. Meoleed and tur
Lends
tesearc- h protest that a once dreaded duty into J Inure pleJsr
yrelifed some surprising results
!ask
When asked why they did not own a
Si..ihfii% away that long
Christmi
dishwasher. many women still t.'C't1 said list A dishwasher is
a lot more fun than
they, tell it was nut .1 -top futurity nut
sologne and a pair of argyles Lon
chasc.- since a dishwasher sat ist led their
hined And Ise sure to look for thus
tired% only. unlike a VCR of ma- rowase smiles when the question
comes ug
men that could henclit the chore' tannic
-Whose turn is it to do the dishes'''. For
.Howeser. the dishwasher need not he cse
riteliri,re. the answer can he "the dist
%‘
- ash
perket‘cd j•''for v,outten oni,. an,

RING IN NEER
Iry
with built in

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday 1:00 til 5:00
•Layaways
•Free Giftwrapping
*Mastercard & Visa
Sample
SALE

UPSTAIRS
LADIES:

MEN:

•Dresses
*Sweaters
*Skirts
*Suits
•Blouses

*Sport shirts
'Dress shirts
'Rugby's
'Sweaters
*Ties

A SHINY NEW DISHWASHER can be an ideal gin for ihr mare famils. Mani
styles and models are nosy irt &liable to inert esers household need. It's
also an mai
ass to Armes sip aflyr that holititte

AIR FRESHNER
SYSTEM

HOCIVER.

TM
Decade
Cleaner with
Power Surge TM
Switch
'Comfort designed grip
•Chrome plated steel handle
•Edgelight cleaning
'High performance
6.0 Amp. motor
•1 5 qt. top-fill bag
•4-position rug adjustment
with indicator

FREE TOOLS

CASH & CHECKS
OPEN SUNDAY 12:00 til 5:00

159
Save $50

Ward & Elkins
Downtown on the Square

Murray

753-1713

Northside Shopping Center - Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.

antisstores

`Your
Men's Sport Coats
Young Men's Sweaters
All -Boy's Wear
All Ladies Denim

20%
/
12

Off

.Price

30% Off
V2 Price

A

99°

(Jeans & Jackets)

Ladies Winter Coats

Cordless Screwdriver handles

25%

0

Off

West Bond Poppery II 4 qt hot

a wide range of screw sizes.
Lightweight for one-handed
operation With charging stand

air corn popper

2,Os

Limit 1 Sunday Only

Buckingham Ray LTD.
970 Chestnut St.

Iqsa-MC-Discover

limit 1 Sunday Only

Lubricant can loosen rusted

parts, stop squeaks and
displace water without residue.
Save on this large 12-oz.
economy size 40015
Limit 1 Sunday Only

=Murray Home & Auto
753-2671

753-4110

Mt:-1.I1

•

Murray Christmas Election

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Celebrate the holidays withfamily traditions that
incorporate baking socks in a variety ofprojects

NI III
mi

APIt1COT AMARETTO
Sll'FFIM;
I jar (rahtm & Ewbn •kprittas iii
kmareltu
I cup wild rice
4 cups chicken stock
cup blanched almonds
I cup chopped maim
3 tbsp. hotter
6 mushroom caps (medium size)
I clove garlic, minced
'
,s tsp. salt
2 tbsp. hatter
Cook wild rice in four cups chicken
stock for ton> minutes. or until dime.
Drain. Toast almonds in oven on cookie
sheet until brown.
Saute onion in three tbsp. butter until
transparent (hut not brown). Slice mushroom caps and saute in two tbsp. butter
with minced garlic and salt.
Drain apricots, remove stones.and cut
into small pieces.
Combine all ingredients and stir gently
Do not oterstuff chicken recipe makes
stuffing for two chicken+.
Brown any excess stuffing in cake tin
at 350°F for .10 minutes

Arm tk Haillillel liJkIlli! Sikh/ has heel/

ail;aised in Ameritan households iiii 'net
N:1441 years During this tune. it has nett.,
. hcen ielormulated it s still the same
pure natinal product made ol 100 percent ...odium hicarbionate
Biking +oda has man\ 111 .1\ i Il..11
Es
!It ;around the house
horn making holidat
ookies and takes Ii%C. ilS cleaning Noll
'
.y silterw are liere are smith. helpful
tp% tor holiday entettaining trom the
%Ads ot Alin & Hallilliel Baking Soda
• Your we cuhes can sometimes take
J tunny taste. spoiling holiday skinks
;find coattails The reason 'In today 's all. .in one refrigt•rator freezers. the tooling
done loom one location. so that the
70 same .111- that tools your refrigerator also
".,:..eirculates up to cool your I reezer There
totc any strong odors in the refrigerator
•,--r'li.e . onions. gado. cheese. fish) will he
i-..transtsorted up to the freezer
"
: . If you plate an open but sit baking
; Soda in the freezer (as wdl as one in the
‘,. refrigerator). it will absorb odors that
_pass through the refrigerator to the
a Irecier
Also try soaking yOUI Il.V cube trays in
a baking soda solution periodically to re
'- niove any dirt or odors they may hate
picked up Rinse with clear water and fill
and freeze as usual
• During the holidays you'll be doing
more cooking and flaking than net
from csiokies to hors &lieu. re to roast
turkey f-or small kitchen fires that may
occur. remember to keep a hit id baking
soda within close range
11 J gieJSe or cletIrliJ1 fire starts. toss
handtuls of baking %oda at the base of the
flames N hen baking soda is heated. it
releases carbon dioxide. thereby %moth
cling the names
I •
And since baking soda is (11 food
grade- purity. it HonLi hurt the food being
cooked Just rinse the baking %odd silt
and ylVU ..an stilt enjoy your meal
, Don't use baking soda to put sill! J fire
in the deep fat fryer. as the grease could
platter and spread the fire -..• %hen you prepare to sell sour hest
holiday tattle Make sure your silverware
I, its sparkling hest
Se1111 precious
metals with as sober need to he cleaned
-.

.%

i

MI III

II

IN

mool

1111

%
INTEREST FOR
•
12 MONTHS
Get 12 Months
Same-As-Cash
on any VCR,
television or
appliance ,purchase

How to "put
on the glitz"
THIS SEASON. a. ylbla prepare to celebrate the holitlat• and share in fantib trothremember another familiar tradition— 4.rm & Hammer Baking Soda. It's
been used in kw..rica ri households ftw tner 1141,i-tars and. during thi• time, it has
ni-ter hero reftwistubitetl. %nit It illaninwr Baking !Nods is still the same pure, natural firtithict made of 100 percent sodium bii-arbociair I .r jibo make holiday cookies and cakes. to remote tarnish from silteruare. I.. ek-an poi. and pans, and to
absorb otitirs in the refrigerator and frverer so that holidat foods taste fresh.
to go rid of built up tarnish
neutralize strongly acidic (or basic odors
Ilse the following method tor all your from soiled holiday dishes between
tilterta are Fill a non aluminum pan with loads
hot water and place a small (five inch,
In addition to absorbing odors, the
square of aluminum foil in the pan
baking soda takes_the place of detergent
Add baking soda (one teaspoon per in the first cycle (rinse cycle). sat ing you
quail of Maier) and bring to a boil Drop
mime)
'user in briefly RCETUne Siker with tongs
You only need to add detergent to the
and wash in soapy water. rinse and dry
second cycle Baking soda helps soften
• Sprinkle a handful 'st up) of baking water and loosen dried-on food so that it
soda on the bottom of your dishwasher to is more easily rinsed Iron, the dishes
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FESTIVE RECIPE
FOR SPICY'
HOLIDAY ST[FFIM
Looking for an unusual stuffing to
spice up your roast chicken' This festive
recipe for Apricot Amami() Stuffing is
special enough for holiday dining. eas.
enough to make all through the year.

Holidays are a time tor sharing tinnily
tiadmions &collating the lice. prepar
mg havorite ret Ines and exchanging gilts
'This season. as Oil prepare 1.111pin tour
wow to relatives and towitals to Julie
lour latorite traditions. wok:mho an het familiar tradit11/11 Arm & Ham Ater Baking Soda

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 110'7

(To qualified buyers)

It's holiday time, and everything takes
on a special, radiant glow. This is the
season to be daring, to experiment with a
host of new looks.
Be dramatic if you wish, glamorous
and glittering if you dare, or elegant and
sophisticated if you prefer.
Here are some -high-spirited beauty
tips and makeup techniques:
• The spotlight is on eyes—give yours
impact by applying a flash of gold masspra on tips of lashes (over a couple of
coats of black or brown).
• Frame your glittering eyes by brushing gold mascara into brows. Brush upward —mascara sets. corttrols and colors
at the same time. .
• Paler skin is in for nighttime,glamour. Give your face sheer. moonlit radiance with soft pink Dazzle Dust. Puff
powder on cheeks:_hirehead, collarbone,
decolletage, bare back (terrific for those
off-the-shoulder fashions).
• Spark up your nail color with a high
frost color such as Bronze Star or Violet
Glimmer from Avon's -Putting on -the
Glitz- collection.
• Jai/ up your hair with temporal-)
hair coloring gels. These tints add highlights or glamorous shimmer to any hair•
color and can he shampooed out when
the parbt's oter.

•
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VCR'S
Starting as low as

999!

*Open Sundays 1-5 *Gift Certificates

•

MOVIE WORLD
HOME T.V. & APPLIANCE
Central Shopping Center

,

Mon.-Sat. 10-9; Sun. 1-5
753-7670•7,5
A3-HOME
wil,, .N
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Intimate fragrance delli i-u popular gift choice at He.kin e
holitia% piwkaging night) makes this clasitic fragrance tlw• perfeet stocking sniffer.
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gown and
robe
sweater
•skirt
•socks
purse

belt
•pair of hose
jacket

coat
gloves
hat
pair of
earrings
bracelet
blouse
El, dress
pants
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In timefor the new year,calentlars are great gifts Festive, fashionable fine jewelry
for the holidays
1 herr..no better time of year to give a
calendar :IS a gilt than Christmas Just in
time for the new year. acalendar Is 4 gift
that carries v. ith it a feeling of 4contiii.m.
of looking forward i he dreams and aspirations at the months ahead
For an one op your gift list who is enchanted by the tieauty of a luscious garden. the Garden fleawort 1988 calendar
(Wtirk man Publishing). photographed hy
Murray Alcosser. is perfect.
the c.yui.tie ph graphs. unfolding
on one osersired page alter another. captures the lush romance of formal gardens
in a was that is sure to delieht.

A Duv in the Ole of .44aserssa Calriuha
198X ICollms Publishe.rsi leatures aWILY:110h at 14 of the most memorable photographs taken on May 2. 198b. hs
leading phonuournalists. v.ho spread out
across America With the alill 01 L'Apturing
the essence of American life s ithin a sum
gle 24-hour period
The etymologist in your life will hatc
fun with. and he fascinated by. The Sion
4,1 14;ird% Cidetklor (Workman Publishing) This 1988 Page-a-Day Calendar.
which may he used either standing on J
desk or hanging on a wall. gets to the
root of titer 100 words. coined phrases

Santa's Attic
"Home of the Original Snow Village"
*Choose from eight different styles
to create an enchanting Christmas scene

*AV
West Side Court Square • Murray

and toll. etymologies
As much fun as it is informatite. the
365 /Aits
!hits ars lor Kuls
(sileoular(Workman Publishing) is a 1988
Staielace calendar that's full of facts. ans.:dotes Lind profiles of the inost memorable people and etents in American
history An ideal gift for children ages
sesen to II. its 100 whimsical illustrations are sure to delight them as the)
karn.
Both &tout and not so Jetout Catholics with a sense of ho
will have a
cood laugh with the Grossing 0)GUI)flit'
(Workman Puhlishing). This often irreterent, hut always affectionate.
depiction of the Catholic experience will
strike J chord of reminiscence in those
who hate spent their school dats in the
holy hails of a Catholic school.
For the mogul on the rise on your gift
list, the 365 Days of Money, Moguls.
Wier% & .Shirkers. Art's. Heirs & Frauds
Calendar(Woriman Publishing) is ideal.
This Page-A-Day Executite Desk Cal7
endar is full of quotes and anecdotes that
are sure to intrigue the aspiring executive
as well as the. successful stockbroker in
sour life.
The .4incriesin Colours Diary 1988
(Workman Publishing) by Mary Emmerting is a perfect present for any woman on
your gift list who appreciates the beauty
and feel of ans thing country.
From its soft rose and white plaid
cloth cover to its beautifully photographed images of clapboard cottages
tilled with antiques. straw baskets overflowing with summer flowers, and lace
memorabilia. this boolccalendar is a visual treat that is sure to be enjoyed.

SMUT'S
DOWNTOWN MUR R AI

The 1987 holidays call tor J change in
our everyday style of dressing it should
reflect the spirit of the sCasAW1
li-e•tice fabrics will be new renditions
Of old standards: Lames in a rainbow of
colors and prints. teltets and silks With
crinkly textures. and taffeta and lace iced
with iridescence
Jewelers of America tJA), the national
organization dedicated to consume'
education and inhumation about line
ictAelty. suggests ears, necks and wrists
should likewise he testae -adorned in
statement-making triads-) of precious
metals and gemstones to complement
your holiday wardrobe
What's the fashion news in tine ley(
elry
• Earrings go I row iiiediuiit to large
sties, either on the ear or as drops The
-positive negatae- Meet is in -mixing
gems such as diamonds on one ear. ru
Nes on the other. or opting for different
hut coordinating 'ha
Hoops are ci-

iher (,sal or elliptical
• Nes kknes are shorter, often choker style to balance shorter dresses A centerpiece is a must, in the form of a -slide.or drop pendant. or in a Retro-style from
closing accented with diamond pate
Nark. too, go short in multiple strand
chokers and clog collars Enhancers designed with pearls. colored gemstones or
diamonds can dramatize a simple strand
of pearls or a gold collar. creating the
party spirit
• Bouriert make bold statements either as a series of bangles or in the loon
of a cuff 1" to 3" wick, dressing up the
new gloved hand Bracelets hase also hecome 'moon ant a, part of an ensemble of
matching earrings necklace bracelet
And hot-hot-hot is the tennis bracelet a circlet of diamonds for the wrist
There are new tanatiaris to this theme
too'
• Ring) sport diamonds in mixes of baguette and pate or all baguette looks
Pear. marquise and mai shapes are gam

ing in popularity. too
"Fancy" cuts are also important in colored gemstone rings as they are in earrings, pins and pendants More often
than not, diamonds are used as Accents
• Pots ale big news, too, in shapes
tiom the '5t)'s such as diamond circles, to
nutty pearl-and-gemstone Deco look., to
heirloom-type sterling %they marcasite
designs. to cafifisatilig t.',1111e0s
Free form. whimsical and nature inspired tootos such as animals and
flowers arc created in pins incorporating
gold. platinum. faceted or cabochon
gems and diamond pate detailing
• Wiu,hic. tor the holidays ate J11110st
always dressed up with diamond.,
whether they replace numeral. on the
dial. or are part of a gold and dianhatd
hi acelet -type sti ap
One %cry unique design uses "floating- diamonds. emeralds, sapphires and
ititties that iii • freely mound A seethrough channel encircling the dial
Holiday colors for tine ieweIrt go he
yonsl the traditional green and red we
associate with the season
In addition to the precious emeralds.
utiles and sapphires thji ssm t, apfCCJIC us.
the new clothing tashion colors have jew
dry designers using the yellow of clime
with blue topaz and amethyst, pink and
greenitourmaline combinations. cultured
and iodic Naik and white pearl., sonictimes combined with Kick onyx and,
always. diallitinds. diam(inds. diallionds
V. hethel iou v.ain to I ICal yourself. or
you're looking for J holiday gift for
someone you lose, tine tewelry today is
exciting and wearing it goes pleasure
etery time it is put Ott
JeV4elels of loitetic.1 a.%) Chcotif ages
)oll 10 stop in at sour Isic al INMICSCIOnji
WV
,der who has a Wide %JIM) ot sty k's
at prices to suit your pocketbook
For more inhumation. JA will send
sou tree ot s'large J •eries of
chums entitled. "What lou Should know
PICTURED ABOVE: -Happi Illianiond•—" watch with floating 'banana'', rubs. About
cotering diamonds. colored
sapphire and emerald hi Chopart1 San+ Corporation; Frown-41 rriwial flower ear- gemstones. pearls. gold.
sitter. care and
rings and brooch with rhodolite fuirnet center,and pair diamond" hi Nrieti Lago.; cleaning. watches. etc Write
them at 4,4
Crrital and mother-of-pearl heart slide in gold with pear-4141prd pink tourouslow Jewelers 14 Nhlertia.
Inc . 1271 Asenue
and floating diamond. bi Mann ilr.igrtn; Nepprai
bracelet. in diamond. of the Americas. Dept 14MNI Ness
rubs and sapphire by Steven Lama..
York. NI 10020

Open Friday Nights til 8:30 p.m.
Open Sunday 1-5 p.m.
A!"'"

The many origins of Christmas legends and traditions
By CAROL WARD
The biblical tale of the birth of Jesus
Christ as told in the gospels of Luke (2:119) and Matthew (2:1-23) is the beloved
foundatiott on which Christmas is based.
The babe in the manger. the joyfully singing angels, watchful shepherds. and the
Wise Men have become cherished symbols of the first Christmas.
The first record`of the observation of

C.,..ist's birth came in the year 336 in the oring old Roman and Persian deities.
Philocalian Calendar. a Roman Almanac.
Wreaths, candles, mistletoe, holly —
Fourteen years later. December 25 was of- these are signs that Christmas
is coming.
ficially decreed Christmas by Pope Julius Many Christmas decorations symbolize
L it was made a civic holiday by Emperor the Christian belief in everlasting life.
Justinian in 529.
- • though some trace their roots to ancient
The date of December 25 was probably pagans as well. The popular Christmas
ctiosen as Christ's birthday because it co- color. green. for example. symbolizes the
incided with midwinter celebrations of Christian belief in eternal life through
early times. Certainly Christmas festivi- Christ. but it also symbolizes the ability to
ties were influenced by pagan rituals hon- continue living throughout the winter

Our 2 best selling
Recliners are
Now On Sale At Just

prwim

$2
99
9ytr choice

Survit ing through the cold months of
the year was extremely important to many
ancient peoples. for whom winter was a
fearful time.
Whatever their origin. howeter. the
sights and smells of traditional Christmas
decorations have the power to evoke the
aura of the holiday as nothing else can.
This is especially true of the traditional
evergreen we use as the Christmas tree.
Pagan peoples began the tradition of
bringing an evergreen tree indoors and
decorating it. In fact, because of their
close association with pagan practices. the
use of evergreens was prohibited in many
early church celebrations Eventually.
however, the church made an effort to invest these pagan customs with Christian
meaning and significance. permitting
them to continue.
No one really knows how the first modem Christmas tree camel() be or where or
when it originated_ But many people believe that it evolved from the Paradise tree.
a fir hung with red apples and wafers (the
host) which represented the Garden of
Eden in a medieval miracle play about
Adam and Eve.
The play was usually performed on December 24. which was celebrated as Adam
and Eve's birthday during the Middle
Ages. Miracle plays were suppressed during the 15th century, but the Paradise tree
didn't die — people simply brought the
trees into their homes and decorated them
there.
The oldest record of a Christmas tree -cut, decorated and standing indoors —
goes back to 16)3 in Strasbourg. Germany
(now France). There. Christmas trees
were decorated with paper roses of many
colors (symbols of the Virgin Mary). as
well as apples. painted hosts and sugar.
Before king the hosts were replaced by ornamental cookies and decorations of
painted eggshells. with candles added to
the tree.

the holly were white. but afterward the%
turned crimson like drops of. blood.
Holly and ivy are linked together in a
15th century carol that describes a contest
between the two for a place of honor
There are many tanations of this "mit.
in some, the holly assumes the part of the
man and the ivy assumes the part of the
woman They carry on a debate about
which one will rule the Nauss:1)(4d Finally,
it is decided that the holly will win
The poinsettia, closely associated with
the Christmas season. was brought to the
United States from Mexico in the 1820, by
Dr Joel Roberts Bunsen, the ambassador
to that country for several tears There are
numerous variations of the legend that attempt to explain how the poinsettia came
to be.
One of the most widespread recounts
this story: On Christmas Eve long ago. a
poor boy had no gift in bring the
Child. He was embarrassed to enter the
church without a gift and remained outside
the budding. Then he saw a green plant
growing at his feet.
.
In desperation, he picked the plant and
took it inside the church to lay at the feet of
the Christ Child At the altar. the plant
changed into a beautiful, bright red flower
— the poinsettia.
To Christians. candles arc symbols of
Christ. the light ot the world the lately
custom of placing a single candle in the
window at Christmastime was brought to

America by the Irish It is said that in Ireland. during the many years of religious
oppression, Irish Catholics placed candles
in their windows so that luguite priests
would know they were welcome inside to
say mass
Stoticrn dai %dilations so the Christmas
candle are the lights that Jciorate Christ
lltas trees. and the outsides of homes and
other Moldings during the holiday season
St Francis of Assisi is believed to haw
created the first creche in 1221 J nato ity
scene with figures of Mary. Joseph and
Jesus. the Wise Men. angels, shepherds
and animals According to sortie as.sounts.
the characters of the creche were simply
painted figures. according to others. St
Francis used use animals and people. except for Baby Jesus, for %NMI J Ska \ fig
UM was substituted
"Today. the creche is a popular Christmas decoration Many churches c(inaruct
J nail% ity scene each year during the
Christmas season In Catholic churches,
the Christ(-Fuld is often placed in the manger as pan (it the midnight mass
The moody scene has a special place
among the Pennsylvania Dutch "They call
it the pat: (from the German put:ert.
which means "to deL orate ) flx• put: in
cluded more than a tuna ity scene
it is
often an entire tillage in miniature. C41111
plot: with meadows, fences. windmills.
soldiers and ponds The put: can he quite
dab(irate and mat take up an engirt- room

lit1IAWG/111GVALUES
Visit Our New Department

"The Clearance Corner"

Christmas trees didn't become an ink
gral part of the American Christmas celebration until around 1930. Today the
National Christmas Tree Association estimates that 30 million natural Christmas
trees are sold every year.
Artificial trees account for about onethird of all Christmas trees in homes and
offices.
Like the evergreen tree, mistletoe and
hoHy were admired by pagan peoples because they represented triumph over the
forces of winter. The ancient Druids believed that holly guarded against witches.
thunder and lightning.
Jackets, Jeans, Skirts & Shirts
At the winter solstice they cut mistletoe
during an elaborate ceremony in the forest, including sacrifices to the gods fol1 20%
lowed by festivities. Priests divided
mistletoe among the people. who hung it
in their homes as a charm against evil.
How did the custom of kissing under the
(One Rack)
mistletoe come about? According to an
ancient Scandinavian myth, Balder, the 181
Sun God. was slain by a dart made of mis*Layaway Now for Christmas
tletoe. Freyja. Balder's mother, was determined that mistletoe should never again be
responsible for anyone's death. so she de- \\\\\ -Every Day's A Sale Day At Jo-An',,
clared it a sign of love rather than of hate
and asked that all who passed beneath it
kiss.
Although we associate mistletoe with
Christmas, it does not have any religious
meaning. Holly. on the other hand. was
VARIETIES
used by the early Christians specifically to
make wreaths and other decorations for
Court Square
their homes and churches at ChristmasMon.-Sat.
9-5; Sun. 1-5
time.
Legend holds that Jesus' crown of
thorns was plaited from holly. It is said
that, before the crucifixion, the berries of

Fo'r Exciting Values!

Skirts & Slacks. . $5
Dresses

"THE BARON"
Reclina-Rocker Recliner
"
"1-s.cra •

"SUBURBAN"
Reclina-Rocker Recliner
Give Dad ri gift he ;' ten mots.
than once This tuftera tronsitior ;
is as comfortable as it is stylish

a,- is

20 Down holds the La-Z-Boy Chair
of your choice until Christmas

Thurman's.
FURNITURE
208 E. Main

Murray

753-4834

20%

& $6 ,,ch

Off All Denim

6

Off Sweaters, Sweatshirts
.
and Jogging Suits
11111
25% Off Skirts & Blouses

JO-AN's

iht

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Murray Owlatrnaa Section

chosen to._coordinate with each other to
produce a special effect i perhaps all San.
tas or all bows).
-We see,- says Mr. Sebra. -that the
niost popular decorating themes reflect a
nostalgia for the Christmases and handicrafts of the past: Victorian romance, antique toys. Early American. Old World
European. and teddy bear. Santa, and
angel ornaments are some of the most

sought-after.Seasonal color combinations can also
establish themes. White and silver for
crystal frost, red and white for candy
cane
A therned tree does not have to be expensive. Decorate with small white lights
and a large number of solid-colored
Christmas balls These create a background on the tree, against which your
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home

Themed Christmas trees add decorative accents
A Christrilas without Christmas trees?
Not likely. since over 60 million trees
were decorated in homes last year. This
year. trim your full-sized tree, plus a
be%) of Sill:ilk r trees to Use as decorat v e
accents or table centerpieces'
George Sebra. Christmas Buyer for
JCPenney. notes a new trend in Chnstmas tree fashions -themed trees The
-ions on these trees are carefully
Ll,

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER M, 1967

carefully selected theme decorations will
be highlighted.
For best emphasis. hang the theme ornaments on branch tips. especially when:
the garland loops up. leaving space between each one
Celebrate Christmas with creative
trees throughout the house ...trees whose
themes reflect what Christmas is to you

CHRISTMAS COLLECTION: Games. puzzles and small activity toys are a good
choice for holiday stocking @duffers and grab bag gift.. This assortment from International Games includes Deluxe Skip-Bo. about $10.00; UNO. about $4.00; Stun.
about 113.50; Optical Conclusions. about $3.00; and Stampos. around $2.00.

THIS EAR11.1 AMERMAN TREE (fun in the kitchen or
family rooml is decorated with folk art Santa.. plus
wooden -berries- and farm animals from J(:Penney
that lune a handcrafted. one-of-a-kind appearance.

THE RFAITY OF SNOW AND ICE is captured by the
crystal, white and silver decorations on this tree from
JCPenney. This theme creates a kwely centerpiece for a
formal holiday table.

A ROMANTIC FANTASY, this tree is decorated with
Victorian ornaments from JCPenney. The tree is
topped with No nestled birds symbolizing love and harmony —the best gifts for any holiday season.

USA
(Formerly Village Convenience)
Shop us for your Holiday
baking & last minute meal preparations
No alcohol in our gasoline
Don't forget the batteries & film this Christmas

botida vtsbes

We are open 24 hrs. a day
& on Holidays

*1-sotoner1oves and Slippers
•Nightgowns -and Robes

9th & Sycamore

*Perfumes
and many other Christmas gift ideas

town& countRy
Dixieland Center

CHEF JOHN PHILIP DORMAN of The
Regency Hotel in New York City. above,
puts the finishing touches to his Peach
and Plum Cobbler creation, one of KeN eral recipes featured in the booklet
-Short Cuts with Shortbread From the
Chefs of Anwrica's Great Hotels,- available free of charge. Courtesy of Walkers Shortbread. by sending a selfaddressed stamped envelope to Walkers
Chefs' Short Cuts, Roam 1102, 211 East
-1-3rd Street. Nev. York, NI 10017.

VIDEO SALE

..41111111111P
VHS NO VCR WITH INFRARED REMOTE
CONTROL AND AUTOMATIC FUNCTIONS
,with DoutOe
.• VHS HO liven Oualay Soler
Comb FINN
Lmer
Programmable
Event
• 14 pay, 4
• 13 Function W,relesa Remote Control

Your One-Stop
neighborhood
shopping center
for all the Holidays!
Storey's
Bel-Air Laundry
Revco
Overby Honda
Keel's Vacuum
Sears
Judy & Shere's
Cablevision
Bel-Air Decor
Murray Sewing Center

Cfloc3s(• from 11 Modt.ls of VCRs ond 10 ModcsIs of TVs

IHICk HIGH DUALITY

*249

753-7333

Pier I Imports
Murray Insurance
Murray Florist
Memories
ASCS
Merle Norman
Sirloin Stockade
Artcraft
Treas Do-It Center
1 4 Kt. Solid Gold Jewelers

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Hwy. 641

Pre-Christmas Sale

Welton
Horne Entertainment Center
•Matched Speaker System
'Stereo Amplifier with AM/FM
•Record Player
'
Hickory Finish Cabinet
'
Dual Cassette
•Entire System Remote Control
•VCR not included

4 Voss Warranty

VHS HQ with Remote Control 4-Head

20 40%
OFF
STOREWIDE

•14-Day/4 Event Programmable
•17 Function Remote Control

Reg'. $399 Sale *319

"Our BIGGEST Pre-Christmas Sale Ever"
Choose from over

AUDIO SALE
Sharp
100 Watt
Stereo System
'Belt Driven Turntable
'
AM/FM Tuner
'
Dual Cassette
•100 Watt Amplifier
with five bond graphic equalizer
'Cabinet Speakers

Reg. $749
Sale

Welton
Stereo System

100 Watt System

DON'T MISS
THIS SALE

,
,'Tennis Equipment
and Apparel
iRunning Apparel
,Warmups
fr-Athletic Bags

80 Watt System

,Sbarp Boom Box

Sale $79

4 Year
Warranty

•AM/FM Tuner
•2-speed, 11" Belt Driven
•Hickory Finish Vinyl Cobine
'
Graphic Equalizer/Amplifier
'Dual Cassette
'Matched Speaker System
'Remote Control for the
entire system

$549 *499

AM/FM Stereo
Dual Cassette

300 styles of shoes
for men, women and
children.

*599
FREE MOVIE
CLUB
MEMBERSHIP

WITH EVERY
VCR, TV OR
STEREO
PURCHASE

Large-Large-Large
Selection of Fleece
Sweatshirts.
Choose from Nike & Reebok
Sizes for the entire family.

,A.Windbreakers & Jackets
v Sport Caps
,School Apparel
,Baseball/Softball
Equipment

Shop Now, Beat The Rush & Save Money

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"
1 703 Co....r no Ss

Phew, 5148.414
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TOMS

ACCESSORIZE
YOUR
, CHRISTMAS!

bo

An ideal solution to all of your Christmas Personal
gift-buying dilemmas opt for electronics stereos are

'shoes •Boots *Handbags
*Jewelry •Belts *Socks *Scarves

h e

hack

Murray (Ihriatroaa Section

Open Evenings til 8
Sundays 1-5 p.m.
Olympic P127-4

Exclusively In Murray. . .
Lenox® and Waterford®

Christmas brings ‘111 isions of sugarplums. caroling parties, eggnog. good
cheer and...hut. wait. it also means
searching the world user tor that perfect
gift. racking your brain for a present that
will delight and surprise without demanding a second mortgage.
How about giving a Mosiecordor`
camcorder from Radio Shacks? Precious
memories preserved in a home v ideo will
be an instant hit with the entire family.
"Now that camcorders are altiirdable.
more and more people are discosering
how much fun they are. said Bernie
Appel. president of -Radio Shack.
"Our nun iecorders are state-of-theart. loaded with the latest up-to-date
features. easy to operate and will he a
terrific present to be enjoyed for years to
come.-

Available in full-size or compact VHS.
each unit combines the features of a
v ideo camera and ponable VCR into t*te
lightweight package to turn any holiday.
gathering into a cinematic production.
So more guesswork
Automatic features such as the auto
focus and iris take the guesswork out of
focusing and lighting, freeing you to concentrate on preserving your child's first
Christmas or your hest friend's crazy
antics on New Year's Eve.
The advanced HQ circuitry and MOS
imaging systems ensure picture sharpness and high-resolution v-ideo when
shooting in low light. Then simply connect the camcorder to any TV or insert
the VHS tape into your VCR to play
back.
Fitness enthusiasts and "couch potatoes- alike would probably go dashing
through the snow for a Stereo-Mater
headset radio. At Radio Shack you will
find three lightweight models holiday
priced from S21.95. with features such
as side-mounted volume and tuning controls, built-in antenna and adjustable
headband with soft, foam-padded ear
cushions.
They're great for listening to the play-

by-play while outside or just listening to
favorite tunes while relaxing
Give the musician in your life a ReallS-portable electronic keyboard The
professional soviing Concertmate" 700
combines a full-featured, lour octave
keyboard with "hands-on" electronic
percussion
Main options
Using the hand-held sound sticks and
a selection of preset rhythms, you can
simulate a snare. tympany. bass, rim
shot. bongo or high -hat drum to play
everything from ros'k and pip heals to
swing, samba and waltz
The keyboard simulates piano. electric
guitar, violin. trumpet. flute. jazz organ.
a human voice and more. Melodies are
always rich and full with the automatic
bass and 12-selection rhythm accompaniment with adjustable tempo.
Just how great is this keyboard? "The
test of an electronic instrument such as
the Concenmate 700 keyboard is how it
compares to a real piano," explains Bob
Miller. Radio Shack's vice president of
consUmer merchandising "The Concertfllifle passes that test with an impressive
realistic sound It also includes memory function, two
built-in speakers, plus outputs for amplifier or external speakers
The Concertmate 700 keyboard is
Radio Shack's top of the line unn, and
retails for Si99 95 at participating stores
and dealers: other keyboards are priced
from 5.50.
Christmas is the perfect tune to ve
your busy executives an extra edge in
business, and help them manage time
and resources more effectively With a
cellular telephone they will always he in
touch, whether from a lob site or in traffic between client meetings
A price and technology breakthrough.
the Radio Shack CT-300 portable handheld cellular phone slips easily and conveniently into a briefcase or purse.
Features include mentors for accurate
speed dialing of up to 40 numbers. 15

hours of stand-by or l': hours ot talk
time. cumulative call tinier and much
More.
The cellular phone that keeps you on
top in business also pros ides the ultimate
in personal security With Radio Shack
family of allordable cellular phones, no
one will ever have to drive "alone- again
It help is needed. the police. a tow
truck, the family doctor or mechanic are
lust a phone call away
In addition to the portable phone.
Radio Shack offers its hest-selling CT200 transportable cellular phone. which
delivers rive times the output of many
portables.
It mounts easily in the car and can he
attached to an optional portable adapter
pack so ,ou can take it out of the Car and
use 11 aM where there is cellular service
The mobile only Cl'lea.p..one is
Radio Shack's most affordable cellular
phone. and installs and transfers easily
from the work car to the family car
Both units feature backlighted 16-digit
display. 98-number memory dialing.
backlighted keyboard for easy operation
at night. electronic lock to prevent unau
thonzed use, call in absence indicator
and more
Special feature
The mobile-only phone also conies
with a hands-free speaker phone for
making and receo mg calls without lilting
the handset
Stumped miser stocking stutters' How
about video tapes for the new mos le corder or a cleaning system for the new
Realistic VCR featuring picture in
picture, on-screen programming HQ and
digital video features'
With over 7.000 location., your neigh
horhood electronics store is Santa's one
stop shopping spot for the newest in
techntilogy Affordable VCRs. des triink
disc players. telephones,
telephone answering machines and
everything in tele% 'skins siorcos secu
my and more
Y,
tt,
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Your table will reflect the joy of the season with
handcrafted Lenox Holiday' dinnerware. Handcrafted, full lead Lenox crystal patterns, many
trimmed in gleaming 24 karat gold or platinum, will
add a special sparkle.
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WATERFORD
CRYS1AL

The perfect
Christmas gift
that lasts.

74 Skutietwe
121 By Pass Murray
753-4541
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

a good idea

All families have sonic members with
so much get up and go that it's difficult to
pin them down. even for a holiday carhration
It may he the busy executive, the active working student or the health and
fitness enthusiast for these movers, a
gift of consumer electronics Lan he an
ideal way to help them fit everything into
their busy schedules
"Today 's consumer electronics products are smaller. fighter, easily tucked
into a pocket and carried along Also, for
many people. certain items - such as calculators and personal stereos —are invaluaNe." says Thomas P End, group
vice president of the Electronic Industries Association IFIA)
Joggers. or other athletes who spend J
good deal of tmnte in long. sometimes tc
diou.. solitary training, will appreciate a
personal stereo, with a LISOrite prere
Corded cassette
There are models that have been de
signed to he rugged enough to work even
during the most cigorous workout
Many come in specially -designed CAWS
that clip onto J belt or tit onto an armband, so that the stereo can he carried
along easily In tact. some systems have
even been built into headbands
How about a prerecorded s ideoupe,
with exercise and training tips from a favorite world class athlete 1 here .in
ia'ues with advice on MINOS mg every
kind ot game. from tootball to aerobics
For serious athletes, there are software sstems that help to gauge progress
by measuring and comparing such factors
as strength, speed and endurance
Busy executives, with hefty trawl
schedules, will appreciate gifts that help
keep them ahead of the competition
These it
personal ides isions. tor
the ei(ecutive who needs to keep up with
current news programs of the da!,, and,
cassette recorders. tor getting all the dr- •
tails of important business meetings •,
Execuoses will also appreciate tratel
:demi clocks. a Math with an alarm Of a
pocket calculator
Another great idea for the executtyc
on the run is J home copier. that will allow him to copy important documents
without going to the office

Cltissic holiday style

BE AN
ANGEL
GIVE HER A
SINGER MACHINE
The Ultra Uelltelted*
IllsboMne Moo& 2SS
unlimited stitches from construction
to stretch to decorative • Pushbutton panel tor easy s11cr selection

Great buys today
1%.
and on down
the road

• Emoroksers and monograms
automatically•Indicator Igilt tei s
you when 0000m thread is low•
Burt-in button hole, sews in 3 different styles • Feeds tatir,c
sideways for retching and mending

Reg.
$1749°°
NOW

$999"

*LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS*
50,000-Mile Treadwear
Limited Warranty'

40,000-Mile Treadwear
Limited WarTantyt •

Dayton

Dayton Blue Ribbon IV
• our Pest passenger car radial

Quadr
a XT2
STEEL BELTED RADIAL

• Steel betted for strength, mileage
Whitewalls

Price

P155/80R13
P165/80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P215/75R15

$45.45
48.21

$38
79
F155

Uttralack•
Machine Medal 141164A
• Sews 3-thread overiock
and flat lock stitch pius
4-thread mock safety stitch
• Built-ft sewing light
• Accepts standard sewing
machine needles
• Singer-exclusive free arm
and lay-in threackng• Stitch
width and length
adjustment controls
• Narrow rolled hem plate
included

The Debutante* Machin.
Modal 6212
5 popular stitches• Built-in
buttonholer • Drop-in bobbin
• Adiusts to various fabric
thicknesses • Free arm for
sewmg sleeves• Built-in
carrying handle
Reg $349" Only *17700

Reg $769" NOW

*499°
'
4
PLUS SSO FREE FABRIC

WHITEWALL

53.13
55.44
58.48
63.08

Ask about to ger sizes
Written warranty avaliabie

• Strong steel belts provide stability and long mileage
• All-season tread gives traction in any weather
• Polyester cord radial body
gives smooth, quiet ride.

SINGER Murray Sewing Center

Is

SINGER

•',woman
Sryw
;MO Mt!

F "Wert

Bel-Air Center
753-5323
Mon.-Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

All sizes low priced!
Written WCI''. 1'•'y

.411‘.
•t
-!it tliA/Afttr.4-4 ine'...Akottrin
AN ELEGANT EN ENINt; LOOK 14 or hioliiho. 1987. front Hakim' Ill.
newts iii
$resid lend. glamour it, this cardigan. %Oh side pocket. mei gimimi iron. I videriscrlh,
there•t, a dirik, gold and black canii.nle v,.irb a kande', Imairms. 'I1,e skirt, keeping
In step v•ith this 'ear'. .hoeler Irstiede.. dson.s ii bit r,C leg and femme-v. 'diva icitcd
isa ha rim I g nil gold trim. Available OiLl
Permes .14,re•-.

Food baskets make delicious gifts
Food baskets are always a favorite gift
• during the holidays and, although there
are countless ready-made baskets to be
bought in lust about every gourmet shop

c.ivadoble

Daytona Radial SIR
S-Spoad
Rated Steal
Belted Radial
Two 000

both under
the head
for strength
ood long
endear
*Owe
anng ?rood
astir
*Aggress.*
tripod design
for fronton
coy mother
•Wde 60 65
or-.d 70 Sane
profile

$55

P175/705R13

Raised White Letters
All Sizes low Prices!

Christmas
Open House
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Size
Tubeless
P235/75R15

toad
range
XL

31x10.50R15
33x12.50R15

C
C

Price
69.80
105.70
123.17

9.50116.5LT

D

124.10 _ 1.16

f LT
—
.69

Off on all Fall Merchandise

2.56

*Front End Alignment'9599
with purchase of one set of tires
—90 Do s Some As Cash With Approved Credit—

Jones Goodyear
72) S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-0595

50%

Appk 136ssoliot Eouttque,
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

and department store, it can he great fun
to make your own, designing each one
with your own personal touch to suit the
person that you re giving it to
For the person on your list who enjoys
afternoon tea, you might fill a basket
with a variety of exotic teas. some imported biscuits, a few jars of lancy jam.
and perhaps even a box of beautiful paper napkins.
If there's a chocolate lover on your
list, fill a basket with chocolates from all
different countries and. while you're at
it, don't forget a tin of real Dutch cocoa.
And if money is no object and you
know someone who loves "luxury" foods,
you might gift them with a basket of
Champagne. caviar, truffles, and perhaps
pâté.
And for that someone on your gift list
who loves and appreciates real oldfashioned Christmas treats, why not fill
a basket with plum pudding.-fruitcake,
marzipan and either some gingerbread
men or even some of your family's favorite cookies that you've baked yourself

TIM MURRAY LEDGER

Murray Cbristmaa Section
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Christmas celebrations and customs embody thejoyofthe season Fragrance:
Loved ones gather together
for magical holiday moments

Popidar
holiday

One ol the things that makes the holiday season so unique and wonderful is that the
normal days of our Ines seem to stop mos ing forward as the magic of Christmas casts
its spell, and we drift into A 1110de of holiday ii'. mug that at once embodies the joy of
Christmases past. present and to conic
It is a litestyle spirited by tradition, a time when we live by customs that have been
passed through our families ftsr generations.
The past is ever present
Whether it's hanging a great aunt's glass ornament on the tree each year. or looking
liirward each Christmas Eve tea plum pudding made from grandmas favorite recipe.
the past is eser felt in the Christmases of today.
All around us there are reminders of men don their holiday best. It is also the
the first Chnstmas, with beautiful creches time when favorite foods are savored
under many a family tree and, on top. an with. for many of us. visions of sugarangel that seems %tell to exalt the joy of plums dancing right alongside dreams of
that starry night long ago.
a big. fat roost turkey.
The first Christmas presents, the gilts
In most families. Christmas food traol the Magi. began a tradition 01 gift ditions may be anything front baking
going that today is one of the greatest gingerbread and rum balls each year. to
having an elaborate fish dinner before
sources of merriment and anticipation
midnight mass each Chri...unas Eve.
during the holiday season.
And while some families custontards
special preparations
.open gifts on Christmas Eve, many othMuch time is spent in preparing these
ers (especially those with small children)
wail until after Santa's visit. opemng holiday treats, and more often than not
friends and family find themselves entheir gifts in the morning
un mg the cooking and baking together
Holiday entertaining
as much as the 'feasting.
Whether for_ an impromptu visit or a
The beauty of winter enhances the
formal dinner party. the holiday season sense of the holidays as a special, magibrings people together for more festivi- cal time, drawing children young and old
ties than any tithe( time of the year
out to play in a snowy wonderland, and
Often. the cheer of the season will then making them long to curl up by the
bring about singing. toasting and even lire. •
Laughing and renuniscing. they share
kissing beneath the mistletoe. jubilant
traditions carried on year after year. a toast or a cup of hot cocoa, each of
which -often- mate uc grdity--vnth the---them m- some way knowing. or hoping,that their lives will be as magical and
excitement of celebration.
These are the occasions when women blessed with toy for all of their Christwear their favorite velvet% and silks, and 111.1•Cs to 4;0111C

Seasorud accessories add sparkle

gift choice

FASHION HEADGEAR itAcludes thr !peril, right. %id' it- matching ...earl awl Ones. %arm in soft 100 percent Czcslan•
firm 111.4-.• pa.tel• Cre.lan. acrylic for
For litilv girl. left_ thy
Met% brightly *tripe(' on dark lerrionil ln
its casual cap.. scarf and lll it tens.

Fun,fashionable headgear is greatfor gt:fts
Headgear for mid-winter perks up the
spirit with colorful, fashion touches.
Examples for all age. come in animal
themes, such as ocelot or leopard.
whether on printed fabrics or in knit hats
with long or cuffed gloves. Shapes in
these themes include berets and deep
cuffs that can cover the ears.
Spiral twist shapes that flop over from
the peak started out in felt or velour for
early fall. now they're in acrylic knit.
brightly patterned, some with dinosaurs,
to match a sweater.
The beret is a favorite from Village
Knitter.. both for adults and girls. They

like it with matching scarf and gloves, all far Christmas gift, particularly for chilcozily warm in Crestan* acrylic that's dren.
Village Knitterse does the set in solid
machine washable and dryable. too.
patterns, or all
Their_ adult _version iy brightly‘.st riped__ pastels. pastels with white
there's a choice
on a deep maroon ground, while the chil- - winter white. In patterns
dren's berets are in soft pastel pink or of Icelandic or snow-flake.
The set includes a choice of mittens or
blue, sometimes accented with white.
gloves, fringed or hemmed scarf. In
Fashion caps started for fall in a knit- Creslans acrylic, the colors will stay
ted braid of purple and other vivid col- fresh through frequent washings.
ors. Fr:
i *winter,they've taken on the
Village Knitters Striped-Set Prices—
the Russian cuffed hat that Beret about $6.50. Scarf about $8.50.
,influe
furriers have been doing.
Cuffed gloves about $7: Girl's Pastel
As part of knit hat, scarf and glove Set— Cuff hat about $5. Fringed scarf
sets, the cuffed hat is likely to be a popu- about $6. Mittens about $4.50.

Fragrance moves in mysterious way-s.
Once you've sprayed it on, you can't see
it, you can't touch it, you may even forget you're wearing it. But oh, what it
does for your spirits.
Fragrance makes you feel cherished.
pampered. sexier, more exciting. The
thoughtful person who chose it for you
loves you.
During the holiday season, fragrance
presents have an added attraction.
They're specially gift-wrapped so they
look as delightful as they smell. And the
variety is infinite: Elegant scents and
dashing. young ones: scents that are mysterious and warm: or romantic bouquets
of flowers and greenery.
With one trip to a fragrance counter,
one can check off every woman—and
man—on one's gift list. During the
Christmas rush, that's a plus for the fragrance present.
The best rule for choosing a fragrance
gift is to match it to the woman it's meant
for, but not to the color of her eyes or the
size of her waistline, but to her individual style—who she is or would like to be.
If she's an up-to-the-minute. contemporary woman who was among the-first to shorten her skirts and raise her heels,
she's Charlie by Revlon.
Women all over the world identify with
the Charlie fragrance, a lighthearted and
savvy blend of flowers and green foliage
touched with the warmth of sandalwood
and musk. This season, Charlie is dressed
in jewel blue and silver. Charlie-GoLightly, its lighter version, is wrapped in
sunny yellow and gold.
'Is she young at heart, romantic, a bit
of a dreamer? She'll probably fall in love
with Revlon's Jontue, delightfully flowery and as fresh as all outdoors. Jontue's
packaging is as delightful as its scent —
lovely pale pink embellished with white
blossoms.

Fashion flair for the holidays
Dressing during the holidays is more
festive and opulent than at any other
time of the year. This is the time for velvet and satin and long flowing silks, for
the finest of jewelry, whether glittering
rhinestones or classic pearls, and for
dressing up in those few favorite dresses
that we might have waited all yeariii
wear.
Feel glamourous
There are countless ways to make
yourself feel especially glamourous for
all of the parties and get-togethers, this
season.
You might try a new fragrance or a
new hairsty le, or an cyeshadow with a bit

SHINE FOR
THE HOLIDAYS
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Timely holiday gift-giving guide
The holiday season is last approaching
and, whether you shop throughout the
year or wait until the last minute. choosing gifts for family and friends can take
the fun out of a time for celebration.
There are ways. though. to select
presents that are sure to please every body —while avoiding those dreaded return lines.
The key thing to keep in mind is to select gifts that are thoughtful and chosen
especially for the recipient. yet avoid the
tricky areas of sizes and personal tastes.
There are safe ways to select fashion
items without too much worry. Whenever possible. choose clothes that come
in one-size-fits-all. Pick cheerful colors
that -go with most tastes and skin tones.
For perfume ideas, try- to see which one
your friend is running low on.
Everybody needs accessories, whether
it's a scarf, tie, belt, jewelry or watch. In
fact, changing watches has become one
of the most popular ways to accessorize
an outfit.
For gift-giving, watches are guaranteed to fit and. as a fashion item, they
come in a wide variety of styles to suit
every taste.
Watch manufacturers such as Times
have created lines of fashion watches to
fit the trend to accessorize. Adding to its
Big • Bold • Beautiful line for women.
Timex's new Collection is a line of men's
fashion timepieces at affordaNe prices so
that men can also change their fashion
look, from classic elegance to rugged
sportiness.
Other holiday gift ideas that are -sate
bets- include gift certificates to local
stores, but to make it more interesting.
think about giving magazine subscriptions. movie or theater tickets, or museum memberships.

A "da
-Tof beauty- for women or men
at a local salon is a luxurious gift that
most people won't give themselves.
How about treating a friend to a consultation with a fashion expert, or sending over someone who specializes in
organizing closets?
Then there are presents that keep
coming all year such as a monthly delivery of flowers, fruit or books. The new
year is also a good time for beautiful calendars. diaries. and desk sets.
For every. kind of lifestyle. there's a
holiday gift that's guaranteed to be a winner this season.

Holidays are a Wile to shine, and the
latest trend in hair care produc;% can
help provide a special glow.
A unique formula ol Shine Promming
Agents (S.P A,1 is featured in a line of
five glossing products from then Red
dine- Product% Co.. specially designed to
give hair extraordinary shine.
Glossing Shampoo adds fullness and
control to fine, limp hair, and helps
restore natural body. bounce and shine
to normal hair When it •. used with
Glossing Conditioner, hair is left with
sitality.and a tangle-free. silky
stilma
nageahil it s
Glossing Shaper Gel provides maximum holding power tOr unlimited styling, while adding a shimmering shine
to hair. and Glossing Design Spritz provides long-lasting hold and flexible
control.
For a radiant, high gloss shine without hold. Glossing Mist is the perfect
finishing touch.
Used as a complete hair care regimen. Jheri Redding Glossing products
ensure healthy, easy-to-manage. brilliantly shiny hair.

ia*
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of glitter for the evening, or e%eri get a
manicure foran especially important
night.
Special accessories
A new- pair of lacy hose or a dressy
belt can add new flair to last year's outfit
and, if you expect to have an especially
busy holiday season or seem to always be
getting last-minute invitations. you may.
want to plan one or two outfits ahead of
time.
Have the right stockings, shoes and
other accessories ready so that, at a mumeat's notice, you can be beautifully'
ready to enjoy the holiday- spirit.

rJi6Ima6Sate
New Shipment

Holiday Sweaters and Sweatshirts
by Organically Grown. Uno and Una and others.
Limited Quantities

Sue's Discount Jeans

Make Your Holiday Table Sparkle With
Pier 1's White Porcelain Dinnerware, Placemats,
Napkins & Napkin Rings

Al! Placemats, Napkins & Napkin Rings

20% Off
Including All Christmas Styles

White Porcelain Dinnerware

The Continuing Adventure

25% Off

Pier 1 imports

Open Sunday 1:00-5:00
Good Thru Sunday, Nov. 22nd
Prices
Sale

Bel Air Center
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,ristrilaws:
VCRs forz
GE
MODEL 9-7520

Lots of bargains
throughout the store
including /
1
2 price racks.

Lad &
Lassie

•Quartz Tuning — Frequency Synthesized
• 155 Channel — Cable Compatible
•On Screen Programming
•8 Event/21 Day Timer
•Special Effects in FP Mode
•41 Function Wireless Remote

299"

GE VHS HQ VCR
Model 9-7135

VHS HQ TABLE MOD L V

MODE 5-71173

GE VHS HQ TABLE MODEL VCR

Come see our
line of children's
fashions.

753-2493

Hwy. 121 N. at Stella

•3 Head/Special Effects in SP/EP Modes
•Linear Stereo Sound With Dolby' Noise
Reduction
•Built-in MIS Stereo Decoder
•Quartz Tuning — Frequency Synthesized
•155 Channel — Cable Compatible
•On Screen Programming
•8 Evene21 Do Timer
•42 function Wireless Remote

•11 function wireless remote
•4 event/2 week timer with

control

power back-up

•One-touch recording with standby
•Cable Ready
•99 Channel Capability

$448'
268

Layaway Now For Christmas,
Easy Terms — Financing Available
Low Interest Rates!
. Long Monthly Payments
Home Owned 1111P
Fast, Efficient Service!
Large Inventory
Frs. Warranty!

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
Howard Coy tk John Simmons Owners
753 1586
212 East Main Street
A
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nds Offering a variety ofoptions,telephone answer ig•ou
device are ringing in a creative holiday gift idea

New camcorder mike catches holiday
Last holiday season. home mos se pro.
duction ft-iCt%ed d rebirth with the introduction of c'anacorders. but many hobby ists had disappointing results scith
their new camera because of mediocre
sound quality.
To help keep last ear's hot sideo
product from gathering dust on the closet
shelf. a Chicago home side° accessories
manufacturer has introduced CamMiie.
a wired side() microphone that gises
home sideomakers professional quality
sound for their productions
"Lightweight camcorders created new
interest in home missies because s ideotape is not only more consement to work
with than film. but features sound and
instant replay.- says Irwin Diamond.
president of SIMA Products Corporation. Chicago. SIMA produces CamMike
and other home \Oro accessories.
Despite the benefits of camcorders.
they drew consumer complaints because
of a few shortcomings in their capabilities.

One of them. a 25-1001 •tbid.
clear remote recordings and is especialls
useful for recording a group. Diamond
says
A shorter cord is used when CamMtie
is mounted on a camera. extending the
effectise audio recording range of the
camcorder up to three times. It also eliminates recording camera-tran.mmed motor and audio focus adjustment noises.
CamMike is a 360-degree. omnidirectional microphone. catching sound from

4:soy direction It pros ides super dynamic range. better trequency response
and higher sensit is it> CamMike picks up
sound accurately within an approximate
eight foot radius
Included in package
$1111,V, complete CamMike package.
including the CamMike. two cords, camera shoe mount. windscreen and padded
carrying case, carries a suggested retail
price of S39.95.

Common problems corrected
Diamond says SIMA Products studied
these problems and created a line of
sideo accessories to correct them. CamMike was designed to make the audio as
professional as the side°.
With a 50 to 18.000 Hz frequenc) response. CamMike exceeds the performance of a camcorder's standard internal
41111C.
Two detachable audio cords, basic
components of the CamMike package.
help makc s ideotaping more effective.

THE H411.111%) %It SIC of the junior choir at the lillheatoei Bible Church. Sheatiin.
111.. 1. captured with Cani1like. Ttw new canscordernsicrophoiw. produced by
SINLA, Product.. Chicago. wild. profes.ional -sound qualih to hoilw video production..

tIOLIDAYR

As the busy holiday shopping and socializing season bears down on us once
again. more and more people are searching for better ways to manage the demands placed on their illne
Market studies show that more than
sesen million Americans will decide that
a telephone answering device isa simple.
yet cost-effective, step toward impros trig
their Ilse% this conting year
Already a must-have item in many
households, and an increasingly popular
Yuletide gift choice. today's answering
machines offer the consumer many sophisticated features besides taking messages and screening unwanted calls They
are also more attractively designed. to
blend with a wide range of decors
Perfect for the hectic holidays
A telephone answering machine is so
perfect for the holiday season's demands
that the thoughtful gift-giver may want to
purchase his or her own device before
the tree is decorated, the presents are
wrapped and the caroling begins.
Responding to consumer demand for
more features, Code-A-Phone Corporation has added man) remote functions
into a new line of answering devices
which are both inexpensive and easy to
use.
Introduced psi in time for the holidays. Code-A-Phone's 1300 series offerN
three separate answering device options
The
el 110t), a standalone answering
desk.
e WWI 1350, an answering des ice w
j built-in feature telephone offering a 10-number speed dialer, and the
Model 1390, which combines an answering unit equipped with a full speakerphone for hands-free conversation with
an electronic telephone
With its softly rounded modular design,the-new- 1300 seriesmakes ahand-----TIRED OF GIVING
THE SAME OLD GII'T? Santa km found that 1967 wisidists
some addition to a festive holiday end include state-of-the
-ari answering devices like the model 1390 shown here from
table, and to the year-round decor of an
Code-‘Phone. The model 1390 comes complete with an electronic telephone and •
home or apartment.
speakerphone for harlots-free comersation. The 1300 series offer. the buyer.• boat
For those who are frequently away U( remote
features that make it easy to manage calls while awl", from home,
from home, a personal memo record feature comes in hands, allowing members sales calls and interruptions by listening messages —all
by remote control
of the household to lease quick reminder to the caller's voice before answering
Offered in a stylish cream color. the
messages for each other.
On-the-go holiday shoppers will ap- Models 1300. 1350 and 1390 carry sugOne touch message playback combines preciate the 1300 series' remote features. gested retail.price
s of $99 95. $139 95
tape rewind, playback. and re-setting which allow them to retrieve their mes- and
$169 95. respectisely, and arc dutiinto one simple motion.
sages from wherever they happen to he
able throughout the country in depanrneni
An additional feature —call screen. The user also can turn the unit on or stores and home electronics specialty.
ing.
— enables the user to avoid annoying off, save or cancel message'., and repeat
stores

Sweet treats

Check our advantages:
*Studio Location
*Appointments at night or weekends
•No waiting in line
*Fast, friendly, professional service
*Choice of proofs
4t1
*No sitting fees
*No charge for additional people in picture
753-8809 t41
607 S. 4th St.
• sl
w

VISIONS OF
SUGARPLUMS

Few and far between arc those individuals who have never heard the phrase
-vistons of sugarplums -But. how many people know precisely
what sugarplums are' In this era 14 packaged candies. this 19th century treat remains but a name, not immediately
identifiable as g.iaceed fruits ioriginally
either plums or figs). often wrapped in
colorful, glittering foil to entrance the
eyr as well as the palate
Recipes for sugarplums today. like the
one below which was developed by the
Toronto restaurant. Annabelle's. are
more likely to feature a combination of
fruits and nuts
SUGARPLUMS
I cup chopped dried apricots
I cup dark raisins
I cup light raisins
I cup chopped dales
I cup chopped pecans or walnuts
to 1'1 cup Crabtree
Fselyn
Honey and Ginger Sauce
HOLIDAY TIME 1. the °erasion to show. friends and family bow special and unique
1 to I cups unsweetened coconut
they. are. This season. surprise the saphistieated chocolate connoisseur and
the
young chocolate lover with sweet delights from Garth& Chocolatier•s European
Combine first four ingredients and mix
hunt
and Crystal Elegance collections. Godiva's therned assortments offer an arras
of well with hands. Add nuts and Crabtree
gifts, including an elegant crystal biscuit jar brimming with more than a
pound of & Evelyn Honey and Ginger Sauce
classic Grand Mints and assorted cordials. Teeny Teddy santa, a cuddly bear joy
fulh Shape into balls one teaspoon at a time.
holding a small box.of chocolates, and a handsome fox hunt tin filled with Grand roll in coconut.
Hint*. These exquisite gifts. packaged with festive ribbon and traditional ornaKeep in airtight container in retrtgera
ment!, such as seasonal berries and opalescent sprays of pearl and pine, range
from tor Serve in paper cups or wrap in cello
94.50 to 1,90. Godica's holiday highlight, and traditional gold ballotiru, are
avail- phane *rappers rand tie on Christmas
able in its -16 retail stores, a. well as more than 1,000 department and specialty tree
stores across the country. Or call toil free: 1-800.4:31-5411.
Makes about two dozen
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An offerice thisonly
corn
a year.

...KENTUCKY OAKS MALL
"The only place for me!"

For just $18.50
with any purchase, we have
a special Christmas offer for you. ybu'll
receive six eyeshadows, two foundations, two lipsticks,
two blushers, concealing cream, makeup applicators,
and a small flacon of our exclusive new French parfun, Dicollete'—all in a bright red compact.
7liat nearly a $50 savings off the total retail
value This offer is avarlabk November 16 through
December 31. Supplies are limited

For the Perfect Gift, give them
an entire shopping center!
Gift Certificates may be purchased
at the Information Desk adjacent to the
center court fountain

1

7,17
;?C

MERLE flORMAll STUDIO
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m.-5:30

p.m.
Bel Air Shopping Center.___

753-6926
f

arras
444w.
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A goodie for Christmas morning
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A vast army ofstocking stuffersfrom the consumer electronics
"most wanted"list: Practical,ajPrdabk,definitely memorable

41t

S.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER ZO, 110117

4.41kr
-Yaw
'itt
4 .11141STINAS IS JUST NOT CHRISTMAS IN ITALY
without Pane-none. that light
nod *in cake bread. filled with raisins. nut. and bit. of candle-41
fruit. It has been •
trisalitiimi in balk since I POO. %Iwo ii wa• created izt
a young baker in Milan for hi.
10%... Mamie milt with purr. fresh ingredients b, Matta. lial.
first name for
baked good.. thi• light. golden. crown-shaped delicart is delightful
at ant time.
fresh or toasted for breakfast with 100411104L coffee. afternoon tea
or when yllUI have
drop-au guest.. N01 001, i. Panettogw • thoughtful gin for tour
friend. when you go
•
but it is also• wonderful Oft to Kite *ourself in the middle of
an afternoon
w
“141.‘t. 11.411 .0 ten hive. trepareetit for all the other..

Unexpected holiday guests?
Tips for quick,easy cleaning
1 he holiday season otten means an in
lows
- crease in home entenatning such as
• Use your hand vac or a lightweight
when out of tiiwn friends call to say cordless sacuum
cleaner such as Euthey .re
its et in It) minutes
reka's Quick Ups for a fast floor or car11 your living room looks like a
pet cleanup
ter area and you base to make it present
• Gise the bathroom sink and toilet a
able quickly. these tips Iron% the cleaning quick once-oser and
straighten the rug
experts at The 1-ureka Company should and towels. Use
a tissue to wipe off spots
help
on the mirror and place loose items back
• Gather up everything in the entry in the medicine cabinet
way and us mg room that doesn't helong
• Rinse off dirty dishes and stack them
and plate in laundry basket Hide the neatly in thc kitchen
sink Wipe the
hasket .1%.i”. in a1.111Sel . hut not the ont.
countertops
whi..h you'll hang the guest's l0.11S
•Close oft the doors to messy rooms
• %Ire
• sta. I. new papers you don't want guests to see
and magafities on the 1.(Mee t Ahlc or
• Relax and wait for 'the doorbell to
door fluff up tut niture ushions and pil
ring

Looking for affordable stocking Muffels that are sure to be appreciated this
holiday season? Check out some of the
options from the consumer electronics
most wanted- list.
A pocket calculator, for example. is a
useful item for everyone from grade
schoolers to their grandparents
The small, almost paper-thin models
are great for comparison shoppers Better yet, these invaluable gifts are surprisingly affordable, starting at prices under
SIO
For people on the go
Personal stereos, now asailable in a
dazzling array of models and colors, are
excellent stocking stuffers for people
with active lifestyles.
There are portable stereos built into
jogging headbands. models in water-resistant cases, and pocket models with
graphic equalizers and Dolby sound reduction.
Other items that are often "most
wanted" are those small accessories that
can improve a music lover's enjoyment
of an existing audio system.
For example. music lovers would appreciate a package of blank audio tapes, a
LOOKING FOR .A GREAT STOCKING STUFFER for the murecord disc cleaning kit, a cassette player
ON A BUDGET and stuck for a last-minute stocking +toffee?
sic loser on your holiday gift list? A record, tape or compact
head cleaning kit, or perhaps a new set of
.Looking for a unique gill that won't find it. was to the back of
disc cleaning kit may be the answer. AN ans collector will tell
high-quality, lightweight headphones for
the dresser drawer? t package of top-quality blank recording
you. proper record, tape or (:1) care will add year. of 1i...withal
the owner of a ponable stereo.
tape is certain to iw a welc r gift for ant tide° or audio fan.
pleasure to any collection. And. todat's sophisticated cleaning
Today's headphones offer extraordiWith the Electronic Industries Association estimating that system.
make it easier than eter to care for tour musical innary sound reproduction, and are affordACIlis are now in 54) percent of Anwrica•s homes and audio
vestment. For those on a budget or shopping for that last-minably priced for virtually any budget.
,'.stems in 89 percent. t ou can be sure that your Oft will be
ute gift. cleaning Nyatems are a great gift idea. Photo: Recoton
For the VCR owner, a stocking stuffed
appreciated and, best of all. used. Photo: TDK HS videotape.
CDX-100 Compact Disc Cleaning System, Courtesy: Recoton
with blank videotapes is a great idea.
t:ourtesy:
Ekwtronic
at Corporation.
Corporation.
What could be a better gift for the movie
huff than a prerecorded cassette?
the choice of titles perplexing. how about and storage boxes.
Stocking stuffers from the consumer
With thousands of titles available, a club membership at your neighborlaxxl
For the hobbyist, how about a .locking electronics "most wantedlist are afmost at prices ranging from $9.95 to video rental shop?
•
stuffed with accessories, such as alligator fordable and memorabl
e gifts that are
$29.93. there is certain to be the right
Other suggestions to consider are tape clips, splicing tape, adaptor plugs or even
sure to be appreciated this holiday seamovie at the right price. Or, if you find rewinders, erasers, head cleaning
kits coaxial cable?
son.

An imaginative idea Pr non-alcoholic cheer

Holiday helpers

5.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT to scr‘e holiday guests?
ilere•.,
festive cocktail that is delicious arid ten up-to-the
te. It's Kellitti fruit juice
splashed with sparldirut Perrier! The Bellini. mails f
s by 'tarry'• Bar in
Senice for Ernest Hemingwat, blends the juice of delirate white
peaches. lou
simpls add •spoonful or two in sour fatorite glasses. and then lighten
and brighten
with Perrier's distinctite sparkle. The Reified juice is still quite
pie in this
country. but it can easilt be orilered ht a-ailing (./01. slu Faisaii toll-free
at 1-8414)654-4396, le• worth the effort for a perfect itolidat toast to
plea..4. both
drinkers and their friends.
tfTER IWCIIOING what to give Aunt Mar for Christmas
. your most difficult hell•husproblem mat be cleaning up after big &milt meals.
while truing to entertain all
,.1 the out-of-town relatites. That's the time %Dull
reallt appreciate the efficierws
that Kitchen tad dishwashers and trash compactors offi-r.
This tbrtamic cleanup
center makes fast work of the worst !solid., ntemairs.
The trash compactor quickly
and apitedt reduce. bulk* trash I0 0111c quarter of
it. original ttilunie. handling
...entitling front 4-110. 1110/ cartons to bags full of used
builds, wrappings. The easslit-I.M111 'fish w a-4'er I.'atisqs 10140.1•14. racks and dividers
to aceortunodate odd sized
pan. and bowl.. a. well a. tour fatorite stemware.
These two hard-working
kridu•ii11.1
l'an't help too clumwe a gift for Uncle Ilart-t... but thet sure
t•Alt 10.1p .4%11. 11001% of tour other )101/4110 prOille(0•.

You are cordially invited
to 01.11"

Christmas Open House
Sunday, 1-5 p.m
Nov. 22nd
We will be open Sundays
1-5 p.m. till Christmas.

Murray Florist & Gifts
Tom & Jane Gains
Bel-Air Center
753-0932,

1

16/11)11t/t4

4
SO COMPACT it could almost be a stocking sniffer. Cortair". !hero-Rite Soper
Compact Microwave Oven is designed to meet the. needs of today's modern kitchen.
Its efficient, lighted. .3-cubic foot men capacitt accommodate. all .tandarel size
frozen food entrees as well as microwateable contenience foods. In addition. the
Micro-Mite has a 15-minute hell tinier and 1-54) watt power source, which make
perfect food preparation a breeze. Suggested retail price. 8119.

4
4

Every Seiko Watch -

s.,

.
11111°.-4-•

4
4

ii

Simple
Touch
GIFT SHOPPE

I
S
.0
• S
.0
11
11
•

• Wheel-Thrown Pottery • Porcelain Jewelry
• Handcrafted Gifts • Ceramics
• Original Chilean "Blue Zoo" Hand-Signed
Collectibles by Pablo Zabal
• Wedding Gifts and Invitations
• Gift and Bridal Registry
• Greeting Cards •Cornhusk Flowers
Stop in and visit our Country Room
Gift Certificates Available
Hwy 60 West • Across from Ky. Oaks Theaters
443-8061

SPORTSMAN
OF
TH
E
YE
AR
.
Layaway Now for Christ
mas!

Financing Available

200cc Fourtrax Four-Wheeler

4:
Mon -Fri. till 5 30
Parts
j5021 442-1655

Starting At

$47•95 month

A Simply Unique Shopping Experience

211B
- Utaa

Sat

till 4 30
Cervice (502)442-1626

1034 Broadway - Paducah, KY 42001

Layaway

Oft vftri*It

Hours: Mon-Fri 10 til 6 pm.
Sat 10 til S p.m.

in stock '65"

4

4
4
4

.4
,

I.

S.•
•

Gold Gallery
Southgate Shopping Center
Benton, Kentucky

CS

Sunday 1-5 p.m. til Christmas

11 t

10
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Holiday looks and holiday gifts: Beautiful
Helpful tips for getting baby to and from
ways to celebrate the sparkle ofthe season
It s the season hi he terry. oi course
But. for the uoman in a holiday minx',
it's more than that It's a season to dazzle. to sparkle. to he the belle of the ball.
It's a time to choose at least one spec-

tacular party dress trom the avalaikhe oh
flirtatious new fashions now in the stores
Bare at the shoulders, brief-skirted and
worn with the highest heels on me dance
floor

•

FASHIONS • AT • LARGE
CHRISTMAS
HEADQUARTERS
FOR LARGE SIZES
AT
DISCOUNT PRICES
SHOP
FASHIONS•AT•LARGE
IN THE
PADUCAH
OFF-PRICE
MALL

Only a confirmed wallflower could
possibly resist a gift chosen from the
scrumptious holiday bonanza at cosmetic
counters—stunning new makeup colors
and delicious fragrances enticingly packaged in holiday garb.
For the woman who can't say "no" to
a new makeup tveho can?) Reston plays
with the fire of a collection of the brightest reds esti., touched with luminescence
for extra sparkle.
Super Lustrous Frost lipsticks range
from Scarlet Fantasy (red-redi to Scarlet
Sizzle (red with a touch of blue) and
Scarlet Moon, as pale and luminous as a
winter moon Frosted Crystalline Nail
Enamel matches the lip colors. Shades of
Scarlet in Naturally Glamorous Blush
complete the picture.
Ultima H is having a ball this season
The new collections call up visions of the
international set dancing until dawn ifl
their grandest dresses and most fabulous
jewels.
The Embassy Ball colors are intriguing, rich and elegant. The shimmer of
satin and moire is captured in eyeshadows and brow definers, mascara captures
the deep blue of sapphires or the green of
emeralds. Creamy powder blush has a
frosting of pearls.
And for lips and nails, there's a super
new Ultima 11 shade called Spectacular
Red, with all the fireworks the name implies.
The eyes have it at Princess Marcella
I3orghese.

CHIC SPORT
THE WORLD'S BEST FITTING PANT
JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING
Proportioned to fit, Pleated front with belt
60% cotton, 40% polyester
Colors: Black, Navy, Tan, Red, Olive, Khaki
Sizes 32-40

$22"
FREE GIFT WRAP
2302 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, Ky.

Open Mon-Sat
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sun. 1 to 5 p.m.

The Gift Th Casts
All Year L
CZI

SE41••C

Wien y Ledge Sniffles
1001 Whitnell Ave. P.O. Box 1040

Call
Circulation
At
753-1916

grandmother's house during the holidays
I-or the modern day family, the trip to
grandmother's house during the holidays
often entails more trawl than an afternoon sleigh ode oser the riser anal throtO
the woods
Based upon nearly 60 years of experience with babies and new parents, the
eaperts .Ii Gerber Products Company
hase compiled a list of helpful ponuers to
make trawling with babies or small children more entoyable and relaxing
Planning in advance. as with any trip.
is a key element to more comhirtable travel vx hether situ go by car, plane or bus.
Prepare ahead

When traveling with flab.. you will
Con to anticipate all of baby 's needs.
Prepare a separate list of essential items
for baby.
Try to a.oid those frenzied moments
of last-minute packing by gathering the
right equipment before leasing Mr the
airport or "hitting the road
Among the list ot special :are items
baby will require are strollers or other
carriers, clothing. fouelettes, diapers
and diaper hag accessories, a rattle or
fasonte soft to.. and an appropriate supply of foods. bottles and extra bibs

ENSIME
'It CHILD'S S4FFT1
purehaaina a frdrrall,-approkrtl safety aro.
likr thi. one from Centurs Product. Compatu. a usb.itliari of Gerber
Product.
l:ottapart.

flight
At reservation tinie, check to see it
bassinets are a.ailable from the airline,
or what the airline's policy is about
bringing a car seat aboard
Take safety precautiem
Children under two years of age travel
"Must have" equipment when travel- free. prosaic-Ai you hold the child on your
ing by car is a federally approved safety " lap If you want to strap your child into a
seat child restraint Sy stem suitable for safety seat in the seat neat to your., you
each child's weight. height and age
will probably need to purchase a ticket
To properly protect infants weighing for that seat
up to 20 pounds. use a reclining car seat
Feeding bah, on the go
placed in a position facing to the rear. A
reclining chair supports the infant's head
Sona>orlines maX have hahy too.' or
and critical body areas
For young children weighing up to 43 bottles available, others will be happy to
pounds. use an upright seat in a forward heat up friods you supply You Max wish
facing position The popular Century 2010 to bring an extra supply ol baby 's ta.orite
STE Car Seat, produced by a Gerber foods, bust ifl case
subsidiary.. can be adjusted to accommoHaving a "care package.' of iron
date both hea.ier infants and toddlers fortified dry infant cereal and
strained
The seat has "lateral impact protection" fruits, juices. meats and vegetables.
along
to protect your child's head
with a bib, will also mean you won't have
Refresh your memory by reading the to stop immediately
J store to re
instructions on how to use infant car plemsh supplies when you
arrive at your
seats And don't fOrget to strap in your destination
toddler. e.en if you are only going to the
Gerber now oilers Apple and Apple
corner drugstore.
Cherry pica: carieties in tour fluid ounce
plastic containers in some areas of the
Plan kir speCial nerds
country The small package is cram einem
Traveling via airline also requires ad- for traveling
vance planning. When hooking reservaFinger foods. such as Number Cookies
tions, be sure to request the seats in the or Toddler Biter Biscuits.
wake snatik
bulkhead section at the front of the main time and feeding youngsters
easier along
catAt_
the way
This will allow you more room to
For car trips. eXpand the "care pack
stretch !,our legs, and to move children in age- so you will have plenty of
baby's
and out of the airplane with more ease. favorites for a few days
If you will require special services en Entertain haln along the was
route, arrange them with the airline a
few weeks ahead of your scheduled
Travel will he more relaying it children

are entertained- Infant., as well as young
children. should haw a few favorite play
things to help keep them os-cupied
Make Cri.1111 that many .if the toys.
games and act'v ities you take along are
"-surprises" for your child Has mg a Min
!MUM of one toy for every hour you
ate
en route lk ill help keep your bah) J11111%ett
Lei toddlers select at least J portion ot
the toys for the trip they will be fat
more content if they are secure in know
mg tLat their layorne doll, puppet.
and book are close at hand
To keep older children occupied.
ihoose t rout among puppets, story
hvoks. magnetic checkers. cards. !aree
sired paperback activity books. paper
and srasouts Asvial playthings with sharp
points or corners

Before tour dt-parturt•
Before you depart on your top. check
your list mice to make sure you have everything you and Xotir hahx will need
the volorlut Previous care - Avice•v,,
fie% Rag can help v A,i.j ,ati many or
baby's necessities while also doubling a. •
a changing pad
'Another item comement Ion traveling
is the Gerber Soft Center Pak iher with a
travel cover the easy to-snap-on hood
protects the pikifter when not in Use
fair More information on velevaling in
tant car seat. and traveling with baby.
write for the free publication. 'K n.
PrOielt
.our Losed ()nes in lour Car •
Requests tor the brochure should he
sent to Century Products. Ins . Con
sumer Service Department. 46(10 Ale%
Lie% Road. Ma, edonia.
4454a1
sure
irk Wide your name and address

CDVideo.In timefor holidaygift-giving
A is* years spa- we heard akin' the
Innes4 ot the nntrivstrve
It I% elpekled that early ncvt )ear
- marriage ol audio and video, a union that is Y.intaha'•
RXX). J combination
a number Or-Manufacturers N if offer
brought us home entertainment centers unit which can handle any shiny
dim tin smaller units which will handle audio
filled with state-of-the-art electroniv. the market. whether it's a
12 inch laser ('I). and ('I) 'deo. only
goodies such as large screen TV monitor
read video disk 8-insh video disc. son
While the tevhnolop is new, this is
receivers.
VCRs. compact disc. ventional audio-only'compact kits, or
twit theltirst time a -hatrv
has proven to
players. and a control center that enabled neu CID ‘'ideo
he vvondertul "gilt
us to operate all of these at the touch of a
remote control keypad
Just in time for holiday gin giving, the
consumer electronics industry introduced the first product which can be
called the offspring of that marriage -CD Video.
Even in its title it hoasts its heritage.
The new format is J shiny diss the Same
size as a Conventional CD, but it delivers
live. minutes of combined audio and
video enterta ininent plus an additional 20
minutes of high quality audio-only
At first, the new discs will he armed at
a young audience and will typically contain a music video clip and several song
selection's from an album.
The godparents of the new format are
111". "Ii 1111
arri‘crl jii.1 Iii !uric for Nihau% gill xi% mg, 1smalls'
.• 1.I/1-10100i.
the more than 30 manufacturers who Iltr ['I ,•..i grtrralitot offywirig ilw iiiarriggy
rif 111141iil 141141
a 'Nagar enterhave agreed to market either the discs
writ primlurt thal will pia, et 111111101A aiir lir
rid it Nia I la-'i'rs i.ir oil
themselves or the new players which are gird the. rye% (1)% rider, formai.
'win jar
11%
of audio iiitriv phi.'
2Q,
required.
iif high
night-nal,

1010101010111MOIMMOIMADIMIONMM3100011101111310

The Management Staff & Crew at
Arby's would like to wish you a safe
& Happy Holiday Season.

ROAST BEEF FIGHTS
•01.004ror• ttion,ininr
YOU CAN PREVENT BURGER BURNOUT
Our New Year's Resolutiorris to help you fight Burger Burnout

I
I

:

.

COUPON

Chicken Club
r)

1
1
$ 7 79
: At*
Expires 1 1-88
,
I

I
I
1

.I

COUPON
Regular Roast Beef
Bowl of Soup
Medium Drink

L .....)

$249
Expires 1 1 88

I
I
I

Philly Beef 'N Swiss I
I
Combo
i
I
1 rs)
1

I

Arbgs'
2
"
.........)

Expires 1 1 88

is

:Alb*

(A Christmas Card Will Be Sent)

COUPON

,I

1
1

I
I

COUPON

I
1

I
I
I
I

I

I ,Bac 'Al Cheddar 1i
Deluxe Combo I
I
I
I Arh15

*269

I

Expires 1 188

...."

I

s

i

I

XIXIMMUUII;11 MUCI
a
USUIMUI
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IT'S AMAZING!
COME SEE THE PARTY MART'S VAST INVENTORY OF
GIFTS FOR EVERY FAMILY MEMBER

YOU'LL LOVE OUR LOW PRICES
GIFT WRAPPING IS FREE
AND WE CAN SHIP IT VIA U.P.S.

ittr
11?
40.11111.0

WAVE OVER IT — TOUCH IT
— SPEAK TO IT — PUT MUSIC TO IT.

SIMMERING
STOVE TOP

4,6'
10

IT INSTANTLY TRANSFORMS INTO
SPECTACULAR FLICKERING COLORS.

POTPOURRI KEEPER

COME SEE IT
YOU'LL BE AMAZED $

1 99

%KAI Ir 11(411 The.. per, ••I
mad.
• ,Nqu•
and mak*, 41 hallIkoi ,
light Iland paotird
1hrs. isiptunv .ands
high
•4 t
I est 4..4, Th4, night light 4
4, tooth .1 to4. t
a
•
1,1
,
.1 11,11
it, h

6

#
Il

INDOOR $129
OUTDOOR
THERMOMETER

•

DOUBLE INSULATED

THERMAL
TUMBLERS
12 Oz

Box Of 4

$995
Keeps drinks hot or cold
also available in clearboat anchor & playing card

-;
4

Easy to assemble
no glue or tools needed
for young or old

tit

#0110

$395
SPECIALIA.

Orig. $10
TRAFFIC SIGNAL

BAR LAMP
$49.95
WIND CHIMES

MANY OTHER MOT1FS
PRICED FROM '14.95

SEE THR1J
„

COIN
BANK

I • •

WITH CHAIN
& LOCK
Cools stack
up to over
$36.00!

6 multitoned brass
plated steel tubes
give off a beautiful

RING HOLDERS. Adorable 18K gold-plated animals. They
stand 4" high & each come sboxed. Three assorted animals.
*395

sound
$695

SMOKELESS
ASHTRAY
Eliminates offensive
cigar and cigarette
smoke

WINE
GLASSES
For all types
of wine

$1095
GIFT BOX
OF 4

Poducoh's Most Interesting Store

The

arty Mar
Hannan Plaza 509 Lone Oak Rd. Hwy. 45 Paducah

442-0011

Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Mon.thru Sat.

11114•11.404•46

ANY ITEM
GIFT
WRAPPED
FREE!
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Some very handy tips for the holiday videotaper
Know where to look:Ideas onfinding the idealgift

Today 's lightweight and easy-to-use
camcorders make it simpler than ever to
capture holidas tanuls memories tiwever.
-Although camcorders make it easier
than eser to record holidas gatherings.
beginners should understand that
is the hest was to make top quatits
practie
home tapes." says Sails Browne. executor director of consumer affairs at the
Electronic Industries Association tElAt
To help nos ices get the best results
Iron' their new camcorders this holiday
season. Ms. Browne offers a kw handy
home taping tips.
I. Get to know 11,1Ir camcorder.' Ms.
Browne says. -First, read the manual
from coser to ciner and then experiment
with a tew practice tapes before you try
to capture the magic of Christmas morning. Asr esample. Vial wouldn't want to
miss a wonderful shot because you are
not yet familiar with your equipment.2. Plan sour shots. Rehm: you tape tbe
holidas larnily reunion, take a moment to
plan esactls ithat you expect to record.
Perhaps you want to catch the look on
the children's faces when they open their
present.. Visualite the scene you wish to
record and plan your angles_

shots and sad) Close to the action."'
And. remember Unlike most tinim
3. Do a pre-yhtior test Before you tape. tilos
camcorders record sound What
check your equipment with a pre-taping you .as from behind the Camera volt
be
test. Is the camcorder functioning' Is the heard on the screen
lens ckan.'Are the batteries fresh.' Is the
tu LA4110 Wit! 4klic 1.0111 ItIpeA. "Make it
lighting sufficient' Do you hase enough a practice to label your cassettes with the
tape on hand' Are you using top-qualits dale, the place and e+en the names ya the
tape
people in the tape as soon as you finish
4. Check the liKhr in the room. If the shooting.- says Ms. Bross .
lighting is inadequate, sou may base to
7 hake tam of
intr.:mem.' Alter
make adjustments, such as pros iding ad- you hate
finished your last shot take J
ditional lighting. manually adjusting your moment
to cap the lens and return the
aperture, or esen rethinking your angle. camcorde
r to its case.
Directly photographing an unwanted
If you set souriamcorder down for a
light source. such as a lamp, may lease a moment,
make sure it isn't near a TV or
white flare in your picture Backlighting,
an electrical appliance. or you was inador placing a light behind your subjects. serientls
erase your tape
could cast heasy shadows that obscure.
With
sers
special tapes. you may esen
then faces.
Lighting becomes especialls important wish to dub a copy for repeated s tess ing
during the holidays. %hen such items as while keeping the original master in a
Christmas trees can interfere with nor- sale place
Like books, tapes should he stored
mal lighting situation..
S. keep u swath Beginners find that standing on end in their sleeses, assay
quick camcorder moseinems turn tapes from moisture, sunlight, heat, dust and
into a sisual jumble. Try to stand in one household appliances.
Alter %testing )0Ur laws. it is a good
place while shooting. and take care to
make your "pans- slit% and steady. It idea to remose the tape Iron the VCR
you wish to get close to the action, use immediately to present damage to both
the tapes and the delicate ‘'CR recording
the /oont.
"Remember. s ideo is ideal for capturIf you can't asoid mos mg the camcor- heads.
8 Stri it e IOW" egalpiiit Pitifeldath
ing the intimacy of a moment through
der to catch-a moment, consider using J
closeups.- Ms. Browne -ads ises. "If -sou
shoulder harness or a tripod tor a stead- Generally, it is a gOOsi idea to has,: sour
equipment inspected once a year to keep
are shooting indoors. trs to avoid long
ier picture.
it in good working order
-If you buy only one sex\ ice contract.
it ts a good idea to buy one (Or-sour Camcorder- says Ms. Browne "And, if your
equipment requires maintenance. make
sure that your dealer is certified to sen
icC it• Trinvlint: zips. If you are traseling
out of town tor the hohdass, it is a good
idea to carrs additional tape. J batters
charger or batteries
A word to the wise. It you are
checking your camcorder with the luggage is one of the easiest SSaSs to lose
sour equipment
Of course, passing your tapes and
equipment through the airport X-ray was
result in erasing those holidas memories
10. Ativitys um. top quiihrc tape. "V.hen
you are recording special moments, it
Just doesn't make sense to cut corners on
tape." she says. "Premuim quality s ideotape is one of the easiest steps you can
take to making better tapes
C.CHCORDERS ARE THE HOLIDA1 GIFTS that liay. -Open Me lina!- %With one
of today's lightweight and easy-to-we camcorder.. you can save the hoJiday memories forever. CarlicorcPrs are available in all formats—VHS. Beta. 8niro and
VHS-C—and offer a surprising nunther of features. such as auto focus, zoom
lens
and automatic adjustment to light levels. The Electronic Industries Association suggests this holiday tip: Give a camcorder the day biefinv with a package of videocassettes st, you can capture all the memories of this special season. Photo: Sony
CCD-V3 Auto Hands cam. Courtesy: Sony Corporation of kinerica.

GIS mg J "'perfect gat- to that vestal pieces in het
set of line china. ifl.1.1 or
someone tor Christmas, a birthday or sliker
any other (sccasion doesn't fuse to cost a
There is a network of dealers who bus
lot of money. says author Tony Hy Ulan
and sell French. English or American
"Fund a gill that reflects the recipient's table services trom eser) period
interests, something he or she couldn't
Sonic dealers keep ItX1.000 pieces ill
find for hini or herself." Hs man ads ise. obsolete 'attic-SS:1re Oft hand to help you
"It's easier than you think If you find what you want
know where to look. you can find all
A letter in photograph signed bs
sorts 01 exciting gifts without leiA tog IansUt
person looks impressise on MIS
!.01.1r easy ChilleOtle's OlItie Nall One ot thr
22 auto
/-4man lists hundreds of small comgraph specialists described in Gide ha
panies which sell hard -to-find items in Your tailia
out
recentls
Cosh ha- Ti air
Trelisures. a (stirred the autographs ot hundreds
ot
directory of people who buy and sell lank'us
tolks in all walks of life for sale
-odd used things" through the mail
at less than 525 each
For example. what baseball tan could
Original newspapers from as tar
hack
resist a bat used by his or her jasorite
player' Kenrich Compans s free catalog as the 1600s with stories of the Resoluotters hundreds ot genuine used minor tion. %lasers. the Old Nest. and much
more,
league bats, balls and other equipment. each can be pin:fused tot J• little as SI
from Boston's Phil Bathei.
whose
sonic more than 50 sears old. for Sc (
I ) catalog is 1111.1s1
for social studies teacha
ShO
Do you know a little miss who'd lose a ers Early Aber-ming related to a Ii lend'.
handmade dollhouse The Dollhouse pri'tessiou J ISO make. a th,qightitil yet
1111:SPe FPO\ gin
f-actors 's h4 page catalog offers intim
Ilintan tells ol one NsOiliall %s110 gase
site antique and modern houses (or sale
1-hes will also bus your old dollhouse to her husband a 1950 Chess m4114:1 .,111.11I•
UJI tor their annisersary
iaas the (list
pass on tis a nest gene rat it
car Sse 1:%ei
losei .• lank.
she'
I hrill grandma bs leplac ing missing esplained. pros mg
that peat gifts ate

red

11 and gi%e 4.1.1,
4001 •401-). 11.

HOOVER.
Spirit Y
Powemozzle
Cleaning System
• Deluxe two-brush agitator
• Edge cleaning
•71
/
2 qt. disposable
bag/signal
• Contour grip with
suction regulator
• Convenient top-side
tool storage

Reg.
$25995 each
Save $60
.$19995
31
PEAK
HPI•
S3443

Powerful
INCLUDES
ATTACHMENTS!

OFF STOREWIDE

Yours, Mine & Ours
Downtown Murrav

Ward & Elkins

Ig‘

Downtown on the Square
Murray

753-1713

Riding

case

Se‘S

Pe
—ter 7-r
gctors

14/30 4

0,3cyers

Ant\que

COrnbines

Balers
Baxe

0\scs

-Tractors
2594 Tractor

Tractors

Batterv OP • -Tract°'s

Christmas is coming
and we have Case-I/H toys
at GREAT SAVINGS!
Sojiefore you buy
come in and see our
LARGE ASSORTMENT
in stock.

2 + 2 I/H Tractor

5288
Tractor

Come in today and take advantage of our PRENCHRISTMAS TOY SALE!

McKeei Equipment Co., Ince
503 Walnut St., Murray
4

753-3062
4

Ji

great VkaS to shop'.
And lot the person has ha.ecei y thing
them a top (
toe )out tit
dist Mere,/ beti%Illt ‘... Hs man says
"Someday they 111..O Scant to sell all that
stun "

TWO-MOTOR

Pre-Christmas Sale

20%

limited only by your imagination and
ii iet,
t1,4Ira's
spark your
I s411r
1J110
1111
11. Hyman's
hook puts you in touch with 1.500 people
who bus and sell almost anything eser
mask
a•allable eta:hood) by
to order. send S19 95 to Treasure Find.
Box MN. Claremont. CA 91711 Credit
card orders are $22 5.call 1 800-5417500 When ordering. gise the name of
this newspaper to get a 40 day money
hack guai awe
Antique wedding gowns. 11111110Ck lilies. neon signs, a fasorite top 40
hit
trout your high school days for the fut.,:
hot. to pl.n it on
there is an honest
helphal evert only .1 tette, or
phone
call
•l' a aling %s oh these spec idiots is a
pleasUfe.- IlS111.111 says - When you
phone you don 1 get a computer Vou
talk directly to the iiiAnt't who san de
scribe esactls what you're bus 111g. tar

RAE -THANKSGIVING

SALE
•

•

OFF

She II love to lounge in the soft comfort
of a long or dress length robe of polyester
fleece ot guided acetate nylon S,M,L
Reg Sale
$30 19.99
Zip front floor length fleece
Snap front dress length fleece $28 13.99
$30 19.99
Wrap front floor length quid
$25 15.
Snap front dress length quilt
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OUR SPECIAL

Doorlousters

DOORBUSTER PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH NOON,MONDAY,NOV. 23RD

40% OFF 35% OFF 30% OFF
MISSES' GEORGETTE BLOUSES

The perfect topping An eleoant long sleeve georgette blouse with pleated front Of polyester In soft,
flattering pastels for misses sizes 8-18

ALL MISSES COTTON SWEATERS

STAFFORD GENTRY* SHIRTS

Nothing can replace the look and feel of pure cotton
Now you can enjoy misses' cotton sweaters at big
savings And they're a great gift idea. too

Save on the regular prices of button-down dress shirts
from Stafford" and Gentry' Of easy-care cotton
polyester oxford cloth

35% OFF 30% OFF 30% OFF
MISSES' WORTHINGTON' SLACKS

Traditionally styled misses slacks With double
stitched-down pleats, on-seam pockets and belt
Of easy-care textunzed polyester in bright solids

ALL MEN'S WHITE UNDERWEAR

Now's the time to stock up on men's white underwear Find T-shirts and briefs in cotton or cotton
polyester. In a variety of styles and sizes.

ALL MEN'S WOVEN SPORT SHIRTS

A different sport shirt for your active needs. Come find
cotton flannel shirts in stripes or checks, cotton denim
shirts and much more. All at 300/o off regular pricest

37% OFF Sale 5.99 40% OFF
JUNIORS' BUGLE BOY'' PANTS
Pull on a pair of Bugle Boy" straight leg, no-waist,
jeans for that smooth, easy look. Cotton twill in
soft hues. For juniors' sizes 3-13.

MEN'S WARM FLANNEL SHIRT

Reg. 7.99. Towncraft" heavyweight shirt with two
pockets Cotton or cotton/polyester flannel S-XL.
Tall sizes. M-XL, Reg. 8.99 5.1.6.99

THE JCPENNEY BATH TOWEL.
Experience the plushness of The JCPenney Bath
Towels. With all cotton loops for extra absorbency and polyester base warp for durability.
ewwwwagiow or represent savings on replier prism

Saks 'prelude* JCP•rwary Smart Volum.

aUC[Jenney
^

You're looking
smarter than ever

EVENTS STARTS MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1987
ALABAMA
Auburn
GEORGIA
Dalton
Dublin
Griffin

KENTUCKY
Elizabethtown
Madisonville
Middlesboro
Murray
Somerset

MISSISSIPPI
Columbus
Greenville
Laurel
McComb
Natchez
Oxford

NORTH CAROLINA
Elizabeth City
Hendersonville
Jacksonville
Roanoke Rapids
Salisbury
Wilkesboro

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Orangeburg
Sumter
TENNESSEE
Cleveland
Dyersburg

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28 1987 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
21

Newspapor Advertising Supplement

L,46.$4 s ail

1957 J C Penne./ Co • Inc PIOINK 430E0
I.

SAVE ON FESTIVE GO-TOGETHERS FOR MISSES

SA
Worthington* presents a
versatile separates. Like a
jabot blouse br bow print blouse
poffjoasiter. Pair them with a slim
of polyester/rayon Baby-Gab*
polyester rayon'wool Find
other career-minded Worthington
classics at 30% off.

Jabot blouse, Reg. $24 tiele111.1119
Tr -blend skirt, Reg.$29 Safi ma
Bow print blouse, Reg.$26 Saba 'I
Baby-Gab skirt, Reg. $26 Sale

Popcorn stitch sweater
SALE
--

1999

Reg.$29. Liven up your winter wardrobe with this
)
4";•-'itf

,

.

S>4:
4
:;7key.

•

'
fi 4••

Worthington' tweedy acrylic crewneck pullover in
bright and basic colors. Misses' sizes

•••
••

25% off misses'tops
SALE15

WINTER-WARM OUTERWEAR

99

Reg. $22 each. Lounging around is easy in polyester
cotton fleece sweatshirts Choose solid with cable knit
tnm or stripe with Johnny collar For misses

SA

Tame winter's chill with cozy SWAMI
on outerwear for juniors, OWN and_.

women. We've got everyone Covered
with a heartwarming 25%-40% of
tried and true classics or the hottest
new looks. Here,just a *tarrying:
Sheeting jacket. Reg.$498.1.36.75
Flanged topper, Reg.99.99 Sale 74.99
Tweed topper, Reg. $95 Sege 71.25
prlose or anenseer eneenve area.
fieturnay, December Mk

1

Flattering pantihose
SAVE

0/
0

Sheer Toes' or reinforced toe control top pantihose
with Flexxtra• nylon legs. Reg $3 Sale 2.40
Total Support" pantihose. Reg $6 Sale 4.80
Queen sizes also on sale

Selected bras, briefs
SAVE

ok

Selection includes Comfort Hours* bra, cotton and
nylon crossover bras Also soft pima cotton or nylon
elastic and band leg briefs, 3 each per package
Pereereeps on represent' seeinps on regular prices

HOLIDAY SWEATERS AND SKIRTS FOR JUNIORS

Sale 14.99 Orig. $24. Great Connections*
brings out the best in winter with smashing
Johnny collar, crewnect or mock turtleneck sweaters. Handknit, of ramieiwool/
acrylic in flattenng pastels For junior SiZIMI.

SAVE
lions make news with sayings on all
.,-..Fialfeily• skirts. HON),just a sampling:
Reg. Sale
im silk angora sweater knit $28 19.60
stonewashed rayon
$29 20.30

_

33% off Jr.fleece top

1999

SALE

Reg.$30. Relax in our easy-going. long sleeve Hunt
Club crewneck sweatshirt of stonewashed cotton
fleece For lunior sizes

WINTERWEIGHT SLEEPWEAR

ALE

9

Reg.$15, $18. Snuggle up in the chillchasing comfort of long cotton flannel
or brushed nylon gowns. Sot in lots of
lovely styles and colors. At this low
you'll want several,for yourself
for gifts. Misses'sizes S,M,L.

All vinyl handbags
SAVE

ALE

0/
0

Shoulder bags, double handles, more For example
Flap-over and hobo styles. Reg $11 Sale 8.25
Oversized clutch bags. Reg $10 Sale 7.50
.$18. Sweet dreams are made of
decidedly feminine brushed-back
rilgOitshirt. Of nylon/polyester/
on jacquard. it's wonderfully soft
warm Pretty pastels for sizes S,M,L.
prima on resitaarty mewed merchandise shown
Ns alveolar educes,end Sundry,
20th twisasseriewbe Mot Aileemodle•
waytom been limn to sid.ratty Weed
Illmibsesna from arisfirany prised
ettestle•
Meg* Is deohned
dewed Meted*demo Mame desionsted In out
smart Vetoes

f

All small leather goods
SAVE

0/0

Save on our handsomely crafted leather wallets,
carry-ails, calculator clutches and much more.
Mundil wallets, Reg $7 each Sale 5.25
Munch' clutches, Reg 8 99 each Sale 6.74

STRIPE UP THE COLORS!IT'S OUR RUGBY SALE

SAL
Reg.$26. Show your stripes in Pine
all-time casual favorites from City
Streets*. Choose the leldIkeriel citib
rugby with 4-4nch stripes. Or **chest
stripe style Both of cotton in brighle
and pastels Young men's sires.

-\\

1\._

All men's bathrobes
SAVE

0/
0

We ve made lounging around even more relaxing .n
robes like these of acetate polyester velour
•Towncraft• kimono. Reg 19 99 Sale 14.99
Austin Manor -kimono, Reg $26 Sale 19.50

All men's sleepwear
SAVE
Save on comfortable coat style pajamas like these
of cotton polyester in solids or prints
Towncratt* pajamas. Reg $14 Sale 10.50
Illebe includes JCPenowl Smart Velum

PLAIN POCKETS• LEVI'S • CITY STREETS• BUGLE BOY

SALE

599

I Reg. $20. Our Plain Pockets prewashed jeans
have the great style and fit you want without that
fancy stitching on the back pocket. Of prewashed
cotton denim. For young men's sizes

SALE

18.99

I Reg. $26. Save 25% on original Levi's' straight
leg, five pocket jeans, of prewashed indigo dyed
cotton denim. Young men's sizes.

SALE

18.99

Reg.$24. Cool weather fun calls for these double
pleated slacks from City Streets' Of acid-washed
cotton. Young men's sizes

SALE

23.99
Rog.$32. Wake up your casual winter wardrobe
with these Bugle Boy* cargo pants of indigo dyed
cotton denim Young men's sizes.

4

SPORTSHIRTS 10.99 AND 13.99

Belts and suspenders
SAVE
Sale 7.50 Reg $10 ea Choose Levi s polyester cotton
elastic suspenders with antique pewter-look clips 01
Towncratt' dress belts of split cowhide Men s sizes

Sale 13.99 Reg.$19,$20. The season's
essential sportshirts—an acrytic knit
sweatershirt in stripes or solids from Par
Four*. Or choose the Hunt Club's collar
and placket style of soft interlock cotton
knit. Men's sizes S-XL.

Sale 19.99
Reg.$24. Par Four* belted Sport Slack
of Dacron* polyester with comfortable
Ban Rol* stretch waistband. Men's sizes.

Small leather goods
SAVE

SPECIAL BUY

Gift-perfect Towncraft* wallets of full grain cowhide
&Mold or hipster, Reg 17 50 Sale 13.12
Compact tritold. Reg 16 50 Sale 12.37
Many other styles in the collection, 25%-50% off.

10.99

Colorful's the word for this handsome
woven plaid polyester cotton sport shirt
Button-down or regular collar.
For men's sizes

DRESS SHIRTS 9.99 AND 10.99
All Austin Manor. basics
SAVE

0/0

T

Stock up on men's basics like Fonrel' polyester
combed cotton briefs and 1-shins
I Rib knit briefs. 3 pkg • Reg $7 Sale 5.60
I Crewneck T-shirt, 3 pkg . Reg $9 Sale 7.20

Sale 10.99 Reg. $15,$17. Well-dressed
men get dowel iq business in our easy-care
Austin Manor* shirts of polyester/cotton
Choice of pastels or soft tones with
regular collar.
Salo 9.99 Orig. $20. Stafford* cotton/polyester broadcloth dress shirts. In a bold
assortment of stripes. For men's sizes.
Sale 10.50 Reg. $15. Stafford* silk ties in
tradftiorial solids, pin dots, paisleys, fleets,
medallions and more.

All men's casual hosiery
SAVE

0/0

Comfort starts from the feet up with colorful hosiery
like these. Some Bioguard* treated to control odor
I Cotton/nylon crew/classic, Reg 2 75 pr Sale 2.20
Cotton blend tubes, 6/pkg., Reg. 8,99 Sale 7.19

Fashion underwear
SAVE
Lee Wright briefs, 3/pkg., Reg 9 50 Salo 7.12
Royal Comfort* cotton briefs, Reg. 4.50 Saks 3.37
Rol Comforts cotton tee, Reg.$6 Salo 4.50

25% OFF SWEATERS,WARM SHIRTS,OUTERWEAR

SA
•

•

Sale 14.99 Reg. 19.99. Welcome the
cold in a handsome sweater from two
of our top names. Choose a Par Four
crewneck in stripes or a grid pattern, an
argyle patterned V-neck, or St. John's
Bee Shaker knit solid Acrylic. S-XL.

Heavyweight shirts

SAVE

0
0

I Sale 13.50 Reg. $18. Save on
heavyweight shirts. Like this
yarn-dyed cotton flannel by
:7 Assorted
St. John's Bay,
patterns. Men's S,M.L,XL.
Tall sizes at similar savings.

All men's outerwear
SAVE
Here, lust two from our collection Of polyester
cotton warmed with polyester fiberfill S-XL
Hunt Club" sheeting bomber, Reg S45 Sale 33.75
Towncraft* chintz jacket, Reg 39 99 Sale 29.99

COMFORTING BEDDING AT WELCOME SAVINGS
fir

SALE

999

Hi-loft blanket

Reg.$15 Twin. A blanket for all
seasons. This hi-loft FiberwovenlI
acrylic blanket is versatile enough to
use winter and summer Bordered
with 4" nylon binding.
Full, Reg. $19 Sale 12.99
Queen, Reg. $24 Sale 14.99

SALE

Eyelet twin sheet set
SPECIAL
BUY
IJICi
Polyester cotton Twin set includes 1 fitted 1 flat sheet_
1 standrtrinse Full and queen sets have 2 cases
Full set, Special 25.99 Queen set. Special 35.99
7CNIP'-^"
—`1111111111111111
41c
.

2999
Electric blanket

•Reg.$40 Twin. Turn on the
warmth with this single contol
automatic blanket. Acrylic;
polyester solids.
I Full single, Reg. $50 Sale 34.99
•Queen, Reg. $70 Sale 49.99
Dual control blankets also on sale

SPECIAL BUY

599

Any size comforter

99

SPECIAL/9
BUY

Tiffany polyestercotton eyelet comforter quilted to
polyester fiberfill. Choose twin, full or queen.
Special 1999.

Std sham a twin Decision Othec sores availabe

Feather bedpillow

Float into sleep each night on a
plump feather bedpillow covered with
cotton ticking. Choose standard or
queen sizes at this special low price

YOUR SATISFACTION
IS OUR GOAL
To serve the public as nearly as we
can to its satisfaction That the
Penney idea If you're not satisfied with
your purchase after a reasonable time,
let us know, and well try to satisfy you
completely
6

Bedrest or4hrow pillow
SAVE
Sale 12.59 Reg 17.99. Plump cotton corduroy bedrest
Sal* 3.50 Reg. $5. 14" Haitian cotton throw pillow
30% off all decorative pillows

TOPS AND SWEATERS KIDS LOVE

SAVE
•

Kids'shirt/vest sets
SAVE

0
0/

Polyester cotton shirt plus acrylic knit vest
Big girls' blouse vest set. Reg $20 Sale $15
Big boys' shirt vest set. Reg $18 Sew 13.80

Sale 11.25 Reg. $15. The essential
rugby shirt from Moss Creek Trader*
Of polyestericotton. Big boys' sizes.
Sale $12 Reg. $16. Slightly oversized
high mock turtleneck Shaker stitch
acrylic sweater. Big girls' S,M,L.
Sale $9 Reg. $12. Big boys' buttondown collar shirt from Credentials*.
Of warm, yam-dyed cotton flannel.
Sale 1125 Reg. $15 Big girls' show
their stripes in a Hunt Club* garmentwashed cotton sheeting shirt.

All girls' dresses
SAVE
Pretty styles for girls of all ages For example
Infant toddler Nana's Pet' dress. Reg $18 Sal* 13.50
Little girls blouson dress. Reg $19 Sale 14.25
Smart Volum'
$ift

COLORFUL JOG SUITS FOR KIDS
All kids' sleepwear
SAVE

0/

/0

Big boys ski pajamas Reg $11 Sale 8.25
Little boys ski pajamas. Reg $9 Sale 6.75
Girls' long gown, sizes 4-14, Reg 3 99 Sale 6.74

Toddlers' velour sets

25% off

Sale 16.50 Reg $22 Handstands* cotton polyester
velour jog sets For boys and girls, 2T-4T
Infants' sizes, Reg $21 Sale 15.75

Toddletime'sleepers
SALE

SAVE

5199

Reg. 7.99. Baby goes nighty-night in our 2-pc footed
sleeper of Fortrel* Comfort Fiber* polyester. Sizes
2-2, gripper waist; sizes 3-6, boxer waist.
1
/
'Comfort Mow Is•Indented' of C.olonsee Carp.

Acrylic and acrylicicotton fleece funwear
Big girls' jog set, Reg. 15.99 Sale 11.99
Big boys'collared top, Reg. $12 Sale $9
Big boys'jog pants, Reg.$8 Sal* $6
Little girls' jog set. Reg 10.99 Sale 8.24
Little boys'jog set, Reg. 11.99 Sale 8.99

/0 OFF

25 TO5

30cro OFF

Loght up her holiday
the
gleam of starting sitver
Our collectton includes antique-style earrings and pins.
narrow and twisted bangles herringbone and rope chains
N.o•nsig.

represtora• savor'', cal rvipuSsy proms

50% OFF Selected 14K gold chains and charms
Save on the regular prices of a dazzling selection of 14K
gold chains in assorted lengths and links. Ropes. braids,

serpentines, hernngbones and more Plus artfully
crafted charms to charm someone special

50% OFF Appealing 14K gold earrings
Here's a golden opportunity to express your own sense
of style with our assortment of 14K earrings at 50% off
• •••

12.50-32

regular prices Find the most wanted styles— hoops
swirls, love knots and more Some accented with diamonds

Every day. Loree aqued
nti
1350 silvertone metal necklaces.
pins and earrings accented with pink moonstone and crystal
Receive a free trinket box as a gift with any purchase
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40% OFF Cultured and freshwater pearls
Its time you treated yourself to little luxuries, like 40%
off the regular prices of our cultured or freshwater pearl

$15-$35

Every day. Trifari° Here's your
chance to make life a little more
rosy—give her casual pastel pink earrings, necklaces
and bracelets of plastic or enameled metal.

earrings, necklaces, bracelets and pendants Many
accented with precious or semi-precious stones
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25% OFF A select group of better watches
Perfect timing for Eft giving. 25% off regular prices of
8 analog and digital watches from names like Seiko',

Pulsar* and Citizen*. In goldtone and silvertone styles
for men and women. All with quartz movements.

Sale 17.95

Rog. 19.95. Trendy timepieces from Awatch* With
calendar Swiss quartz movement, colorful plastic strap
Water-resistant to 100 ft. Styles for women and men

